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VALEDICTORY

After much consideration, it has been decided to suspend publication of the Numismatic

Review. We began with the hope of carrying on for at least eight issues. This number, for

convenience of binding, we call “Nos. 14-16.” If, as is hoped, publication is resumed in the

near future, it will be a new series. In this number have been included all articles firmly sche-

duled for publication, hence some writers appear more frequently than according to our usual

policy.

In bidding farewell, temporally or permanently, to our readers, we feel it fitting to point

out that we believe we have been successful in carrying on during a difficult period, a numis-

matic magazine which has presented a number of distinguished contributions to science, chiefly

from the numismatists of our own country, but also from scholars laboring in almost every part

of the world.

To our contributors, to the staff, and to the publishers, we here express the most sincere

thanks.

16 Dec. 1948. T. O. M.
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THE LARGEST GOLD “COIN” OF SHAH JEHAN

by JOHN WALKER
Plates IX and X

Numismatists, generally, may welcome the following notes on a remarkable gold coin of un-

usual size, which was struck in India during the reign of the Moghul Emperor Shah Jehan (A.D.

1628-1658), whose name is identified with the immortal Taj Mahal. The illustration (actual size:

5-9/16 inches in diameter) is taken from a cast in the British Museum. The original coin is, un-

fortunately, lost. From the legend it purports to be a 200 mohur piece. Therefore, the weight of

the original must have been in the region of 33,600 grains (2177.25 grammes).

Such gigantic pieces, struck both in gold and silver, were apparently not unknown objects

amongst the treasures of the Moghal court, and, indeed, some have even survived to our time. Var-

ious opinions have been expressed regarding their purpose. The matter has been finally settled

by the historical researches of the late S. H. Hodivala, 1 who has proved, from a mass of document-

ary evidence, that they were not actually coins—as can readily be imagined from their size—but

“massive ingots of artistically stamped bullion which were hoarded as stores of value and were

occasionally given away to ambassadors, diplomatic agents and other distinguished persons as

complimentary gifts or souvenirs of the Imperial favour and munificence”. It is convenient, never-

theless, to refer to such pieces as gigantic “coins”.

[The difficulty is merely one of definition. Capacity to pass current, rather than actual passing

from hand to hand seems to us the main consideration. We have no doubt Shah Jehan thought

the piece a coin, for its inscription calls it one. Ed.']

The following is a transliteration together with a translation of the Persian legends, which

are finely engraved in the superb calligraphy of the period.

Obverse: In central panel:

La ilaha ilia Allah; Muhammad resul Allah. Zuriba Dar al-Khilafa, Shah Jehanabad.

In the four marginal segments:

Az sidk-i-Abi Bekr shud iman anvar;

Islam kavi dast shud az ’Adl-i-Omar;

Din taza shud az sharm u hayayi-Osman;

Vaz 'Um-i-’Ali yaft vilayat zivar.

Reverse: In central panel:

Shihab al-Din Muhammad Sahib Kiran-i-Sani,

Shah Jehan, Badishah Ghazi.

In the four marginal segments:

Sikka bar muhr-i-du sad muhri zad az lutf-i-ilah

Sani Sahib-i-Kiran Shah Jehan Din Panah.

Ruyi-i-zar bad az naksh-i-sikkash ’alam furuz

Ta shavad az partav-i-khurshid raushan ruyi mah.

1 Historical Studies in Mughal Numismatics. Calcutta. 1923. pp. 530-80.
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Translation :

Obverse: In central panel:

There is no god except Allah; Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah.

1064. Struck in the Abode of the Caliphate, Shahjehanabad.

(New Delhi. The date A.H. 1064 — A.D. 1653.)

In the four marginal segments:

By the veracity of Abu Bekr belief became resplendent;

Islam became strong by the justice of Omar;

Religion was refreshed by the mildness and modesty of Osman:

And by the knowledge of Ali government received adornment.

Reverse: In central panel:

The Flame of the Religion, Muhammad the Second Lord of the (auspicious) Conjunc-

tion, Shah Jehan, the Conquering Emperor.

In the four marginal segments:

The impress on this coin of two hundred mohurs was struck

By the Second Lord of the (auspicious) Conjunction, Shah Jehan, Refuge of the Faith.

May the face of gold from the engraving of this coin enkindle the world.

As long as by the rays of the sun (is lit) the bright face of the moon.

Abu Bekr, Omar, Osman and Ali are, of course, the four Imams or orthodox Ca-

liphs, spiritual successors of the Prophet Muhammad. The virtues traditionally ascribed

to them are mentioned.

Shah Jehan, following an old precedent of oriental monarchs, founded a new city to which

his own name was given, namely, Shahjehanabad, where this gigantic coin was minted. He also

assumed the horoscopic title Sahib Kiran-i-Sani, the Second Lord of the Conjunction. This title

alludes to the propitious planetary conjunction of Venus and Jupiter. Shah Jehan s famous an-

cestor, the redoubtable Tamerlane (A.D. 1369-1405), had called himself the Lord of the Con-

junction. But the fact that the numerical values of this title and Shah Jehan’s own name coin-

cided, was undoubtly the deciding factor in the choice.2

The cast in the British Museum has been there since the Marsden Collection Bequest in

1834. There is another cast in the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow. Miss Robertson, the Curator

of the Coin Cabinet there, has kindly sent me the following extract describing it from the manu-

script catalogue of the Hunterian Coin Cabinet, which was drawn up by Charles Combe just

after Hunter’s death (in 1783): “A Copper Cast, Gilt, to imitate the original coin of Shah Gehan,

of the value of 200 Gold Rupees (sic)”. No trace of the original piece can now be found. 3

John Richardson in his celebrated Dictionary of Persian and Arabic, Oxford, (1777 Edition),

pp. 1033-4, gave his reading of the inscriptions on one—presumably genuine, its weight was

above 70 ounces (=33,600 grains)—which he had seen some time previously. The same Persian

text (with the exception of one line of difference) is given by Lane-Poole (without translation)

in his B.M. Catalogue of Moghul Coins (p. LXXXVII). Richardson’s version is the same as that

illustrated by Gibbs (PI. I of Proceedings of Asiatic Society of Bengal, January, 1883). The rend-

ering which I have given above, however, differs from any previously given in that I have arranged

the words for the marginal legends in their correct order, namely in the standard form of a

rubaiya or quatrain, in which the first, second and fourth lines of verse rhyme.

2 Hodivala in Numismatic Supplement, XXXV, pp. 97-101, was the first to draw attention to this cabalistic use.

3 There is a similar gilt cast in the possession of The Chelmsford Museum, Essex, which I have been able to examine through

the courtesy of the Curator, Mr. E. O. Reed.
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The custom of bestowing on distinguished envoys or favoured courtiers large showy masses

of precious metal, either in ingot form, or in the form of gigantic pieces de plaisir, was one which

the Moghul Emperors acquired from their Central Asian ancestors. The point is well indicated

in Hodivala’s paper above mentioned.

Besides these 200 mohur pieces—which are now lost—there are several other large pieces in

the Moghul series of which specimens are extant. For example, we know of a 100 mohur piece

of Aurangzeb, a successor of Shah Jehan, said to be in the possession of the Maharaja of Gwalior;

and a 200 rupee piece of the same monarch, which was until recently in the Gotha Coin Cabinet.

For interesting notes on these latter pieces reference may be made to R. B. Whitehead’s articles

in the Numismatic Chronicle, (1926, pp. 26-27; 1930, pp. 10-14, Pl.XIV, 1). In the meanwhile,

the optimistic numismatist can fondly dream of unearthing one of these lost 200 mohur pieces to

bring Imperial splendour to his collection.

A HOARD OF ATHENIAN TETRADRACHMS
Plate XI

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Stack we show a specimen from a hoard of 62 Athenian

tetradrachms recently acquired. Unfortunately the locality of this find is unknown, but it is be-

lieved to be from Egypt. The coins are all in unusually fine condition, and perhaps come from

a larger hoard. Athenian tetradrachms do not bear mint marks and little can be said of the

varieties. However, they are of the general type assignd by Seltman to the Fourth Century, B. C.

THE 36th ISSUE OF THE SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS
Plate XI

Henry Kreis, the sculptor of this 36th issue of the Society, tells medallically the New Testa-

ment story of the Five Wise and Five Foolish Virgins. The few lines by Tennyson on the reverse

will recall it to those who should have forgotten it.

It used to be a popular subject matter on early cathedrals, probably because the arrange-

ment of ten figures and also the two different types of character lend itself to countless varia-

tions.

On a medal it was logical to use one type for each side and so it came about, that one of the

Wise Virgins, who of course had to get the place of honor, forms an orderly group with the four

others of her kind.

It was the poor girls on the reverse, who had my sympathy. They are a bit too small to show

their distress in facial expression but perhaps the whole arrangement on the stairs betrays their

state of confusion. The two alley cats, who passed by in the night, stood there and pitied them

and wondered yhat it was all about and helped nicely to tie the lettering to the figures, which was

another reason they had sneaked into the picture.

Both sides of the medal were not modeled, but cut directly from negative into plaster, which

permits a sharp and clear execution of the smallest details and guides the sculptor into a simple,

uncomplicated design.
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ABOUT THE ARTIST

Henry Kreis was born in 1899, studied in Munich and the Beaux Art School of Design in

New York.

Awards: Lindsay Morris Sterling Memorial Prize for Medals, George D. Widener Gold Med-

al, Philadelphia, 1942, "Artist for Victory” Exhibition $2500 Prize, 1942, Honorable Mention in

Sculpture: Architectural League, 1938 and Connecticut Academy, 1939, 1946.

Represented: Metropolitan and Whitney Museums, Pennsylvania Academy and others.

Work: U. S. Coins: Connecticut Tercentenary Half Dollar, Bridgeport, Connecticut Com-

memorative Half Dollar, Senator Robinson, Arkansas, commemorative Half Dollar.

Medals: Tercentenary Medal for the State of Connecticut, Medal of Honor for the National

Sculpture Society, 1940, Official World’s Fair Medal, New York, 1939.

Sculpture on Public Buildings in Washington, D. C. and other cities.

Monument: "The Birth of a Nation,” Fairmont Park, Philadelphia.

THE 37th ISSUE OF THE SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS
Plate XI

This is the story of “John and Salome,” the good and the evil, a theme taken from the New

Testament. On the obverse, John the Baptist is shown baptizing Christ in the River Jordan.

On the reverse, Salome is holding the head of John. The horse in the background is purely

decorative to balance the composition.

I use “Blessed are the meek For They Shall Inherit The Earth” from the book of St. Mat-

thew, Chapter 5, as one of the eleven quotationstaken from “Christ’s Sermon On The Mount.”

In a world of chaos, its meaning is vital and everlasting.

The story of “John and Salome” is known to all, how she danced before King Herod and her

wish to have John the Baptist beheaded.

The legend of “Salome and Herodias” tells of their exile by King Herod and their flight

into Spain. While crossing a frozen river, the ice broke and Salome’s head was caught in the

frozen ice — she met her death in the same manner as John the Baptist.

Michael Lantz, the sculptor of this medal, was born at New Rochelle, N. Y. on April 6, 1908.

He studied at the Beaux Arts Institue of Design and the National Academy of Design, received

his professional training under Mr. Lee Lawrie, and is now a member of the National Sculpture

Society.

He has been awarded the Bronze and Silver Medals of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design,

the Mrs. Louis Bennett Award for 1947, and the National Competition First Prize for two eques-

trian groups on the terrace of the Federal Trade Commission Building at Washington in 1938.
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THE MONETARY REFORM OF ANASTASIUS I AND ITS
ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS

by ROBERT P. BLAKE

(Reprinted from Studies in the History of Culture, February 1942)
It often, happens that articles of interest to coin collectors are published in the proceedings of learned societies that are

not numismatic in nature thereby being lost, perforce, to the numismatic fraternity. It is both the wish and intention of the
editors of the Numismatic Review to bring these “lost” articles to the coin collector, for in the final analysis it is the collector
of coins .who is interested in articles on coins. In offering this reprint to our readers we feel that in a small way we are
contributing to the fund of numismatic knowledge. THE EDITORS.

From the numismatic standpoint it is obvious that the coinage of the emperor Anastasius I

forms a turning point in the history of the currency of the later Roman Empire. 1 A fairly exten-
sive literature, though much scattered more numismatico,

2 exists on this particular aspect, but the
economic implications of the reform have not been studied with the same attention. In fact the
bearing of the reform upon contemporary conditions and its reception by the population of the
empire have been, it would appear, largely neglected, perhaps under the illusion that merely
different flans and modules were used and nothing else. 3 We propose in the present paper to in-

vestigate its other aspects and to ascertain how it was integrated with the rest of the emperor’s
administrative program.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the gold and silver currency of the Roman empire,
which had been placed on a sound basis by Augustus, began to deteriorate after Marcus Aurelius.
Deterioration proceeded apace in the third century, and in the reign of Gallienus, for all practical
purposes, a complete collapse ensued, and the Empire de facto went into bankruptcy. Aurelian,
Diocletian and Constantine, by a series of measures, which are by no means clear in detail in-

dividually, nor in their causal connection with one other, finally established a sound gold cur-

rency, whose unit, the solidus or nomisma, remained dominant and undepreciated until the 11th
century.4 We are still far from possessing a complete understanding of how this was effected, and
the investigations recently made by numerous scholars have brought to light sundry problems,
particularly connected with the issue and circulation of copper-bronze currency in the empire
during the 4th and 5th centuries, which still await satisfactory answers. The general question is

additionally complicated by the fact that no large scale work has been done by modern numis-
matists upon this later bronze currency. The British Museum Catalogues do not yet cover this

period. The older general works are out of date and admittedly incomplete. The statistics on
size and weight of various issues are very fragmentary, and the literary evidence scattered and in-

definite. Sufficient work, however, has been done to adumbrate the main lines of development, and
to introduce some logical order into what has hitherto appeared to be a hopeless mass of amor-
phous confusion. We shall preface our remarks by briefly sketching what appears to have been
established with reasonable probability.

If we commence our survey of Roman currency with the period of the Severi, we are con-
fronted with the following situation. The imperial coinage of gold and silver, both being debased
to varying amounts as compared with the previous standard of fineness, were supplemented at an
earlier period on the silver, and more widely later on the bronze level by a series of provincial
and especially of municipal issues, which ran current along with and, it would seem, on a parity

with, the imperial copper currency. Egypt had a special currency of its own. The Severi in par-

ticular seem almost to have made it a point to increase the amount of local copper-bronze or
brass currency in circulation by freely granting the right of coinage to the many new muni-
cipalities which they founded or to which they gave municipal rights. The administrative rea-

sons for this are far from clear, but the facts are indisputable. The debasement of the currency,

according to Gresham’s law, led to the disappearance of the old, full-value coins, which were
either hoarded or exported. This is tantamount to saying that the fluid reserves of precious metals
in the empire were seriously depleted, and with the growing demoralization in the state, the

normal accretion from mining operations tended equally to diminish.6
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There has been a great deal of discussion of the gold exports from the Roman Empire to

India 6 which were unquestionably a drain on the resources of the state, but much less has been

said about the equally important outflow of silver. Kubitschek7 has pointed out the importance

of this factor, and the rarity of the silver coinage of the later period brings additional indirect

testimony on this point. We should not overestimate it, however. We have not to do here with

any silver famine, such as affected the majority of the Islamic world from 1000-1250 a.d.

Students of the later Roman Empire have come to realize, thanks to the penetrating and

acute investigations of the late Gunnar Mickwitz8 and of others scholars,8* that the fourth cen-

tury likewise was marked by a series of inflationary crises, less widespread, perhaps, than those of

the preceding epoch, but locally at least just as violent. The causes underlying these phenomena

differ somewhat from those of the third century, and some understanding of them is a necessary

preliminary step in comprehending the problem which we intend to discuss in detail. Con-

stantine we know, succeeded in establishing the gold currency on a sound basis, and in theory,

if not wholly in practice, the silver as well.9 At the basis of his reforms he put the sexagesimal

system, finally enabling this to triumph over the decimal which underlay Aurelian’s reforms.19

He struck the solidus as 1/72 of a Roman pound, using, it would appear, the 12 ounce unit, and

not the aberrant weights which bob up here and there, both before and after this time. It is clear

that the amount of gold available for coinage was sufficient to meet the needs of the large-scale

transactions of the period, 11 which were predominantly carried out by the government.12 The

amount of silver in circulation appears to have been small, 13 to judge by the rarity of the coins,

and to a considerable extent it may have become merely a monnaie de compte; but tied as it was

to the more precious metal, it had little effect upon the general situation.

The copper-bronze currency, however, was quite a different matter. During the earlier em-

pire it had been heavily overvalued,14 as compared to the gold and silver coinage. I suspect,

though I cannot prove it, that the emperors intentionally increased the amount of copper in cir-

culation15 in order to extricate themselves from their financial difficulties, and that certain mea-

sures, such as the issue of the so-called Antoninianus, had as one of its basic aims the devaluation

of the copper currency, as Hilliger asserts.16 Under stable conditions it might have been possible

to attain this end by legislative means, but political chaos, military disasters, economic disorder

and social unrest intervened or supervened, and depreciation went on in a series of minor crises

throughout the fourth century. It did not result from the stabilization of the gold currency, as

the first of these crises took place during the years 307-311 a.d., before the coinage of the so idus,

as we can see from the Egyptian documents.17

It also behooves us in this connection to remember the mixed ancestry of the copper coin-

ages which circulated in the empire. They were the mongrel progeny of highly divergent ances-

tors: the degenerated currencies of the Hellenistic monarchies, as in Egypt, the issues of e

Roman provincial governors and the coinage of the cities to whom the emperors had grante

this privilege. While the silver coinage of the empire remained of full weight and good alloy, the

bronze currency played the modest part which was assigned it of enabling payment of minute

sums and execution of petty transactions. Sufficient amounts were coined for local needs, and

as long as an ample supply of gold and silver was available and exchange readily accomplished,

the total amount in circulation might vary very considerably without affecting the economic

equilibrium.

This brings up a matter of considerable importance for our general problem. In what eco-

nomic category or categories are we to place this copper or bronze currency? It is fractional cur-

rency or is it token money? Was it definitely related arithmetically to the higher values and other

metals and guaranteed by the government as receivable in unlimited quantities for the discharge

of debts and the payment of taxes — legal tender unlimited in its nature—or was it token money

with a limited sphere of validity? We possess no specific data on this point, but converging ines

of evidence seem to show that de facto, if not de jure, its status seems to have oscillated consid-

erably during the period which we have been surveying. Bearing in mind, then, this dual possi-

bility, we shall endeavor to trace the development during the fourth century.
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It is clear first of all that a catastrophic fall in the value of the copper currency took place

during this period. We find our evidence for this almost wholly in the papyri: literary data are

very nearly non existent. These periods of inflation coincide only in part with periods of political

confusion and disorder, so that a priori we cannot aver that these latter were the dominant
reason for the fall in value of copper-bronze. The coins do not bear any mark of value, and the

equation of the various terms mentioned in our sources and in our documents with the known
types is extremely difficult; opinions diverge radically. There is some attempt, it would appear,

to distinguish between the values of the coins by the size of the flans, but whether this was a

5:2:1 ratio, or whether the basic unit represented 10:5 or some other figure, we have no means
of knowing.

A further point which often has not been emphasized sufficiently in the discussion is that

the Egyptian materials may give us a somewhat exaggerated picture of the results of the infla-

tion, because during its course the old Egyptian billion coins were replaced by the imperial bronze
currency, and this can well have accentuated the results of the depression. It is striking that

our literary sources do not indicate any extreme discomforts arising from these causes.

The process of adjustment seems to have reached a certain measure of stability in the days

of Julian the Apostate (ca. 360). 18 The value of the solidus expressed in copper oscillated some-

what, but the unit (now called vouppiov) appears to have been fixed. At the end of the century

(395 A.D.) 18a the government gave up the attempt to differentiate between denominations, and
until Anastasius’ day the small bronze coin was usually the only one minted, and the amount
issued seems to have been small.

It is not improbable that certain issues were demonetized during this period, though the

evidence for this, apart from the damnatio memoriae of unsuccessful or defeated usurpers, is

rather scanty, but it is usually clear from the finds that certain series remained in circulation

for a long time.

A fundamental reform in those chaotic conditions was carried out by the emperor Anastasius

I in the year 498, four years after his accession to the throne. Anastasius abandoned the small

copper coin which had been minted by his predecessors, and replaced it by a new series of an
entirely different type. So far as is known, he coined no small pieces of the earlier model. The
differences consisted in the following points:

1) A different alloy was used, giving a ruddy surface which is largely proof against chem-
ical disintegration. 19 l

s

2) The flans were much larger and thicker than the coins of preceding emperors, with ap-

proximate correspondence in their relative weights to the denominations which were marked
upon them.

3) The coins were issued in four different denominations, which were quintuple multiples

of a basic unit, M = 40, K = 20, I = 10, E = 5 and a unit piece.20

4) Two series of coins were issued, one larger and one smaller. Whether these were simul-

tanous or whether one preceded the other in uncertain. 21

5) The coins are marked with the device of the mint which issued them.

We can easily understand how Anastasius, a representative of the civil bureaucracy, and him-

self a capable financier, felt himself impelled to put an end to the chaotic currency conditions

which had existed under his predecessors, and did so early in his reign. The reform proved to be

a successful one, as his successors followed it with only minor deviations well down into the

seventh century. The nature of the coins themselves indicates up to a point, we feel, what the

emperor’s intentions were, but the statements of his motives preserved in the literary sources are

hedged about with difficulties of interpretation which are puzzling in the extreme.210
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What do the coins themselves tell us? It is reasonably clear that we have an attempt on
the part of the government to reach the following ends:

1) The copper coinage represented a small subdivision of the dominant unit—the solidus.

2) For convenience in payments, these were issued in larger units (40/20/10/5).

3) From their size, shape, color of the metal and general appearance they were intended to,

and did replace, an older currency of one Nominate only.

4) The presence of the mint mark shows that the state exercised some control over their

issue.

To draw further deductions from the actual coins would seem to be hazardous: let us now
turn to a consideration of the literary evidence so as to evaluate, if possible, the aims of Anas-
tasius in carrying out the reform, and the effects of the reform upon popular opinion.

The late J. B. Bury22 drew attention to the neglected passage in the chronicle of John
Malalas of Antioch,23 where this currency reform is mentioned, which had been largely over-

looked in recent discussions. We learn from it that the person in charge of the operations was
John the Paphlagonian, surnamed Cai'aphas, the comes sacrarum largitionum. The text reads:

‘O be autoq BocoiAeuc; -TtpoxeipicrocTo KopqTa Xocpymcbvcov £v KcovcrravTivouTtdXEi tov duo tiudtcov

’Icodvvrjv tov n acf>Xay6va tov Xeyopevov Koc'id({)ccv, oaTiq anav t6 ,n:poxoop6v Keppcc to Xeirrov

dTtofr]a£ qoXXepa upoxwpsiv etc; Tiaoocv t?)v ‘Pcopa'iKqv KocTaoTaaiv ektote. Bury suggests reading

-npoYcopouv (wnich was appearently the original reading of the Oxford ms. See Bury in Byz. Zs.6

(1897) p. 229) or Ttpoxeipov. The first suggestion is preferable, I think, but the second is possi-

ble; from the economic standpoint the result is the same. What Bury did not entirely see was the

purport of his own emendation:

He says: “He converted all the small copper I should render it: “He made all the current

currency into follera which circulated hence- small change of low denomination into follera

forward in the Empire.” for circulation henceforward in the Roman
state.”

Bury did not take into account the implications of the word Tipoxcopouv24 which shows
that we have to do with a calling-in or demonetization of the existent currency. Aeirrov may also

mean “of light weight,” but I prefer the rendering given above; compare the widow’s mite in

the Gospels.25 Kardoraoiv might be translated literally as “set-up.”

We must now examine the much discussed passage of Marcellinus Comes in his chronicle

under the year 498. We quote the text as it stands in Mommsen’s edition: Monumenta Germaniae
Historica, Auct. Antiq. xi (Berol. 1894) Chronica Minora n, p. 95. 10-11.

Nummis quos Romani Terentianos vocant Graeci follares, Anastasius princeps suo nomine
figuratis placibilem plebi commutationem distraxit.

Mss.

placibilem N; placabilem cett. placente Scaligero et all. Phollares Babelon; phollerales Sca-

liger Terentianos] teruncios vel teruncianos multi computationem direxit Nipperdey: commuta-
tionem instruxit Mommsen; implacibilem plebi commutationem instruxit Mommsen

Bearing in mind the wise adage ascribed to Moritz Haupt: “
Jede Verbesserung, die nur

moglich und nicht ilberhaupt notwendig ist, ist gam zu venuerfen,” let us see what sense can

be made out of the passage as it stands. The meaning appears to be as follows: “Through the

coins, marked with his (or their) (own) name, which the Romans call Terentiani, the Greeks
follares, the emperor Anastasius interfered with a (form of) exchange which was agreeable to

the populace.”
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The majority of scholars prefer to read teruncianos for Terentianos ,
26 A priori it seems far

more likely that the appellation should have been derived from the weight of the coin rather

than the name of the engraver who cut the die. We accept, then, this emendation. Apart from

it there are three main points where opinions differ as to the choice of readings and the inter-

pretation of this passage: these are:

1) suo nomine

2) commutationem . . .
placibilem

3) distraxit

We shall now take these up in order:

1) Does suo refer to the coins (Mommsen) or to Anastasius (Pinder and Friedlander)?27

Grammatically speaking either interpretation would be possible, though the second would be

the more usual one. It seems somewhat hard to see why or how the issuance of a coin inscribed

with the emperor’s name could have caused much inconvenience to the populace, for the em-

perors in the fifth century customarily put their names on the coins. We have pointed out

above that the small bronze and brass in the earlier period did not have the denomination en-

graved upon them. In this connection Anastasius’ new issue marked a revolutionary break with

earlier custom. All the above considerations incline me towards Mommsen’s opinion.

Readings 2) and 3) belong together, and the interpretation depends upon what view scholars

hold of Anastasius’ aim in promoting the measure. Commutatio is translated in the Thesaurus

Linguae Latinae as pretium in this particular passage. Other parellels are quoted there, but all

are taken from the OT or the NT and represent the Septuagintal ouv&XXocypa or ocXXocypcr :

these words do not mean “price” in the ordinary sense, but "return,” “profit,” what one gets back

on a transaction. The usual meaning of commutatio in Latin appears to be that of a change,

alteration or movement to another state or position, e.g., commutatio rerum. The natural inter-

pretation here seems therefore to be that of exchange, and I have so translated it. Distrahere

fundamentally means “to pull apart, divide,” and in the transferred sense, “to divide, prevent,

hinder”; in any case the concept of completing an action does not enter into the picture.

If, however, we assume that Anastasius did something which pleased the populace, we
must then adopt one of the various emendations which favor this view; computationem direxit

Nipperdey; commutationem instruxit Mommsen or —im— placibilem27* Mommsen. Of these from

the palaeographical standpoint, the last is unquestionably the easiest to explain.

Before we endeavor to choose between these two alternatives, let us first see if the attitude

of Marcellinus toward Anastasius in general yields any implication of the attitude he took on

this particular matter. Marcellinus, it would appear, wrote his chronicle in Constantinople.28

It contains rather more than the usual amount of omina et portenta which one expects in litera-

ture of this type, but over and above this, if one examines the laconic notices covering the 27

years of Anastasius’ reign, it is clear that the author felt a strong animus against the emperor.

This appears to have a threefold origin: 1) Marcellinus was closely associated with Justinian;

2) Marcellinus’ religious feelings were lacerated by Anastasius’ leanings towards the Monophy*

sites; 3) in secular matters he reflects a sentiment of hostility which appears to mirror that of

the population of the capital. A priori, therefore, we have no reason for believing that in this

instance Anastasius put through a measure of which the city population approved, but rather

that the reverse is true.

In the second place it is clear from the text and is confirmed by the numismatic evidence

that the emperor replaced the existent currency by another one. If we read TTpoycopouv in the

Malalas passage and take it, as we must, as meaning “current,”29 the inevitable implication is
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that the copper in circulation was either demonetized or (more probably) called in at a lower
rate of exchange as against the currency to be issued, which involves the necessary corollary

that the amount of small change in circulation was decreased, perhaps by a very appreciable

amount. It is extremely hard to see why the emperor should have wished to increase the amount.30

Such an action would be tantamount to a partial devaluation of the previous copper currency.

At the same time it does not follow that the effects of this devaluation were either immediate
or omnipresent. The new coins were evidently used in governmental transactions and in the
payment of taxes, but the others might remain in circulation for some time, especially in the

outlying areas.

We are now in a position to evaluate the economic implications of Anastasius’ reform. It

was an attempt on the emperor’s part to bring about a stabilization at a figure not too far re-

moved from current market rates of the ratio between gold and copper by introducing a series

of multiple coin units, and by calling in or demonetizing issues of earlier emperors and also

by establishing an exchange ratio between them and the dominant coin, the solidus. 81 That the
treasury did not lose thereby can easily be imagined, but what discount was made on the older
issues is beyond our ken. This was sound policy, both fiscal and monetary, and could, apart
from any putative, supervening catastrophe, have been successfully carried out, provided three
basic conditions were observed. These were:

1) The solidus must remain of the same weight and fineness;

2) The copper currency must not be over-issued, but issued in sufficient quantity;

3) It must be freely exchangeable within reasonable limits.

How successful Anastasius was escapes our knowledge, but we find later on in the sixth
century ample evidence to show that the ratio was not being held stable. A word about these
facts is indicated here.

It had long been known from literary sources and has now been confirmed by the papyri
that at various times during the sixth century a.d. in Egypt and elsewhere in the empire, the
gold solidus was taken in monetary transactions at a discount; in most instances this is quite
small—21/2-4 per cent—but there are cases where it is distinctly larger (up to 25 percent = a.

602). We find it both in governmental transactions and in private dealings. The most important
treatments of this problem are those by J. W. Kubitschek32 and Ch. Diehl.33

It is clear from both the literary sources and the papyri that the gold coin circulating in
Egypt was under weight, and that it was currently accepted at a discount. Justinian endeavored
to counteract this, as it meant a net loss to the fiscus when the money was transferred to Con-
stantinople. It is to be noted, however, that the phenomena were not confined to Egypt, for
Procopius (Anecdota 25)84 points out that the money changers gave only 180 folles in lieu of the
previous 210. This gives a discount of 14.2 per cent. It is impossible to go into the question here
in detail, but it seems desirable to point out that we are dealing here with two related but dis-

tinct phenomena. First it is clear that light weight solidi were in circulation in Egypt and prob-
ably in the rest of the empire as well; 35 secondly we have to do here with a further fall in the
value of the gold currency which raised the price of the copper coins in terms of the more
precious metal. The relation between them had relaxed and the nomisma was being treated as
a trade coin rather than a monetary unit. The reform instituted by Anastasius had been only
partially successful.

The material on prices and wages in Byzantium which Andr£ad£s,36 Segr£,87 and Ostrogor-
sky38 have gathered does not throw much light on the effectiveness of Anastasius' reform. Price
indications for the fifth century are largely lacking in the papyri, and our data from the sixth
century are mostly subsequent to Anastasius. The inflational prices of the early fourth century
have vanished and a reasonably stable level appears to have been attained; how much Anastasius'
reform actually helped in this matter must remain uncertain in the absence of further data.
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We are finally in a position to evaluate how Anastasius’ reforms were received by the popu-
lation of the empire. It is clear that the lower classes whose scanty savings were for the most
part in the previous bronze-copper currency, must have been seriously irked by the move. The
wealthier citizens and the government undoubtedly found it a convenience, while from the tech-

nical angle of the mint masters it marked a great advance.

NOTES
1 Wroth makes this reform the beginning of Byzantine currency proper (Warwick Wroth, Catalogue of the Imperial Byzantine
Coins in the British Museum, 1, London, 1908. Introduction p. xii). J. Sabatier, Description gdnirale des monnaies byzantines
frappees sous les empereurs d’Orient depuis Ar\cadius jusqu’d, la prise de Constantinople par Mahomet II (St. Petersbourg
1862), Count I. I. Tolstoi, Monnaies byzantines, St. Petersbourg, 1912-1914, and Hugh Goodacre, Coinage of the Byzantine
Empire, London, 1928-33, prefer the reign of Arcadius as a starting point, but this date was chosen so as to fit on to
H. Cohen’s Description historique des monnaies frappies sous Vempire romain, as Wroth, l.c., p. xi points out. A strong body
of experts had held Wroth’s view (l.c., xii and note 1).

2 To be cited below in the notes.

3 This is certainly the implication in Wroth, l.c., p. xiii.

4 A general sketch in H. Mattingly, Roman Coins from the Earliest Times to the Fall of the West Roman Empire, London,
Methuen, 1927. The British Museum Catalogue does not yet cover the later empire, nor does the repertorium of Mattingly
and Sydenham, Roman Imperial Coinage, London, 1923 f., treat the later period. With the exception of J. Maurice’s La
Numismatique constantinienne (Paris 1908-1912) we are badly off for detailed studies of the fourth and fifth century currency.

5 Cf. Pauly-Wissowa RE s. v. Bergbau, Supplementband IV, cols. 108-155.

6 Literature in E. H. Warmington, The Commerce between the Roman Empire and India (Cambridge, 1928), pp. 272-318.

7 Der Ubergang von der vordiocletianischen Wahrung in 4 Jhd., Byz. Zeitschrift 35 (1935), 340-374, esp. pp. 350-351.

8 Geld und Wirtschaft im spatromischen Reiche, Soeietas Scientiarum Fennica, Commentationes Humanarum Litterarum, IV.
No. 2, Helsinki, 1932. Also his study. Die Systeme des romischen Silbergeldes im iv Jhdt. n. Chr. (Same series, vi 2 (1933)),
is very interesting, though certain points made in this have by no means found general acceptance. See F. M. Heichelheim,
Wirtschaftsgesch. des Altertums, notes p. 1127-1128.

8a The later work has been in large measure a development from, or a criticism of, the ideas advanced by Mickwitz. Especially
to be noted in Kubitschek’s article (cited above note 7).

9 Maurice, Numismatique constantinienne I, Introduction, passim; Mattingly, Roman Coins, 223 f.

10 Good remarks on this point by B. Hilliger, Argyrismus und Denarismus im romischen Munzwesen von Caracalla bis Diokle-
tian, Numismatik 2-3 (1933-1934), 141-145 (article never completed).

11 This may have been brought in by the confiscation of the temple treasures, as Mattingly thinks (Roman Coins, p. 259) and
by acquisitions in war, but it seems somewhat dubious. The temples had been largely plundered before. The Eastern trade
at this period, with its export of finished textiles, esp. silk, was much less of a drain on the resources of the state than
it had been under the earlier empire, when the purchase of raw materials took place in India for cash. While the mines were
less intensively worked, some precious metal was produced in the empire, and the supply from Africa, paid for as previously
and also later in trade goods was still available. Some continuing source of supply must be assumed since the gold reserves
were not seriously depleted. The fact that silver was current in the Iranian area had its effect, no doubt, in fostering the
export of Roman silver coins eastward rather than the gold currency.

12 The later Roman state manufactories have not been satisfactorily studied. The literature is gathered by Heichelheim, l.c.,

pp. 1185 f.

13 See above note 7.

14 See J. W. Kubitschek, Byz. Zs. 35 (1935), 355 and also his article Gold und Silber im 4 Jhd. n. Chr., Num. Zs. 46 (1914), 604.

16

The bronze and copper currency had always been considered a local affair, as the countless local issues show. We have no
evidence that the government, imperial or provincial, ever controlled at all the amount of the currency so issued. The explana-
tion is probably that the difficulties of transporting quantities of money were so considerable and so risky that it was necessary
to have a large number of mints supplying local needs, whose circumferential circulation was largely limited to the district.

16 See Benno Hilliger, Argyrismus und Denarismus, l.c. (cf. note 10).

17 See Mickwitz, l.c., p. 99 ff. and A. Segre, Circolazione monetaria e prezzi nel mondo antico, Roma, 1922 (Rassegna numis-
matica italiana no. 13), p. 47 f.

18 Cf. Mickwitz, l.c., p. 112-3.

18a Cod. Theod. ix. 23.2 (396 A.D.).

19 This ruddy color is commented upon by Cassiodorus Varia 1. 18.

29 The unit piece is quite rare. See Wroth, l.c., plate 11. 2 and Tolstoy, l.c., under Anastasius, no. 69.
_

21 The proportional relation in weight among the different denominations is approximately the same in both series, but the

smaller is half the size of the larger.
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21a The supply of copper coinage during the latter half of the fifth century was clearly insufficient, both in the east and in the

west, but was more acute, it would appear, in the West. In this connection the remarks of Lorenzina Cesano on the bronze

coins circulating in Italy at the fall of the Western Empire and under the Ostrogoths are much to the point (Rivista

Italians Numismatics 20 (1913), 642-543) : “Quanto alia rozzezza dei tipi i pezzi cosidetti vandakci nulla hanno ad invidiare

ai bronzetti coniati contemporaneamente nel resto del mondo romano; per la quantita si h gia detto che era minima, in-

sufficiente onde si suppliva coi frammenti di monete dei periodi precedenti, coi tondmi non coniati, ed inline colle cosidette

contraffazioni. . . La riforma di Anastasio perfezionata da Giustiniano, nel campo economico 6 massimamente importante

avendo apportato se non un termine, un rimedio a tale stato esiziale di cose per eso essendo di nuovo messa m circolazione

in quantita straordinaria la moneta di bronzo di pid moduli con segno di valore, la data e ll luogo di emissione.

22 J. B. Bury, A History of the Later Roman Empire 2 1, 448, and note.

23 Johannes Malalas, 1. xvi, ed. Bonn. 400. 16-21 — Migne, P. G. 97, Col. 693A.

24 In the later Koivfi npoycopeiv was sometimes used in the technical sense of “to pass current,” “to be accepted at the rate of.

Stephan us quotes in addition to another Malalas passage Sextus Empiricus 254, i>OTt£p tv n6A.a _voulopaxoc; xivoq

TtpoYCopouvTOC and the Periplus Maria Erythraei (ed. Fabricius p. 88. 11-12) , drt6 oC plxpi totj vuv tv Bapuy&Zo^

TtoXaicxl irpoYCopouai SpaYual. Additional testimony is afforded by the papyn: Preisigke (Worterbuch s. y.) quotes Pap.

Amh. 138-18, ou npowpu 6 mipfic;, e! pf| Ik BpoxpGv lurd' Pap. Lips. 64. 12, t<3c 6r)Xr|Yaxeu0lvxa Ini Xfic; la Kal Ini

xfic; iS' Iv5ikx(covo<; npoaiiKEi npox«priaai.

25 Mk. 12, 42-44; Luke 21, 1-4.

26 Some scholars have endeavored to see in Terentianos a denominative from a putative die-cutter Terentius. Some parallels

can perhaps be found for such an appellation in numismatic history, but it seems incredible that the Roman West should

have called a coin minted in the east by the name of the man who cut the die there. A safer assumption would be that it had

something to do with V3 of an ounce. The reading follares in the Mss. needs no emendation : the Latin suffix -onus was

widely current in Greek and the -is -in forms could easily be taken back as third declension.

27 Mommsen’s original emendation is in Beitrage zur alteren Munzkunde herausgegeben von M. Pinder und

Bd. 1, Heft 1-11, Berlin, 1851, in the article “Die Follarmunzen (pp. 123-131) ; ibid., P- 124, n.
J,

Nipperdey^OTmputationem

direxit: Mommsen, ibid, instruxit, “Distraxit verstehe ich nicht. p. 135 in note of editors: Schlagt der Verfasser nach-

traglich die Verbesserung vor implacabilem etc.” Here also (pp. 135-6) they raise objections to suo nomine (Momms. p. 124

referring to Anastasius).

27a Placibilem is the reading of the oldest Ms. (the Tilianus) and is a good Vulgar Latin form, underlying as it does Ital.

piacevole (See W. Meyer-Lubke, Romanisches Etymologisches Worterbuch, Heidelberg, 1935, no. b558).

28 On MarceUinus in addition to the introduction in Mommsen’s edition in the MGH see Schanz-Hosms-Kruger, Geschichte der

romischen Litteratur 4.2, 110-112, and O. Holder-Egger, Die Chronik des M. C. und die ostrom. Fasten, Neues Archtv der

Ges. fur alt. deutschen Geschichtskunde 2 (1877), pp. 49-109.

29 See above, note 24.

30 We shall discuss some of the economic implications below.

31 The best formulation of this point which I have come across is in B. Hilliger, Die Kupferrechnung der spatromischen

Kaiserzeit, Numismatik 1933, pp'. 55-60; ibid. p. 60: “Spater freilich ist wie die Silber so_ auch die Kupfermunze mehr und

mehr zur Kreditmunze geworden. Das zeigt vor allem auch die Follispragung des Anastasius und seine Nachfolger,

auf Justinian unverkennbar in zwei verschiedenen Gewichtsreihen neben einander zur Ausgabe gelangte . . . a

Justinian . . . lasst sich mit der Zeit ein deutliches Absinken der Gewichte verfolgen. Allerdings versucht man auch hier

zuweilen der Munze wenigstens ausserlich durch Weisssieden das Aussehen eines hoheres Innenwertes zu Keben. Dies e

zusammengenommen berechtigt zu dem Schluss, das schon die blosse Ruckkehr zu der Massregel, wiedyr Wertzahlen

Kupfermunze zu setzen, das Eingestandnis enthielt, dass aus dem blossen Gewicht dieser Stucke nichts mehr fur lhre

eigentlichen Wert zu entnehmen war.”

32 J. W. Kubitschek, Beitrage zur fruhbyzantinischen Munzkunde, Numismatische Zeitschift 29 (1897), 163-196.

33 Ch. Diehl, Une crise monltaire au vie siecle, Revue des Etudesgrecques 32 (1919), 158-166.

34 Procopius, Anecdota 25 ed. Haury, p. 155, 1. 2-8, “A5s stc; toc Klpticrra Tolq BaoiXeOoiv etpYaaroti, oO uoi irapiTlov olojim

elvai. Tcov y^P dpYupotuoiScov TipoTEpov blxa Kal biaKOOtouc; 6SoXouq, out; (pfiXXetq KaXooaiv, imlp lyo?

upoiEa0ai tolc;
P
^up®6XXouatv eico06Tcov. autol ImTEXVtiinevoi Klp5r| olKeta 6Y&onKovxa Kal Ikot6v p6vouc; unlp xou axaxfi-

poc; 5i6oa0ai xoOq 6SoXou<; biETipd^avxo.

35 These light weight solidi (mentioned by Procopius, l.c.) are particularly common in hoards outside the tel7'tory °f the

Empire, and F. Stefan (Num. Zs. 70 (1937), 66) has plausibly suggested that they were coined to pay the barbarian tribute.

N. Bauer ( Frankf . Munzzeitung 2 (1931), 227-229) thinks they were barbarian counterfeits. It is noteworthy that tribute

is stated in the treaties as far as we know by coins and not by weight of metal. See Harv. ot. in Class, rtii . , p.

36 A. Andreadls, De la monnaie et de la puissance d’achat des metaux precieux dans l’empire byzantin, Byzantion 1 (1924),

76 ff.

37 See above, note 17.

38 G. Ostrogorsky, Lohne und Preise im Byzanz, Byz Zs. 1932 (32), 293-383.
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THE ORIGINS OF COINAGE
by THOMAS OLLIVE MABBOTT

A correspondent of our magazine has asked us to discuss the problem of the invention of

coinage. Of course, a great deal has been written on the subject, and the basic facts are well

known; however, the ancient documents are not too numerous and admittedly not too clear.

Before one can discuss the origin of coinage, one must define a coin.

From our point of view a coin is a metal object of fixed weight permanently marked in some

way as a guarantee of its exchange value. This definition we have quoted in our columns before

as derived from St. Isidore of Seville. With media of exchange the numismatist may appropri-

ately deal, but in this article no media of exchange save coins need be considered except inso-

far as some one may contribute to the origin of coinage. It is also to be stated at the outset

that coinage has arisen in different parts of the world in very different forms, and although it

is not to be proved that the second people to design a coinage were entirely original in the mat-

ter, we would point out that more than one independent invention should be considered as a

possibility.

Certain authors, especially the French, who are conscious of the fundamental meaning of a

coin, a die, are troubled with our English word. The trouble does not seem to us of much
interest, and we see no reason to go against such widespread popular usage as the word enjoys.

We admit that cast pieces are coins, if they fulfill the other requirements.

Almost any piece of metal has value, and if small is a convenient object for barter. From
this custom obviously arose coinage. In Ionia the rivers contained nuggets of electrum, a natural

alloy of gold and silver which must have been useful for exchange. As Mr. E. S. G. Robinson

pointed out to me in a recent letter, it seems to have been a custom to make a chisel cut into

these nuggets an occasion to determine whether they were of solid precious metal or pieces of

some base metal like lead wrapped in gold leaf. Briefly, counterfeiting is older than coinage.

However simple it may appear, this mere cutting or punching does not account for coinage.

Coinage involves the idea of a design, a matter of what the art historian calls repeats.

Repeats are very ancient; perhaps the first were mere imprints of a human hand or a clam

shell. Seals to impress wet clay had already, by the 8th Century B. C. when coinage arose in

Ionia, existed for thousands of years.

In the temple deposits at Ephesus tiny round ingots of electrum were found which seem

merely to have borne a chisel cut; they are probably of regular weight and accompanied coins.

Where did the idea of a type originate? It seems to us that another kind of object had come to

the notice of the inventor or inventors of coins. It had long been the custom to make small

golden and silver ornaments to be sewed on garments. Some of these were beaten out over forms.

One supposes that these ornaments frequently were bartered and perhaps were to some extent a

recognized medium of exchange in the sense that they wTere such liquid assets that even people

who had no immediate personal use for them would usually accept them. It is from the wedding

of the two ideas of “cutting into the nugget or ingot” and of “the dress ornament” that we

believe the idea of the true coin was born.

Coins are like books in one respect; they have long been of a standardized design in all essen-

tial points, but one need only glance at Babelon’s first plate, or even at the illustrations of
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primitive electrum in the British Museum Catalogue, to realize that these first experiments dif-

fered greatly not only from the coins with which we are familiar but among themselves. It is not

unnatural that scholars have paid great attention to the staters because of their size and extreme

rarity, but the scientist must not be misled. One of those staters, which Payne Knight left to the

British Museum, has been widely publicized and is constantly referred to as the oldest coin

in the world. All our readers will remember that it is marked with three punches bearing de-

signs upon one side of a bean-shaped ingot, and bears on the other side only the striations from

the anvil against which it was punched. Some smaller, one-sided pieces are known, but round

pieces of excessively simple design also occur, and there is no absolute proof that one kind is

older than the other. A stater closely resembling the British Museum coin, but with an obverse

type is in the Waddington Collection at Paris, and that type is not extremely simple. On the

other hand we have round pieces with obverses such as a mere conventionalized flower or a

square, and there is one series showing a mill sail pattern. It is sometimes called a swastika (al-

though not accurately). This pattern is in relief on the obverse, incused on the reverse, and al-

though the pieces are obviously true coins, they are little more than dress ornaments made
much thicker and heavier.

The rest of the history of coinage is simple enough. There can be little doubt that the

makers of the silver staters at Aegina had seen Ionian coins of the bean shaped type. There is

no doubt whatsoever that they were known to the mint masters of King Croesus who struck not

in electrum but in both gold and silver, yet the round coin was already invented. Had the

makers of the strange flat “incused” coins of southern Italy seen pieces of the mill sail series

which inspired their more elaborate repetitions of a reversed, obverse design on the reverse?

One suspects they had seen them .
1

The idea of a design in the incuse was already present in the famous British Museum
stater, and with the adoption of the two types the kind of coin was arrived at from which the

modern issues derive .
2

CHINA
The development of a coinage in China is of uncertain date; it is to be remembered that

although the Chinese have long been interested in their own history and have an immense

amount of information about this past, statements about events prior to the reign of the tyrant,

Wang Mang, about the beginning of the Christian era, are sometimes not to be relied on. The
coinage, of course, antedates him by many centuries, and probably arose at about the same time

as that of the Greeks in Ionia. It arose in so different a way that there is little possibility of west-

ern influence .
3

It is obvious from surviving specimens that the Chinese used objects of metal for barter.

We have a story that a certain general permitted his soldiers to use knives in trade. The sur-

vival of a story like that does not mean that the custom was not widespread. Perhaps his only

innovation was the rather impractical one of allowing military men to part with knives. What-

ever may have happened, knives were not the only metallic objects which were kindred to true

coins in circulation, all of copper or bronze, and were found convenient media of exchange. Very

early the Chinese began to make several objects such as knives, spades, tingle-dangles and even

model fishes more for trade than for any other use. The knives obviously would not cut, and they

began to be marked with characters .
4 Round pieces of metal seem also to have been long in use,

and those, too, began to be marked at a fairly early date.
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It is not probable that these pieces had much influence on the West with one exception. At
Olbia there are fish-shaped coins, not many of them but large ones as well as small ones occur.

Connections with the Orient in the Crimea are not improbable. The Olbians had to see but

one of the Chinese fish-shaped pieces, and I believe they thence derived the idea for their un-

usual coins which however, were accompanied and superseded by round coinage of copper.

In my youth the late David Proskey used to tell me that the origin of the familiar Chinese

“cash with a hole in it” was the hole or ring of the top of the familiar coins. Somebody had the

bright idea of leaving off the useless blade. This idea has been combatted because some of the

round coins seem to be much earlier than the knives. Nevertheless, whether or not under the in-

fluence of knowing that European coins were round (many Roman coins have been found in

China) the idea of dispensing with the knife and making a round coin did happen at one place,

namely the greatest of all the mint cities of China, Ming. Round coins were minted there, and are

inscribed with just two characters, which mean Ming-knife!

ROME
The Romans really do not have a truly independent system of coinage because it cannot be

doubted that the peoples of ancient Italy had all seen Greek coins before they developed their

own fundamental system of exchange by copper into a true coinage. I have discussed the Italian

development previously in these columns. Suffice it to say that ingots of copper began to be cast

with a design, some were rectangular, a few oval and some round. Some modern writers have

wasted a good deal of ink in recording their worry about the rectangular pieces, which are very

large, but it is most improbable that the Romans worried more about the shape of a coin than

the Chinese.

INDIA

Although, as in the case of Rome and Italy, it is probable that the development of coinage

in India was not completely original and independent, it is only fair to say that the view has

been held that coinage originated independently in India at a very remote period, and that the

peculiar punch-marked silver coins are extremely old. But personally the writer is convinced by

the evidence cited by John Allan in the British Museum Catalogue, Ancient India, that even

the oldest Indian coins date little before the time of Alexander. Nevertheless the development

is interesting, for we have punch-marked silver sometimes of not strictly regular shape followed

by coinages of round and square pieces. India is the one part of the world where square coins

have been more or less continuous normal phenomena. One brief remark should be made here

on the medieval development in southern India. Tiny balls of gold with a small cut as punch

mark to show they were not plated seem to have been in use and to have been superseded by

more conventional coins that are obviously descended from them.

The repetition of what happened in Ionia merely reminds us that the human mind works in

certain patterns, but this South Indian development must have been among people well ac-

quainted with foreign coinages for over a thousand years.

Last of all there is a place here for a brief word about the larins, pieces of silver wire bent

together and pressed between dies. These belong to the early modern period, and are not an

original invention of coinage but an obvious development from conventional coins, yet the pe-

culiar aberrant shape does suggest some original mind was at work whose “improvement” was

accepted in Persia, India and Ceylon.
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SIAM

The development from punched ingots to conventional coins in this country is familiar to

every collector of quaint and curious pieces. It is mentioned only because it is possible that the

Siamese who must have been aware of foreign coinages were not aware of parallel ingot de-

velopments elsewhere.

MALAYA
The tin mines of this district at a comparatively recent date made ingots which seem to

have been used as a medium of exchange. Some of them are quite large, and I have seen one in

the shape of a crocodile !
5 Others are round with inscriptions or designs, and smaller denomina-

tions soon began to appear. The most extraordinary of all coins in shape is the rooster shaped
issue of Kedah. In this piece we see united the idea of the ingot of tin and the Chinese cash
that can be carried on a string. The development again obviously was under foreign influence

but took what must be admitted to be a highly independent path.

CONCLUSION
We have seen in this brief survey that there is a regular recurring pattern in various parts

of the world by which men proceed from the use of mere pieces of metal to regularly designed
conventional coins. Experiments are tried again and again with sizes ranging between two or
three grains and several pounds. Always the golden mean in the end proves most satisfactory, and
the round coin of moderate size has so widely prevailed that we are in danger of thinking that
it is the only form for coinage, yet it was neither the earliest form nor at any time the sole form
taken by true coins. In conclusion we may sum up by saying we believe that there have been
only two absolute inventions of coinage, but there have been many parallel developments with
little outside influence in later times .

6

In apology for two omissions, which may occur to the reader, we will mention we have not forgot Russian and Swedish
instances but decided to omit them from the body of the article.

Russia : In the medieval period, stamped ingots were used at Novgorod, and so forth. The Novgorod bars of silver were
longish, and one wonders if the peculiar little more or less oval silver coins called “wire money’’ were suggested by the
idea of slicing such a bar into fragments. But we are really not learned in this matter.

Sweden: The famous plate money of course was a series of huge copper ingots, stamped with coinlike impressions in small
size. Omission from this article seems justified by the fact that these aberrant forms followed, and were always accom-
panied by regular round coins. There is hardly a question of development here.

NOTES
1 The writer has seen an important unpublished article on this series by C. H. V. Sutherland on these coins of flat fabric, but
no connection with Ionian issues is there discussed.

2 Possible relations between the Ionian coinage and use of lead ingots by earlier peoples in Asia Minor have been suggested.
Too little is known of the matter. In any case the use of precious metals was also ancient, and in classical antiquity lead
coinages, other than counterfeit, are most unusual, and so far as I know not very early.

3 It is true that Terrien has suggested that the so-called ghost heads were inspired by the Ionian ingots. This idea is not to be
despised, but ghost heads were a small and exceptional form of money, and there is no very good reason to suppose them
particularly early. They certainly did not inspire the general coinage of China.

4 It will be remembered that the ancient Mexicans arrived early at the second stage, never marked their imitation chisels,
and so fell just short of an independent American invention of coinage.

5 The specimen seen by the writer is in the Department of Ethnography at the British Museum, and numismatists have no*
tended to discuss these pieces although they are obviously closely connected with the strange coins of the district.

6 Only metal coins have been taken into account because coins essentially are metallic in our opinion. In rare instances other
hard substances (wood, leather, clay, even wax or cardboard) have been used as substitutes for metal but always these are
merely like “bricks without straw”, although we recognize them as true coins when they obviously imitate metal coins.
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GERMAN WOUND BADGES
by EDMUND WARE MAY

Platea XII and XIII

The First World War was well into its fourth year before Germany provided wound badges
for her soldiers and sailors who had “given their blood for their country”. The idea was most
likely borrowed from Austria for that empire recognized the valor of her wounded by instituting

a medal on August 12, 1917, which was awarded under regulations dated June 22, 1918. The Ger-

man badges were instituted for the army by the emperor on March 3, 1918, and for the navy on
June 24, 1918. An Imperial Order of July 8, 1918, allowed the badges to colonial troops.

The three grades of the Wound Badge are referred to by their color — yellow, white and
black — and not by any numerical designation. The highest grade, gilt in finish and called “Matt
Yellow”, was originally granted for five or more wounds (multiple wounds being counted as

one) but by a decree of January 30, 1936, total blindness, the loss of two or more limbs, or brain

injuries resulting in mental illness, qualified the person so wounded for this highest grade imme-
diately, without reference to the actual number of times wounded. The Matt white badge, the

middle grade, was granted for three and four wounds, and later for the loss of an eye or limb or

for total deafness. One or two wounds were recognized by the lowest grade of the badge, lacquered

black. In all cases the word “wounds” is considered to mean injury to the body, not necessarily

caused by gun-shot or blades, sustained through direct enemy action.

The Wound Badge, which has no ribbon, is worn on the left side of the uniform blouse just

below the top pocket and always junior to other badges awarded for bravery or military merit.

Some variations in these badges are bound to be noted for they are the product of many manu-
facturers, both during and after the wars for which they were issued. Those for the army do,

however, fall into four distinct classes: those for the navy are consistant throughout, showing no
major variation.

ARMY WOUND BADGES
\

1. Matt Yellow Wound Badge —
For five or more wounds. Uniface. Oval 39.5x45mm. Gilt Copper.

A German steel helmet to left in high relief is in the center superimposed on two antique

swords crossed in saltire, hilts down, all placed on an irregularly stippled field. A wreath of

two laurel branches, tied at the bottom with a bow-knot serves as the border. The reverse

bears a pin and catch for attachment to the uniform.

2. Matt White Wound Badge —
For three or four wounds. Uniface. Oval 40x45mm. Silvered Copper.

Similar to no. 1 except for color.

3. Black Wound Badge —
For one or two wounds. Uniface. Oval 38x43mm. Iron Lacquered Black.

Similar to no. 1 except for color.

Issued in 1918. Also granted to veterans of the First World War who were wounded in the

Spanish War of Liberation (1936) or the Second World War.
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Some years after the First World War, military insignia manufacturers struck a series of

pierced-out Army Wound Badges similar to nos. 1 - 3, but lacking the stippled field. These un-

official pieces, being non-regulation, were not allowed to be worn by individuals in the govern-

ment service but were, however, affected by members of the Stahlhelm, being considered "swank”.

Prior to the end of the Second World War this variety was known to few American collectors.

4. Matt Yellow Wound Badge —
For five or more wounds. Uniface. Oval 37.5x45mm. Gilt Copper.

Similar to no. 1 except for the stippled field which is pierced out.

5. Matt White Wound Badge —
For three or four wounds. Uniface. Oval 37.5x43mm. Silvered Copper.

Similar to no. 4 except for color.

6. Black Wound Badge —
For one or two wounds. Uniface. Oval 37.5x43mm. Iron Lacquered Black.

Similar to no. 4 except for color.

The steel helmet depicted on these six badges is of the "coal-scuttle” type as adopted by

the Germans in the second year of the First World War. There are, on the side of the hemet, three

raised dots of projections, the uppermost of which represents a sturdy, nipple-like lug that pro-

jects 9/16 of an inch (on the helmet itself) thus serving as a guard to catch sabre strokes and as

a ventilator to permit the circulation of air inside the helmet above the lining which is suspended

from a perforated steel band fastened by means of three rivets, one of which is represented by the

middle raised dot towards the front of the helmet. The lowest dot also represents a rivet which

holds the lug on the under side to which the chin-strap is attached.

NAVY WOUND BADGES

7. Matt Yellow Wound Badge —
For five or more wounds. Uniface. Oval 40.5x46mm. Gilt Copper.

Two antique swords, crossed in saltire hilts down, are superimposed on an upright anchor

on an irregularly stippled field. A chain passing through the anchor’s eye, serves as the badge s

border. The reverse bears a pin and catch for attachment to the uniform.

8. Matt White Wound Badge —
For three or four wounds. Uniface. Oval 40.5x46mm. Silvered Copper.

Similar to no. 7 except for color.

9. Black Wound Badge —
For one or two wounds. Uniface. Oval 40.5x46mm. Iron Lacquered Black.

Similar to no. 7 except for color.
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9a. Black Wound Badge —
For one or two wounds. Uniface. Oval 40.5x46mm. Brass Lacquered Black.

Similar to no. 9 except for metal.

Issued to naval personnel under the same provisions as nos. 1 - 3.

The efficiency and power of the German war machine, so expeditiously built up in the first

three years of the Nazi regime, were tested in the Spanish war of liberation, 1936-1939, in the form
of a volunteer ground and air group called the Condor Legion and several units of the German
navy. Many were wounded, consequently by a decree dated May 22, 1939, the Commander in

Chief of the German armed forces, Chancellor Hitler, ordered that wound badges be instituted in

two degrees, the matt white and the black, to be awarded to personnel of land, sea and air forces

under regulations identical to those in the orders of 1918 and 1936, in respect of the two lowest

grades. This badge was also awarded to personnel of the armed forces who may have been

wounded in connection with the occupation of Austria, the Memel or the Sudetenland. The ex-

istence of badges in matt yellow finish of this type leads one to believe that the insignia manu-
facturers either over-confidently anticipated the provisions of this decree or struck off this

unauthorized class to fill a popular demand. It may be argued that this type was used at the be-

ginning of the second world war but the evidence of the design of these badges indicates that

such is not the case, especially if the German proclivity for thoroughness and correctness is taken

into account.

ARMED FORCES WOUND BADGE

10. Matt Yellow Wound Badge —
For five or more wounds. Uniface. Oval 38x43mm. Gilt Sheet Iron.

Similar to no. 1 but with the addition of a swastika standing on a corner in high relief on
the side of the helmet. The three projections on the side of the helmet are in no way obscured

by the swastika. The helmet is still the type used in the first World War.

11. Matt White Wound Badge —
For three or four wounds. Uniface. Oval 38x43mm. Silvered Sheet Iron.

Similar to no. 10 except for color.

12. Black Wound Badge —
For one or two wounds. Uniface. Oval 38x43mm. Sheet Iron Lacquered Black.

Similar to no. 10 except for color.

Issued 1936-39.

Badges similar to nos. 10- 12, but having both the helmet and swastika in lower relief exist

in stamped sheet copper appropriately plated. There is no evidence either from the badge itself

or from available documents to show whether this variety should precede or follow the type rep-

resented by nos. 10-12. Although they may be the product of government factories, they are,

more likely, simply better grade merchandise of canny medal makers.

The new model steel helmet of the late war is superficially similar to that used in 1916,

but certain changes in detail make it easily distinguishable from its predecessor. It is lower in
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the crown, is slightly heavier, fits the head more closely, than the first World War model, and

lacks, too, the turned and crimped edge. The nipple-like guards are replaced by vents that are

hardly more than reinforced perforations and the chin-strap now is directly attached to the

helmet-lining band thus eliminating the riveted lug. However, the helmet-lining band is fastened

by three rivets in the same positions as on the World War I model.

13. Matt Yellow Wound Badge —
For five or more wounds. Uniface. Oval 37x44 mm. Gilt Die-cast White Medal.

A new model steel helmet in relief to left bearing a swastika on the side is, in the center,

superimposed on two antique swords crossed in saltire, hilts down, all placed on a regularly

stippled field. A wreath of two laurel branches, tied at the bottom with a bow-knot, serves

as the border. On this helmet the side and back lining-band rivets are visible but the upper

arm of the swastika hides the vent. The reverse bears a pin an catch for attachment to the

uniform.

14. Matt White Wound Badge —
For three or four wounds. Uniface. Oval 37x14mm. Silvered Die-cast White Medal.

Similar to no. 13 except for color.

15. Black Wound Badge —
For one or two wounds. Uniface. Oval 37x44mm. Sheet Brass Lacquered Black.

Similar to no. 13 except for color.

15a. Black Wound Badge —
For one or two wounds. Uniface. Oval 37x44mm. Sheet Iron Lacquered Black.

Similar to no. 15 except for metal.

Issued in 1939 to wounded personnel of the Army, Air Force and Navy.

In this last issue the two higher grades are manufactured by the die-casting process and are,

consequently, solid. Nos. 15 and 15a, on the other hand, are stampings in thin sheet metal and
therefore show the design in intaglio on the reverse. The Black Wound Badge in brass is here

listed before that in iron as the latter metal would have been used only when the supply of brass

became critical.

The High Command seems to have given up the keeping of records of wounded early in

1943. Estimates as to the number of wounds treated run around twelve and a half million which
is in accordance with the figures of the number of badges awarded as of March 15, 1943:

Matt Yellow Wound Badges 29,000

Matt White Wound Badges 250,000

Black Wound Badges 4,500,000

In the early years of the war a ‘diploma’ or ‘citation’ was issued along with the wound badge.

This gave the recipient’s name, rank and unit as well as the date of the incident, the place, and
the grade of the badge. The Besitzzeugnis was, however, discontinued in the later years of the war
although the practice of entering the particulars in the wounded man’s Soldbuch was kept up
until early in 1945. As can readily be understood, these documentary evidences of wounds are

much scarcer than the badges themselves.
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JAPANESE NECESSITY TRADE-PIECES

by CORNELIUS C. VERMEULE III

Recently three Japanese numismatic items of more than usual interest were brought to the

attention of the Editors. They are thin, flat cut round and oval gold pieces, two about the same

size and one slightly smaller than the Ansei koban. Each piece is wrapped in fine-grade rice paper

which is brush inscribed in India ink with the date, weights, and value of the enclosed gold; the

actual weight and value of the pieces are recorded in similar manner on their smoother (obverse)

sides.

The inscriptions read as follows:

1. On the gold piece:

SHIMBUN TWO SHU GOLD
WEIGHT: NINE FUN FOUR RIN

On the paper:

NINTH MONTH YEAR TEMPO 13

ORIGINAL WEIGHT: ONE MOMME SEVEN FUN FIVE RIN
WEIGHT: NINE FUN FOUR RIN SHIMBUN TWO SHU GOLD

2. Gold:

SHIMBUN ONE SHU (GOLD)
WEIGHT: FOUR FUN SEVEN RIN

Paper:

NINTH MONTH YEAR TEMPO 13

ORIGINAL WEIGHT: EIGHT FUN SEVEN RIN FIVE MO
WEIGHT: FOUR FUN SEVEN RIN
SHIMBUN ONE SHU

3. Gold:

SHIMBUN TWO SHU (GOLD)
WEIGHT: EIGHT FUN

Paper:

NINTH MONTH TEMPO 13

ORIGINAL WEIGHT: ONE MOMME SEVEN FUN FIVE RIN
WEIGHT: EIGHT FUN
SHIMBUN TWO SHU

The thirteenth year of Tempo, 1842, was exactly ten years before the first visit of Perry’s

squadron to Tokyo bay; during the thirty years preceding the opening of the treating ports, the

financial machinery of the Tokugawa Shogunate (1603-1867) was beginning to squeak badly.

In the Bunsei (1818-1830) and Tempo (1830-1848) eras there were at least three different recoin-

ages, more correctly devaluations, of the central government gold and silver issues and a sharp

decrease in the amount of these metals in circulation. While the total weight of the gold coins re-

mained fairly constant in these years, the fineness fell noticeably enough to drive the pre-Bunsei

and Tempo gold coinage out of circulation; for example: a two bu (eight shu) piece oi 1818-1828

according to the Osaka Mint assays has a fineness of 562.9 gold, 432. silver, and 5.1 other metals,

and a two shu piece of 1832-1848 a fineness of 298.8 gold, 697.4 silver, and 3.8 other metals. Fol-

lowing Gresham’s Law, the effect on the circulation of older issues was disastrous.
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The three gold pieces in question were evidently made by a merchant or private banking

house to supply simple, sound media of exchange in a disrupted, fluctuating market among
business associates who could take the pieces packaged in paper at their inscribed weight-values.

The word Shimbun was used to indicate that these two and one shu pieces had a fineness equi-

valent to the Shimbun or 1818-1828 pieces mentioned above, the ‘original or basic weight’ on the

paper was the weight in the Japanese system (1000 MO- 100 RIN- 10 FUN- 1 MOMME or 3.75

grams) at which the Shimbun coins were issued by the government, and the weight recorded on

both the token and paper was the weight at which this good Shimbun gold circulated in 1842.

It must be remembered that in spite of various central government efforts to the contrary,

the great demand produced an extensive series of provincial coins on current local and central

government standards throughout Japan; these trade-pieces appear to carry the development of

these local issues by feudal lords one step further—the use of privately made trade-tokens to bul-

wark an unstable economy on the eve of the reopening of the country to extensive contact with

the Western world.

A PATTERN TEN DOLLAR PIECE OF KOHLER AND COMPANY,
SAN FRANCISCO

by JOHN JAY FORD, JR.

Plate XIV

By courtesy of the owner, Mr. R. Bruce McPherson, of Howell, Michigan, we are allowed to

publish a recently discovered pattern. The new piece gives us still another variety of the inter-

esting private gold coinage of pioneer days in California. It may be thus described:

Obverse: CALIFORNIA GOLD (above) TEN DOLLARS (below). Type: Vaquero to right;

beneath the figure a date, 1850.

Reverse: KOHLER & CO. (above) SAN FRANCISCO (below). Eagle, with an American
Shield and spread wings, head to left, grasps large olive branches in his right, and three arrows

in his left claws. He is surrounded by twenty-one stars in an inner circle, and the spaces be-

tween the words of the inscription are filled in with five stars on each side, a total of thirty-one

stars in all.

COPPER STRIKE from dies prepared for a ten dollar gold piece of which no specimen in

precious metal has yet been discovered. The obverse is identical with that of Baldwin & Com-
pany’s 1 famous “cowboy eagle”. The reverse, however, while not wholly unlike that of the

Baldwin eagle in design, differs in the inscription and is from an entirely different original die.

The new piece was doubtless a pattern for an issue of Frederick D. Kohler. This gentleman, born
on Staten Island, New York, in 1810, became a jeweler in New York City, and was at one time
alderman of the Sixth Ward. He was an adventurous fellow, and early became a volunteer fire-

man. It is not wholly surprising that he was among the first to join in the Gold Rush. Nor, in

considering his business, need we wonder that in San Francisco he bought and sold gold which
other pioneers washed from the streams or mined. The company may have been that of David C.
Broderick, who shared Kohler’s interest in fighting fires as well as in gold trading. Or it may
have been that the coin was struck by Kohler in association with O. O. Dutton. The dies are
unsigned but perhaps the work of Kohler himself. Coins issued by Kohler were generally of good
metal and value, which was not true of all California gold pieces. Whether any gold pieces were

1 Private Gold Coinage of California 1849-55. E. H. Adams. 1913. p. 73 ft. and No., 41.
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struck from the dies which produced the newly discovered pattern must remain uncertain, be-

cause it is quite possible that a small issue of these particular types may have been circulated,

and all specimens have found their way into the melting pot.

Kohler died in 1864. It may be of interest to reprint here an obituary notice from the San
Francisco Daily Alta of December 7th for that year.

“ANOTHER PIONEER GONE—The City Hall Bell tolled at 11 A.M. yesterday, to an-

nounce the death of another California pioneer, Frederick D. Kohler, who expired at the Ross

House, about 10 A.M. after a prolonged and painful illness, the fatal disease being what is

known as “Bright’s disease of the kidneys.” Mr. Kohler was born on Staten Island, New York, in

1810, and was for a long time a resident of the city of New York, where he held many positions

of honor and trust, among them those of First Assistant Engineer of the Fire Department, and
Alderman of the Sixth Ward. Coming to California with the first rush in 1849, he entered into

partnership with the lamented Broderick, in the business of assaying gold, stamping bars and
coining “slugs”; the office occupied by the firm being on Clay street, opposite the Plaza. Some
of the ten dollar stamped bars issued by this firm were first shown to us this morning. In 1850,

the first election for chief of the San Francisco Fire Department was held, about three hundred
votes being cast, and Mr. Kohler was the successful candidate. His certificate of election, signed

by Alcalde Geary, now hangs in the office of Chief Engineer Scannel, in the City Hall. He after-

wards held the office of County Recorder, under the old county organization. For some years past,

he had been the proporietor of the “Blue Wing Saloons”, on Montgomery street, near Clay. He was

a man of warm heart, and liberal almost to a fault, and few men leave behind a larger circle of

real friends to mourn his loss. He leaves three sons, all arrived at man’s estate. His wife has

been deceased for a number of years. The flags of the Fire Department, of which he was an ex-

empt member, and of the California Pioneers, of which he was an active member, are at half-

mast today in respect to his memory.”

From the San Francisco Call of December 22nd, 1890, we quote the following notice of the

old fire-fighting assayer:

“ .... He was a big man, popular and possessed of ability. His remains now lie in the

Chief’s lot in the Fireman’s plot, Laurel Cemetery, he having died in the early sixties.”

We are indebted to the California Historical Society, always a friend to numismatic in-

quirers, for these two newspaper excerpts, and to Mr. McPherson for bringing to our attention

his “Cowboy” pattern with its attendant reminiscences of California’s pioneer coinages.

MOSHER AT THE SMITHSONIAN

Mr. Stuart Mosher, known to all as the editor of The Numismatist for the last four years,

was appointed Acting Curator of Numismatics in the Smithsonian Institution August 27, 1948.

Never before in the history of the Institution which was founded a little over a hundred years

ago, has the Smithsonian had a full-time curator of numismatics. The “Hall of Numismatics”, the

nation’s coin cabinet, is the largest single room devoted entirely to coins in the world. Here are

110 cases, housing coins of all nations and periods. Mr. Mosher has a monumental task before

him for the National Collection has never had the time and thought spent on it that a cabinet

of such magnitude deserves. The Editors, Staff and Publishers of the Numismatic Review, feeling

confident of Mr. Mosher’s capabilities and numismatic background, extend to him their heartiest

congratulations on obtaining this important post and wish him the very best of luck in his

undertaking.

E. W. M.
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Denom-
ination

$ 1

2

5

10

20

50

100

600

1,000

5,000

10,000

100,000

Information Concerning Portraits On Current Paper Currency,

$1 to $100,000 Denomination

BUREAU DF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING — November 13, 1941

Origin of

Portrait subject used

Washington Painting by
Gilbert Stuart

Date portrait

engraved

May 8, 1918

Engraver

G. F. C. Smillie C. A. Huston

Class and series of currency on

Designer of note which portrait was first used

$1 Federal Reserve Currency,

Series of 1918.

Jefferson Unknown June, 1867 Charles Burt C. A. Huston
and

A. R. Meissner

$2 Treasury Note Face,

Series of 1869.

Lincoln Photograph by

Matthew B. Brady,

Washington, D. C.

Dec. 4, 1869 Charles Burt C. A. Huston
and

A. R. Meissner

$100 Treasury Note Face,

Series of 1869.

Hamilton Painting by

John Trumbull,

now hanging in

City Hall, N. Y.

Oct. 8, 1906 G. F. C. Smillie C. A. Huston
and

A. R. Meissner

$1,000 Gold Certificate Face,

Series of 1907.

Jackson Painting by

Thomas Sully

1867 A. Sealey C. A. Huston
and

A. R. Meissner

$5 Treasury Note Face,

Series of 1869.

Grant Unknown Dec. 30, 1927 John Eissler C. A. Huston
and

A. R. Meissner

$50 Gold Certificate Face,

Series of 1928;

$50 Federal Reserve Note Face,

Series of 1928.

Franklin Unknown Sept. 8, 1928 John Eissler C. A. Huston $100 Gold Certificate Face,

and Series of 1928;

A. R. Meissner $100 Federal Reserve Note Face,

Series of 1928.

McKinley Unknown July 26, 1928 John Eissler C. A. Huston $500 Gold Certificate Face,

and Series of 1928;

A. R. Meissner $500 Federal Reserve Note Face,

Series of 1928.

Cleveland Unknown Oct. 28, 1927 John Eissler C. A. Huston $1,000 Gold Certificate Face,

and Series of 1928 ;

A. R. Meissner $1,000 Federal Reserve Note Face,

Series of 1928.

Madison Unknown 1869 A. Sealey C. A. Huston
and

A. R. Meissner

$5,000 Gold Certificate Face,

Series of 1870.

Chase No record No record No record

(Made by the

American Bank
Note Company)

C. A. Huston
and

A. R. Meissner

$10,000 Federal Reserve Note Face,

Series of 1918.

Wilson Photograph by
Moffett, Chicago

Jan. 23, 1913 G. F. C. Smillie V. S. McCloskey, Current issue.

Jr.
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DIE-STRIKES OF THE U. S. MINT
by LENOX R. LOHR

Plates XV and XVI

An interesting side line to the collection of pattern pieces is a series of die-strikes. These
are normally uniface, struck on any convenient piece of soft metal and frequently from incom-
plete dies. They are generally unique and in many cases no actual coin is struck from the die

in the form in which it appears in the die-strike.

For clarity it may be well to define our terms. A pattern coin is one which differs in design

or in detail from the coin as issued. This is irrespective of the metal in which it is struck, for

it is just as much a pattern piece if struck in a metal other than that intended for the regular

issue. Base metals were frequently used for economy, and because they would not have to be ac-

counted for in the same manner as silver and gold.

Paralleling the efforts for new designs and denominations has been the search for new
metals, and numerous compositions have been tried over the years, including oroide, goloide and
the steel pennies and silver nickels of the war years. Whether struck by regular dies or pattern

dies, if of an experimental alloy, they should be considered as pattern pieces because they rep-

resent investigations by the mint of new types of coinage.

A second classification is trial pieces struck from regular dies in a soft metal, usually copper

or aluminum. They are for the purpose of examining the dies and are similar to printer’s proofs

which are struck for the purpose of detecting errors or securing final approval from higher author-

ity. By striking in a ductile metal there is a minimum chance of die breakage, and it permits an
impression before the die is hardened, so minor irregularities or imperfections may be corrected.

Pattern dies may be struck in a soft metal for the same reasons. So whether or not an individual

coin is or is not a trial piece is a question of the intent of the engraver or pressman.

A third category is mis-strikes and errors. Some of these are deliberately made freaks, illeg-

ally sneaked out of the mint for sale to collectors; others are the normal errors of manufacture.

This third group might include re-strikes, counterfeits and alterations made outside of the mint.

Collections within the scope of these categories tell the story of the design and manufacture

of the coins and might well be termed a “mint” collection rather than a coin collection. It is

one of the most fascinating phases of numismatics because there is a great variety of design, metal,

and shape, instead of a series of coins looking exactly alike except for the change of a figure or

mint mark. That there is a widespread interest in these pieces is evidenced by their steady in-

crease in value during the last five years.

Of the following interesting illustrations of die strikes, all are uniface with the exception

of 329, 553a and 786c-d.

642a. This is the strike from a die which as far as known was never used to make a pattern.

It was intended for the reverse of a one-cent piece of 1867 and as a companion to the

five-cent pattern Adams-Woodin 618 of that year. This latter coin has the artistic Indian
head with four flowing feathers for the obverse, and for the reverse a six-pointed star above
a wreath which encloses the Roman numeral V. The dies for this piece are shown by fig-

ures 618a, 618b and 618c in the accompanying illustration.

What was intended as the obverse for 642a may remain forever unknown, but a good
guess might assume a reduced version of the same Indian head used on the corresponding

nickel. The face of the die which struck 642a was flat and very broad, extending to the
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edge of the cupping shown in the picture. The piece is a large irregular disc of thick

lead and is uniface. Strangely enough, the value, indicated by the Roman numeral I, is

incused.

642b. This is a variation of the reverse of the 1867 pattern cent described above. While the

wreaths appear to be the same, the value, the Roman numeral I, is in relief. It is similar

to the I used in the pattern cent of 1868, AW 700.

618a. This is a working copper disc on which the eventual obverse pattern for the five-cent of

1868, AW 618, was being designed. The entire design is incused and looking glass. It was,

of course, struck from the hub die as it is facing right instead of left. The Indian head
differs from the final design inasmuch as the ribbon has only the word LIBERTY, instead

of the adopted UNION & LIBERTY. The engraver’s name “LONGACRE F.” does not

appear under the head.

Two concentric circles were scratched on the disc and vertical and horizontal level

lines. These lines are for the proper placement of the hand-stamped letters in the inscrip-

tion. It is evident that the last A in AMERICA, which is detched, was put in its proper

place as it is on the guide line directly opposite the U of UNITED. A slight increase in

the spacing between words on the next step in the design illustrated by 618b shows how
the correction was made.

618b. This is apparently the first strike of the working die for AW 618 before it was hardened,

as a thick sheet of soft lead was used as a planchet. The die is completed except the en-

graver’s name has not yet been added.

618c. This is a die strike of the reverse of AW 618, and is struck on a large piece of thick lead.

The design is similar to the pattern piece except the six-pointed star is segmented, while

on the pattern it is plain. The significance of the eighteen punch marks around the peri-

phery is unknown.

618d. This is similar to 618c above but is struck on a large smooth copper planchet. It differs

from the pattern piece, AW 618, by the addition of shading on the V, which consists of a

series of closely spaced vertical lines. The star is plain as on the pattern.

626a. This is a working design for AW 626, a pattern five-cent nickel of 1867. A copper-nickel

planchet of proper size was used. The head and the inscription are incused and looking

glass. The head was struck from a hub die with the letters and date put in singly by hand.

The inscription is between concentric compass guide lines, with a cross line for align-

ment. The letters run from chin to nape instead of to the shoulder line as on the pat-

tern. The headband is blank, having neither the beads nor LIBERTY. This die trial also

differs from AW 624, not illustrated in Adams and Woodin, which has a five-pointed star

on the headband, in addition to the beads and lettering.

628b. The description of 628a, above, applies except that it is struck on a copper planchet and
the hand-stamped inscription has wider spacing, so that both ends come to the shoulder

line as in the adopted design for the pattern. It will be noted that the use of the inner

concentric guide line brings the letters closer to the figure.
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700a. This is a die trial for the laurel wreath reverse of AW 700, a one-cent pattern of 1868
and does seem to differ from the final design. The obverse of this pattern is a companion
piece to the five-cent piece AW 628. The piece illustrated is struck on a very thick piece

of lead cut rudely to shape. The remarkable part of this piece is the fact that it is cup
shaped, the face of the die being convex. The entire area, including that portion covered
by the design, has a definite bellying. This differs radically from 642b described above
for, while this piece is cup shaped, the design is flat. Adams and Woodin make quite a

point of the cup-shaped coins of Dr. Barclay, mentioning them in the introduction to the

book and in their comments on the patterns of 1860. As far as the author knows, no
example of Barclay handiwork is in existence. (See the Numismatic Review for July
1946, page 100.)

323a. Strangely enough a die strike appears some eight years later which incirporates Dr.

Barclay's distinctive feature. Is it possible that the authors made a mistake as to the date

of the Doctor’s experimentation? Color is given to this thought by the examples which
they give under the year 1860. The half-eagle AW 323 is described as having a “concave
planchet,” but specimens examined have been perfectly flat. Figure 323a in the accom-
panying illustration, is a die strike of the reverse of this pattern. It is struck on a heavy

329. block of lead and there is no sign of concavity. They mention 329, but as will be seen

from the illustrations, these are merely the hub dies of the regular cent of 1860 before

the date was put in.

792a. Similarity, 792a, in the illustration, is the strike of the obverse hub die of the dime
of 1 869, before the date was inserted. While it was probably the die of the regular issue,

it was also used to strike AW 792. Though not mentioned in AW, there is a similar die

799a. strike of the half-dime of this year as will be seen by illustration 799a. These examples
are given to further strengthen the point that hub dies without dates do not necessarily

indicate the work of Dr. Barclay.

675a. This is a reverse die strike for AW 675, a five cent nickel of 1868. It is struck on a sheet

of thin lead folded to four thicknesses to give the required body. The Maltese cross above

the motto on the pattern is missing on the piece.

293a. Sometimes only a portion of the pattern was struck, as illustrated by 293a. Here the

Longacre head was struck from a working die on a thin sheet of lead. On other occasions

a trial was made of the completed die, perhaps for the purpose of securing final approval

41a. from the Superintendent of the Mint. This is shown in 41a, the reverse of the dollar of

1 836, designed by Christian Gobrecht. It was struck on a heavy desc of copper.

786a. The three steps in designing the obverse of the pattern dime in 1869, AW 786, are

shown graphically in the accompanying illustrations: 786a is a die strike of the head alone;

786b shows the insertion of the inscription which did not come out symetrically; 786c

shows the inscription corrected and laid out as on the accepted die, and 786d is a layout

for the reverse and appears on the back of 786c. All of the pieces in this 786 series are

incused, looking glass and on copper planchets.

Similar working pieces for the quarter and half-dollar of 1869 are shown in illustrations

765a, 744a, 738a, and 738b.

Trial pieces are usually on planchets of the proper size and, while normally of a

softer metal such as copper or aluminum, look like regular coins. The two illustrations

numbered 553a show the result of using metal of an improper size and material for testing

the dies.
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Die strikes form an important chapter in the story of coinage as they illustrate not only
the mechanical steps of die making, but the progress in the composition of the design. Designer,
artist and engraver combined in one person is but a memory of the past century.

THE “DICKENS SHILLING”, 1842

by THOMAS OLLIVE MABBOTT

It is decidedly unusual for a numismatic object to have significance in the history of litera-

ture. But the piece with which we are about to deal is of interest to numismatists and students
of literary history alike.

In itself the piece is a shilling of the earliest issue of Queen Victoria. It has been pierced
for reasons to be discussed later, and in such a way that the date is completely obliterated. The
reverse inscription, within the wreath, has been intentionally erased, and an engraver has sup-
plied, in careful script, a four line inscription, which reads, “Capt’s/State/Room/1842”.

All of this might indeed seem to have little significance. But the piece was accompanied by
an old and now deteriorated envelope, with a long inscription, which we think deserves full

transcription. The inscription reads: “English Shilling.” Inscribed . . . “Capt’s State Room, 1842”
— This coin belonged to Capt. Sherman, on whose vessel Charles Dickens travelled while on
his first visit to U. S. and occupied the Captain’s Cabin. Was this coin given by C. Dickens?”

It is obvious to a numismatist that this coin was mutilated and engraved to serve as a tag
to the key of the captain’s cabin of the ship on which Dickens crossed the Atlantic in 1842. It

might indeed be absurd to assume that the tag was prepared for him but when we remember
that the author was given the courtesy of occupying the captain’s cabin, we need have no doubts
whatsoever that this tag accompanied his key, and few doubts that the reason Captain Sherman
preserved the shilling was his knowledge that it was associated with the great novelist and por-
trayer of humanity, Charles Dickens.

i ;

The “Dickens Shilling” after it left the possession of Captain Sherman was long regarded
as little better than a damaged coin or a “love token”. Its financial value, in view of the fact

that its sentimental value is rather a matter of tradition than completely proven fact, is not great.

But the tradition is wholly unsuspicious and numismatists and students of literature will be
pleased to learn that the “Dickens Shilling” recently has been presented to the coin department
of the British Museum.

MISS WINTER IN PARIS

Miss Wniter, until recently Associate Editor of the Numismatic Review, is now in Paris
studying for her doctorate. The Editors, and all numismatists who have been fortunate enough to
meet her, wish her success in her studies and a pleasant sojourn in the “Capital of Numismatics”.

E. W. M.
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RARE OR INEDITED ROMAN COINS
by FREDERICK S. KNOBLOCH

Plates XVII, XVIII and XIX

The coins listed below present nothing startling, not even a new type. The tabulation prin-

cipally consists of varieties not contained in such standard references as Babelon and the British

Museum catalogues.

THE REPUBLIC

Romano-Campanian
Circa 240-217 B.C.

1. Obverse:—Hehneted head of Minerva right

Reverse:—Prow left

ROM above . . . below
Triens of reduced weight, 122 grains
Listed specimens of this type have the full name ROMA
on the reverse. This crude issue may be from a local or

irregular mint in Southern Italy. The letters ROM are

engraved so far to the right and so close to the design

that there is no possibility of the letter “A” having been

weakly struck or purposely erased.

Marcus Fannius
Circa 150-125 B.C.

2. Obverse:—Helmeted head of Roma right

No inscription

Reverse:—Biga galloping to right

FANN retrograde, three illeg-

ible letters in exergue

Denarius, 54.5 grains (Barbarous)

Publius Cornelius Lentulus

Circa 89 B.C.

3. Obverse:—Bust of Hercules right, shield

to left

K in right field, ROMA below

Reverse:—Quaestors Caepio and Piso

seated on curule chairs AD FRV
EXSC in exergue

Denarius, 47.4 grains
A curious hybrid formed by using this moneyer’s obverse

die and a reverse die of the quaestors of 100 B.C., eleven

years earlier.

Caius Marcius Censorinus
Circa 87 B.C.

4. Obverse:—Head of Apollo right

No inscription

Reverse:—Free horse galloping to right

X above, XXXII below
Denarius, 60.6 grains
An unusual overstriking, number thirty-two die im-

pressed on a coin previously struck with number ten die.

Caius Hosidius Geta
Circa 71 B.C.

5. Obverse:—Bust of Diana right, quiver and

bow over left shoulder
GETA (III) VIR

Reverse:—Dog attacking a boar
C HOSIDI

Denarius, 61.4 grains
The usual type illustrates a boar pierced with a spear;
the engraver omitted the spear from this die.

Marcus Plaetorius Cestianus

Circa 68 B.C.

6. Obverse:—Head of Ceres right ornamented
with poppy buds, basket left.

No inscription

Reverse:—Jug with handle (prochous) and
lighted torch

M PLAETORI CEST S C
Denarius, 60.9 grains
The catalogued varieties have EX preceding the S C,
“by order of, rather than with the permission of, the
senate”.

Publius Fonteius Capito
Circa 59 B.C.

7. Obverse:—Veiled head of Concordia right

CONCORDIA P FONTEIUS
CAPITO IIIVIR

Reverse:—View of the Villa Publica

T DIDI IMP VIL PVB
Denarius, 59.8 grains
This type varies from the usual in that the artist en-
graved gates or grills, shown in “open” position, attached
to each column. Historical references to this villa are
scant. No mention is made of such appurtenances and
more discouraging is the absence of archeological re-

mains. However, as one of the functions of this building

was the housing of ambassadors from hostile countries

it is permissible to believe some sort of protection, against

mob violence, was afforded.

Marcus Arrius Secundus
Circa 41 B.C.

8. Observe:—Bare head of Quintus Arrius

right

M ARRIUS SECUNDUS
Reverse:—Spear between wreath and

square ornament
No inscription

Denarius, 63.1 grains
This coin is unusual in that there is a small globe at-

tached to the lower left wreath tie.
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THE EMPIRE
Augustus

B.C. 27—A.D. 14

9.

Obverse:—Laureate head right

PONTMAX

Reverse:—Same incuse

Inscription incuse and retrograde

As, 25 mm, 164.2 grains

Brockages in bronze are unusual. The weight is usu-
ally su.ueient to cause the coin to drop from the ob-
verse die as it is raised for the insertion of the next
blank.

10. Obverse:—Radiate head right

DIWSAVGVS TVSPATER

Reverse:—Eagle standing on a globe
IMP.T.VESP.AVG.REST. SC
in upper left and right fields

As, 28 mm, 159.3 grains

The BMC lists this type in the Paris collection but
without the break in the obverse legend.

Tiberius
14-37 A.D.

11. Obverse:—Bare head right

TCAESARDIVIAVGF-
AVGVSTVSIMP

Reverse:—Livia seated right holding a
sceptre

PONTIFMAXIMTRIBVN-
POTESTXVI S C in left and
right fields

As, 29 mm, 162.8 grains

No bronze issues are known for the year 14 (TRP

Caligula
37-41 A.D.

12.

Obverse:—Laureate head right

CCAESARAVG

Reverse:—Oak wreath
SPQR
OB
G S

Denarius, 19 mm, 62.1 grains

This reverse legend does not appear to be recorded.

Claudius I

41-54 A.D.

13. Obverse:—Laureate head right

TICLAVDIVSCAESAR-
AVGPMTRPIMP

Reverse:—Oak wreath
EXSC
O (B)

CIVES
SERVATOS

Sestertius, 36 mm, 442.4 grains

The counterstamp on the obverse reads ROB instead
of the proper PROB (PROBATVM).

Antonia
Mother of Claudius

14. Obverse:—Draped bust right

-NTONIA AVGVST-

Reverse:—Claudius standing
—CLAVDISCAESARAV

—

Dupondius, 27 mm, 179 grains

Evidently the product of an irregular mint. The style
is poor, particularly the reverse figure and the name
Claudius is spelled incorrectly.

Nero
54-68 A.D.

15. Obverse:—Radiate head right

NEROCLAVDCAESAR-
AVGGERMPMTRPIMPPP

Reverse:—Nero, as Apollo, holding a lyre

PONTIFMAX
TRPOTIMPPP S C in left

and right fields, the numeral I

below the exergual line.

Dupondius, 25 mm, 156.5 grains

The radiate head on the obverse and the numeral I on
the reverse indicates a muling of Dupondius and As
dies. The composition is a light yellow orichalcum.

16. Obverse:—Laureate head left, small globe
at point of neck.

IMPNEROCAESARAVG-
PMAXTRPPP (retrograde)
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Reverse:—Victory walking left holding a
shield

S C in left and right fields

As, 29 mm, 88.7 grains

The coin was probably copied at a local mint from a
normal issue of Lugdunum.

Vespasian
69-79 A.D.

17. Obverse:—Radiate head right, small

globe at point of neck
IMPCAESVESPASIAN-
AVGCOSIII

Reverse:—Roma seated left on cuirass

and shields and holding
Victory

S C in left and right fields

Dupondius, 30 mm, 206.9 grains

This issue, from the mint at Lugdunum, does not
appear to be recorded.

18. Obverse:—Laureate head right

IMPCAESARVESPASI-
ANVSAVG

Reverse:—Fortuna standing left holding
cornucopia and resting right

hand on prow of galley

IMPVPPCOSIIDESIG-
ITEFORTRED S C in left

and right fields

As, 27 mm, 133.1 grains

The lengthy reverse inscription is new. The style is

different from that of Rome and Lugdunum and may
be the product of a Spanish mint.

Titus
79-81 A.D.

19. Obverse:—Laureate head right, evidence

of drapery on bust

TCAESIMPVESPPON-
TRPOT

Reverse:—Neptune standing left with
foot on globe and holding
aplustre and sceptre.

NEP RED

Denarius, 16 mm, 48.7 grains

The letter N in PON is retrograde, a characteristic of

the Eastern mints.

Domitian
81-96 A.D.

20. Obverse:—Laureate head right, aegis on
neck
IMPCAESDOMITIAN-
AVGGERMCOSXI

Reverse:—Domitian standing left crowned
by Victory who also holds palm
branch
S C in exergue

Sestertius, 35 mm, 371 grains

The type is not recorded for Domitian’s eleventh

consulship.

21. Obverse:—Laureate head right

IMPCAESDOMITAVG-
GERMPMTRPVIIICENS - - -

Reverse:—Domitan sacrificing before a

temple showing five columns,
facing him are flute and lyre

players.

COSXIIII LVDSAECFEC
SC in exergue

As, 30 mm, 161.1 grains

The listed varieties of this type have temples showing
six columns.

Nerva
96-98 A.D.

22.

Obverse:—Laureate head right

IMPNERVACAESAVG
PMTRPCOSIIIPP

Reverse:—Fortuna standing left holding
rudder and cornucopia
FORTVNA AVGVSTI

Denarius, 18 mm, 48.6 grains
The usual inscription for this type reads FORTVNA
AVGVST.

Trajan
98-117 A.D.

23.

Obverse:—Laureate head right

IMPCAESNRVATRA
IANAVGGERM

Reverse:—Victory walking left holding

wreath and palm
P.M.TR.P.COSIIII.P.P.

Denarius, 18 mm, 56.8 grains

The engraver strangely omitted the E from Nerva.
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24. Obverse:—Head of Hercules, lion-skin on
neck.

IMPCAESTRAIAN
AVGGERM

Reverse:—Club of Hercules

S C in left and right field

Quadrans, 16 mm, 43.8 grains

With the club upright, resting on its base, the letters

S. C. are retrograde.

Hadrian
117-138 A.D.

25. Obverse:—Laureate head right, drapery

on left shoulder
HADRIANVS AVGVSTVS

Reverse:—Female figure standing left

COS III

Denarius, 19 mm, 48.1 grains

The reverse type is odd. It may be a poorly engraved
figure of Pietas with the veil dropping down over her
face or an exaggerated Nemesis.

26. Obverse:—Laureate head right, bust

draped
HADRIANVS
AVGCOSIIIPP

Reverse:—A closed laurel wreath
S C

As, 26 mm, 190.1 grains

This type with bust draped is not listed in the standard
references.

Antoninvs Pivs

138-161 A.D.

27.

Obverse:—Laureate head right

-NTONINVSAVG
PIVSPPTRPXV

Reverse:—Salus feeding a serpent coiled

around an altar

SALVS AVG S C in left and
right fields, COSIIII in exergue

As, 23 mm, 73.5 grains

The coin is wafer thin and though patinated weighs
but 73.5 grains against the normal 163 grains.

Faustina Sr.

Wife of Antoninus Pius

28. Obverse:—Draped bust right

DIVA -AVSTINA

Reverse:—Faustina seated in a shrine

drawn by two elephants with
mahouts
AETERNITAS AVG
SC in exergue

Sestertius, 32 mm, 378 grains

This issue has the title AVG on the reverse. The
usual type shows the shrine so far to the right those
additional letters could not be engraved.

29. Obverse:—Draped bust right

DIVAAVGVS TAFAVSTINA

Reverse:—Temple of six columns sur-

mounted by a quadriga, statu-

ettes on the angles.

PIETAS

Sestertius, 32 mm, 438.2 grains
The statuettes on the angles represent Uranias with
floating veils instead of the conventional Victories.

Faustina Jr.

Wife of Marcus Aurelius

30. Obverse:—Draped bust right

FAVSTINA AVGVSTA

Reverse:—Salus seated before altar and
feeding a serpent

PAIVS

Denarius, 18 mm, 39.6 grains

The blundered reverse inscription, evidently meant to
read SALVS, may indicate an irregular mint.

Commodus
180-192 A.D.

31.

Obverse:—Laureate head right

MCOMMODVSANT
ONAVGPIVSBRIT

Reverse:—Italia, towered, holding cornu-

copia and sceptre seated left on
globe.
- - TRPXI IMP
VIICOSIIIIPP S C in left

and right fields.

ITALIA in exergue.

Sestertius, 29 mm, 340.6 grains.
This issue is unrecorded for TRP XI.
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PROPAGANDA ON LATE FOURTH CENTURY ROMAN BRONZE
by J. W. E. PEARCE

Writing of coins of the Indian States, the great numismatist, Edward Thomas said something

applicable to the late Roman Empire. “In places where men do not print, these stamped moneys

. . . constituted the most effective manifestos . . . they were the most naturally transported of all

official documents.”

Full use was made of this method of propaganda by the earlier Roman emperors. When the

Empire was reorganized as an absolute monarchy by Diocletian, the coinage too was changed. The
central authority of the Chancellory, controlled all the mints, and saw to it that the Imperial mes-

sage was carried to all parts of the realm. The content of the coinage was narrowed down. In place

of the picturesque variety of types of earlier times, we find a few types of general application.

Stress is placed on glorifying the ruler and the army, the security given the Romans by their

victories, the brotherhood which united the rulers of a divided empire against external enemies.

From 364 to 395 A.D. occurred the final severance of East and West, the downfall of the

house of Valentinian, the rise of the house of Theodosius. Are these political and dynastic rivalries,

so influential in history, reflected in the coinage?

Central control insured uniformity of the issues. Gold and silver were struck only occasion-

ally, depending often on the presence of the emperor, and his needs for court and army. Some

mints did not strike them. But all, save Mediolanum struck “bronze”, and here we must look for

propaganda.

Proof that it was so used may be found in the obverse legends of the early coins of Honorius.

An obverse legend running unbroken around the bust was the sign of a boy ruler alone, though

not absolutely necessary for even a merely ceremonial ruler. While his father lived. Gratian gen-

erally had the unbroken form, but not always; Victor, though a child, has only the unbroken

form. An Augustus with real power never has the unbroken form. (The apparent exception,

Gnecchi, 11,140,5, is a tooled piece.) The unbroken legend means junior status, and this is impor-

tant when we examine the coins of Valentinian II struck by Theodosius. At the same time gold

and silver were struck with unbroken legend for Honorius. The distinction is stressed on the

bronze, which we may assume was the all-pervasive medium of government propaganda. Let us

see if we can gain sidelights on the political and dynastic changes of the time, not reflected in the

types of coinage.

Severance of East and West.

When in A.D. 364, Valentinian succeeded to the undivided empire, all mints in commission

in the East and West united in striking (in one or another of the three metals) his new type

Restitutor Reip (ublicae). This was continued for a time after he co-opted his brother Valens as

his co-regent in the East. When other types took its place, we find that the gold and silver of East

and West pursue independent courses — except for a brief moment in A.D. 368 — but that the

bronze types Gloria Romanorum and Securitas Reipublicae, which in A.D. 365, followed the Resti-

tutor Reipublicae, are struck identically for both halves of the empire as the only bronze types

of the join reign. Thus the bronze coinage alone is the outward and visible sign of the essential

unity of the divided empire. But the scarcity or, in the case of some mints, the extreme rarity of
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Gratian with these types in the East may suggest, perhaps, that even this slight bond of a common

aes coinage was felt by easterners to be a hindrance to the realization of their ideal of complete

independence. At any rate, the issue of these two types seems from my evidence to have ended

earlier in the East than in the West, and I am inclined to explain the vast numbers of undersized

and crudely struck coins of these types, with obverses of Valentinian, and much more commonly,

of Valens as an illegitimate attempt to make up for the failure of the legitimate mints to supply

the necessary bronze currency.

These two types were continued in the West for a short time after the death of Valentinian

I in A.D. 375, as is shown by the coins — not very numerous— of Valentinian II. But in the East

there seems to have been no further issue of bronze until after the death of Valens in A.D. 378,

at the disastrous battle of Adrianople.

Early in A.D. 379, Gratian, unable to undertake the defence of the whole empire, reluctantly

called in Theodosius — an able commander — son of the Count Theodosius who had been ex-

ecuted towards the end of Valentinian I’s reign, to succeed Valens in the East and to stem the

Gothis invasion into Pannonia. Again we must look to the bronze coinage to supplement our

meagre literary records. The gold and silver of the two halves of the empire have, as before,

nothing in common, except, of course, that they are struck on respectively common standards

of weight, but on bronze Gratian’s western types are found identically from Theodosius' eastern

mints. That Gratian was determined, like his father, to assert the supremacy of the West in the

partnership seems to be clearly shown in his first bronze issue after the elevation of Theodosius.

That it was the first issue is shown by obverse identities linking it with pre-Theodosian issues.

In it a special type is differentiated to each of the three Augusti: Virtus Romanorum to Gratian

himself, Victoria Auggg to Valentinian II, and Concordia Auggg (turreted variety) to Theo-

dosius. That these are contemporaneous is shown by the differentiation of officinae between em-

perors at Arelate. Now this issue is found also from Theodosius’ mints of Antioch and Nicomedia,

but with a very significant variation. In place of the Victoria Auggg type for Valentinian II we

have Urbs Roma! Can this, coming at this time from an eastern mint, be explained except as an

assertion of the primacy of the Western Rome? This differentiated issue of third bronze was fol-

lowed by issues of second bronze Reparatio Reipub and fourth bronze Vota coins of the larger

module (average weight around 1.49 grams). The former is very common in the West and is well

represented in the Eastern mint of Antioch. The latter, which centres in the Vot XV mult XX
of Gratian in the very common western and the very rare eastern specimens I have seen, may be

tentatively assigned to the last year of Gratian's quindecennium which began in August 381.

Up to this point we have seen a common bronze coinage linking the two halves of the empire.

In contrast to the gold and silver, the bronze, in respect to its types, has been under the sole con-

trol of the Western Chancellory. This I suppose, was an arrangement of Valentinian I, who

planned to insure the primacy of the West in the partnership. The earlier cessation of the Gloria

Romanorum and Securitas Reipublicae types in the East may, as I have suggested above, be due

to a rising feeling of revolt against western pretensions. But with the accession of the new em-

peror, Theodosius, who owed his throne to him, Gratian seized the opportunity of forcing his

Urbs Roma issue on the eastern mints, which I think would have been impossible while his

uncle Valens was living.
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The fourth bronze vota coins of the larger module are the last issue in which East and West
strike in absolute agreement, and the rarity from eastern mints may point to a reluctance on the

part of Theodosius to recognize the right of Gratian, with whom he was, as the historian, Seeck
says, ‘on terms of the sheerest opposition’, to control his coinage.

What are we to make of the next issue, the third bronze Concordia Auggg

,

which throughout
both halves of the empire conveys the heartening message of the Harmony of the Augusti? The
type throughout is that of Rome seated, but in the turn of her head to right or to left, the ar-

rangement of her drapery leaving her right or left leg bare, her spear shown wholly or partly,

and in the presence or absence of a prow under her right foot, there is the possibility of several

slight varieties. We find certain very definite combinations of these differentiae confined to cer-

tain very definite groups of mints. The combination peculiar to Gratian’s mints viz. head left,

left leg bare, whole spear shown, no prow, is not found from any eastern mint nor from the

western mint of Rome. The two varieties of the type peculiar to Theodosius’ mints are both also

found from Rome, the occurrence of the sign 0 I in the field of coins of Rome, Constantinople and
Alexandria with one of these varieties clearly shows, I think, that the agreement is not fortuitous.

East and West, then, still unite in a common legend but for the first time do not agree in

details of the type. There is a clear-cut distinction between East and West, and Rome, the capital

— nominally — of the West, strikes with the East! Does this foreshadow the next, and final stage,

in which Theodosius successfully challenges the pretensions of the West to dictate the coinage of

the whole empire? And is Rome showing its discontent with Gratian? At any rate there is the

evidence, so far as I know it.

On January 19, 383 A. D. Theodosius proclaimed his young son, Arcadius, Augustus. Gra-

tian’s coinage suggests to me that it was without his consent, and I am not at all convinced that

he recognized Arcadius. The name of the new Augustus appears on some extremely rare third

bronzes of the Concordia Auggg issue from eastern mints which now ceases. In its place Theo-

dosius strikes purely eastern issues of second bronze in which Aracadius’ obverse represents him
as crowned by a hand from above, and of fourth bronze of lowered size and weight (about 1.15

gram) from that still current in Gratian’s dominions. His gold still proclaims the Harmony of the

— now four — Augusti, though the alteration of Gratian’s name to his own on one of these

coins, is hard to explain, but. the bronze shows, I think, that a decisive stage has been reached in

the claim of the East to independence.

The Dynastic Struggle.

Theodosius, a man of mature age and a tried soldier, was reluctantly invited by Gratian

to share the burden of the empire’s defence in a time of great national crisis, with which he, a

youth of nineteen, and his co-Augustus, his half-brother Valentinian II, a boy of eight, were un-

able to cope. Clearly, Theodosius, the junior Augustus, though much the senior in years, must

have felt himself better qualified than Gratian to take the leading position, which Gratian not

only prior in rank but, as I tried to show above, as emperor of the West, was determined to assert

for himself. Towards the end of their short joint-rule they were in open personal hostility. Theo-

dosius refused the invitation of his senior Augustus to meet him at Viminacium, declined his

offer of the consulship, proclaimed Arcadius Augustus and instituted for the East a new and inde-

pendent coinage. Whether, or how far, he was implicated in the deposition and death of Gratian,

we do not know, but their known disagreement must certainly have encouraged Maximus in his

usurpation.

Valentinian II, who at his father’s death had inherited that portion of his empire which lay

east of Gaul, was now a boy of eleven, the senio r Augustus. On either side of him was a powerful

ruler, eager to assume a protectorate over the boy, which when exercised by his half-brother,

Gratian, he and his mother, Justina, had deeply resented. For three anxious years the mutual

jealousy of Theodosius and Maximus enabled him to maintain his independence, until he was
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forced in 387 by a sudden invasion of Italy by Maximus to throw himself on the protection of

Theodosius. Let us see how the history of these years is reflected in the coinage of Theodosius.

We have seen above, from the evidence of Theodosius’ own bronze coinage that there was a

clearly understood distinction between the broken and the unbroken forms of obverse legend.

By Valentinian I and Gratian the unbroken form had been used only for boy-colleagues who

were merely titular Augusti under their guardianship. In fact the convention was so deeply rooted

that, where Theodosius’ other mints make the distinction between Arcadius and Honorius.

Alexandria gives them both, as merely titular Augusti, the unbroken form. After Gratian’s death,

Valentinian II, now technically a ruling Augustus, appears, of course, on his own coinage with

the broken form. What, then, must we infer from the fact that Theodosius throughout except

in one issue — gives the same unbroken form of legend to Valentinian and to his own son, Ar-

cadius, except that he was claiming before the Roman world an equal wardship over both. Only

after Valentinian’s death does he give Arcadius, still a titular Augustus, the broken style to dis-

tinguish him from his younger brother. It is only the bronze coinage that allows us this insight

into Theodosius’ policy. I will briefly summarize a few other instances where I think the bronze

throws some light on an ill-documented period of history.

At the accession of Arcadius, on January 19, 383, Theodosius entered upon the final year of

his first quinquennium. His gold coinage. The Harmony of the now four - Augusti, duly com-

memorates this with the legend Vot V Mul X, but his new bronze coinage gives him the legend

Vot X Mult XX, which on the then commoner quinquennial reckoning would apply only to Va-

lentinian II, who had already in 381 completed his first quinquennium. The ecclesiastical his-

torian, Socrates, writing in the early fifth century, speaks of the Vota as celebrated every ten

years, and I believe that this reckoning by tens, was universal in the earlier centuries, was strictly

the more correct at any time, though in our period usually found only with the higher numbers,

and that Theodosius purposely used it here on his bronze, which would come into the hands of

all his subjects, to disguise the fact that he was junior in status to his boy-colleague.

Immediately after the death of Gratian we find Theodosius continuing his own bronze coin-

age in Valentinian’s mints of Siscia and Thessalonica. Valentinian and Arcadius have undivided

obverse legends. Before Theodosius’ next issue, the second bronze Virtus Exerciti, the mints are

once more in Valentinian’s hands. This westward move of Theodosius, of which the bronze coin-

age is our only record, was, I suppose, intended as a warning to Maximus that any further ad-

vance on his part would meet with resistance from Theodosius. In the late summer of 384, the

threatening attitude of Maximus brought Theodosius to Italy, where, however, a compromise

was reached, defining the relations of the three empires to one another The result of this is seen

in the next issue of Theodosius’ bronze mentioned above: he has withdrawn from Illyncium,

has allowed Valentinian II the normal style of a ruling Augustus in the obverse legend and has

recognized Maximus as a colleague. But the extreme rarity of the coins of this issue bearing

Maximus’ obverse suggests that the entente did not last long. This is the only issue of Theodosius

in which Valentinian is ranked above Arcadius who has the unbroken legend. For the moment the

claim to a protectorate is kept in the background.

In 387 the long dreaded blow fell, Maximus invaded Italy. Valentinian’s mints were striking

the fourth bronze Victoria Auggg ‘Two Victories’ type. Aquileia gives both the young Augusti

the broken legend. Rome, whose coinage in more than one instance suggests a very doubtful

loyalty to the house of Valentinian, gives both regularily the unbroken, rarely the broken form.

Thessalonica, which from its eastward position as well as from its close association with Theo-

dosius in the Gothic war was, I think, entirely under his influence, gives both only the unbroken

form, and, moreover, emphasizes the significance of this by substituting Aug, i.e. a single Augustus,

which could be here understood only as Theodoosius, for the three Augusti of the reverse legend.
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Aquileia has, I think, shown us the form authorized by Valentinian’s Chancellory, but the time

was close at hand when his flight to Theodosius put the latter’s very questionable claim to a pro-

tectorate beyond question. After his restoration to — in theory — his father’s empire, Valentin-

ian’s western mints give him the normal broken legend of a ruling Augustus; in the East to the

end of his life he is still linked with Arcadius by the unbroken style. Only after Valentinian’s

death does Arcadius, still a merely titular Augustus, suceed to the broken style to mark his senior-

ity to his younger brother, Honorius.

It is only on the bronze coinage that the battle of the dynasties can be traced in its varying

phases. Much of what I have written above may be considered disputable, and I should gladly

welcome criticisms from fellow-student of a very obscure but very interesting period.

THE REVERSE TYPE AT AEGINA
by OLYBRIUS

In the last issue of the Numismatic Review Mr. I. Benson has proposed a new and unex-

pected interpretation of the odd reverse incuse of the coins of Chios, which he proposes to read

as an unusual rendering of the Greek letter Chi (X), the initial of the island where the coins

were issued.

Considering this interpretation, we have been led to consider the conventionalized form
of incuse in form at the great early mint of AEGINA, traditionally the earliest of all mints for

silver.

The earliest coins of Aegina have as obverse a Turtle (symbol of Aphrodite) and as reverse

a rough incuse square, divided into eight compartments. But it soon developed into a conven-

tional incuse square with five divisions; more accurately a square divided into four parts, with

one square diagonally divided. Seen as a square this may mean little; seen in "diamond
position” it may mean a good deal. Remember that this design was of some importance, for it

is carried over on coins of late date.

If one reads the raised parts, instead of what is sunk in, one at once can see the letters A
and I; whether Gamma and N are also included is less obvious. The chief objection to this

interpretation might be whether A (Alpha) was written with a crossbar of V-shape so early as

the first appearance of the conventional form of the incuse appeared. Yet we do think numis-

matists should consider the possibility that the “incuse type” at Aegina had some significance.
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THE PETERSON-MUNDY GOLD MEDAL PRESENTED TO
THE FIRST NEGRO VOTER IN THE UNITED STATES

UNDER THE FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT
(Reprinted by permission from a recent Americana Catalogue of the bookseller C. F. Heartman, Biloxi, Mississippi.)

This is a large gold medal, with bust of Abraham Lincoln in front, and with inscription on

verso; presented by Citizens of Perth Amboy, N. J., to Thomas Peterson, the first Colored Voter

in the U. S. Under the Provision of the 15th Amendment at an Election held in that City, March

31st, 1870.

4 cm. in diameter; 2 mm. thick. Thomas Peterson-Mundy was born in Metuchen, New Jersey,

in the year 1824. His parents moved in 1828 to Perth Amboy, where his father died. In 1885 his

mother was still living. She was born before 1800. Peterson-Mundy married a girl who had served

an apprenticeship under the gradual Emancipation Laws, by which slavery was abolished in

New Jersey. Peterson-Mundy was a man well-known in Perth Amboy and Middlesex County. He

was universally respected. Like many of his race he was a jack-of-all-trades, but, it was said, in-

ferior in none. As years went by, he became almost an institution. That he was an intelligent per-

son may be judged from the fact that in 1870, the same year in which his race was enfranchised,

he was, without opposition, chosen as one of a numbei to revise the Charter, for the adoption

of which he had cast his first vote. He was sent several times as delegate to Republican Conven-

tions, and was summoned to serve as a juror in the County Court. He was appointed Superintend-

ent of the Public School buildings by an unanimous vote. This was quite an honor, because

the appointing power was in the hands of the Democrats, certainly a proof of the estimation in

which he was held.

It was on Decoration Day, May 30, 1884, that the medal was bestowed upon him. The re-

verse inscription states:

Presented By Citizens of

Perth Amboy, N. J.

To
Thomas Peterson

The First Colored Voter In

The United States Under
The Fifteenth Amendment,
At An Election Held In

That City, March 31st, 1870.

WORKS OF BARYE

The Walters Art Gallery is preparing a catalogue of its extensive collection of the work of

the French artist, A. L. Barye. In this connection, it is important to locate other material in

American collections by this artist who was appreciated in America at a very early date. All

phases of his artistic output are of interest—bronzes, plaquettes, medals, plasters, waxes, water

colors, oil paintings, drawings and prints as well as autograph letters. If any collector or museum

possessing works by Barye will communicate with the undersigned, it will be greatly appreciated.

Marvin C. Ross
Curator of Medieval and
Subsequent Decorative Arts

Walters Art Gallery

Baltimore 1, Maryland
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THE MONEY OF HAWAII
By BRUCE CARTWRIGHT

Reprinted from “All About Hawaii, Thrum’s Hawaiian Annual and Standard Guide”

Plate XX

Prior to the arrival of Captain Cook in 1778, Hawaiians had no standardized medium of

exchange or money. Certain articles were considered of special value, such as whale ivory, fea-

thers of certain birds, tortoise shell, etc. All trading was done by barter. Upon the arrival of the

“haole”, iron, beads, etc., were used in exchange for provisions with the Hawaiians. Attached to

the Starbuck feather cloak, which has recently come to Hawaii, is a tag on which is pinned a

small bunch of yellow feathers, possibly those of the “o-o” or “mamo”. The tag states that three

similar bunches of feathers were formerly the price of one large hog.

Sandalwood became the medium of exchange between the Hawaiian chiefs and foreign

traders early in the nineteenth century. The unit being the picul (33i/^ lbs.). Cambell, a resident

in Honolulu, about 1808, says that the universal price of $1.00 was demanded by the Hawaiians

for almost everything in the way of curios and other small articles that they offered to the

foreigner.

After the arrival of the missionaries in 1820, more foreigners came to Hawaii and money
began to be used. Coins of the United States, France, Great Britain and Mexico, and some of the

South American Republics, were the most popular.

The money of Hawaii can be roughly divided into three main groups:

1. Money issued under Government authority.

2. Tokens issued by individuals without Government authority.

3. Proofs and patterns.

I. Money Issued by the Government

The laws of 1846 (Chap. IV, secs. 1-2) define what the currency of the Hawaiian Islands

shall be.

Dollar—Valuing 100 cents American money.

Half Dollar—Valuing 50 cents American money.

Quarter Dollar—Valuing 25 cents American money.

Eighth Dollar—Valuing 12 1/2 cents American money.

Sixteenth Dollar—Valuing 614 cents American money.

These laws authorized — the cent, a copper coin, impressed with the head of His Majesty,

surrounded by the words “Kamehameha III — Ka Moi”; on the reverse, “Aupuni Hawaii”.

Section II states that the Minister of Finance — shall cause to be minted, for circulation, a

copper coin described in the preceding Section.

On May 10th, 1847, an official notice appeared regarding this issue of $1000.00 of copper

coins. It states that they would be received in payment of government dues, duties, taxes, etc., at

the value of one hundred to the dollar. It is believed that these coins were minted at Philadel-

phia. There are four “die varities” which collectors try to obtain.

The next Government issue appeared during King Kalakaua’s reign. A silver coinage to the

amount of one million dollars for Hawaii was authorized by the Legislature consisting of the
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following values: 10 cents, 25 cents, 50 cents, and one dollar, the first installment of which was

received here December 16, 1883. These were minted in San Francisco in the following amounts

of the several denominations:

Dimes $ 25,000

Quarters 125,000

Half Dollars 350,000

Dollars 500,000

About this time a paper currency was authorized and issued.

The final Government issue was produced during the time of the Republic of Hawaii and

consisted of paper currency.

An Act of Congress approved March 7, 1928, provided for the issuance of 10,000 50-cent

pieces in commemoration of the 150th Anniversary of the discovery of the Hawaiian Islands by

Captain James Cook, R.N. The type was suggested by Mr. Ed. Caum of Honolulu, Miss Juliette

May Frazer of Honolulu adopted the suggested type, worked up the design and made the draw-

ings from which the dies were made.

The obverse bears a profile bust of Captain Cook, facing to the left. Above, United States

of America” — behind the head ‘‘In God We Trust”. In front of the bust, Capt. James Cook

Discoverer of Hawaii”. Below the bust, “1778-1928,” flanked on each side by four triangles (from

Hawaiian designs) representing the eight inhabited Islands.

The reverse shows a Hawaiian warrior chief in full regalia gaining the summit of a hill.

This represents Hawaii arising from obscurity. The chief holds out his right hand in welcome.

Behind him is a coconut tree, denoting romance. In the distance is a Hawaiian village of grass

huts nestled along Waikiki beach, at the foot of Diamond Head — denoting history and antiq-

uity. Under the warrior’s extended arm is E Pluribus Unum . Below the warrior chief is Ha-

waiian Half Dollar”.

This beautiful coin is the result of the writer's suggestion to the Trustees of the Hawaiian

Historical Society in 1926, that a half-dollar be issued to commemorate the 150th anniversary

of the discoverer of the Hawaiian Islands by Captain James Cook in 1778.

II. Tokens

The following letter is about all we know about early tokens of Hawaii:

Makawao, Apr. 6, 1897.

My dear Sir:

Yours of the 8th March is before me. Contents noted. The ‘paper currency’ you mentioned

as issued by me in 1844 was engraved at Lahainaluna, as several other of my designs were en-
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graved, by Rev. Lorrin Andrews. He employed several of the pupils of the ‘High School’ in en-

graving on copper plate. He also employed a native man named Kape Honi (Cape Horn), not a

pupil in the school, to do all his best work, and I think he engraved the piece of which you
speak. I had one or two other plates engraved at the same time; one of them a ‘Hapaha’, some
of which I stamped with black ink— i/

8— over the other print, and I used them for ‘Hapawalus’.

The occasion of printing these notes was the difficulty of finding silver hapawalus
(
12i/

2
pieces), men I employed in doing work for the Wailuku Female Seminary, of which I was then
in charge. When they had accumulated they were redeeme with silver or goods.

Hoping the above will be satisfactory, I am

Yours truly,

E. Bailey.”

To this letter was pinned a small paper token. Accompanying this letter, on another sheet

of paper was pinned another similar token, and in the same handwriting was written, “First

paper money used on the Hawaiin Islands, 1844.”

The above letter probably refers to the square paper tokens printed in red, and the set of

six “Lahainaluna tokens”, printed in black.

The writer owns a small oblong token printed on a section of a theatre ticket bearing French

wording. The obverse, printed in black with a fancy border, contains the printed words “Hapa-

walu”. Across this, in ink, are someone’s initials which are undecipherable. The reverse bears a

round black seal printed on it with white letters, “B.L.H.” in Old English capitals.”

W

About 1848, Ladd & Company issued currency of the size of the current United States cur-

rency, valued at $5.00 each. A specimen owned by the writer bears the words “Lada Ma”, in ink,

on the obverse, and 1844, in pencil, near it. The reverse was plain.

In 1862, John Thomas Waterhouse of Honolulu issued a “white metal” token bearing a

portrait of King Kamehameha with the words His Majesty — Kamehameha IV on the obverse,

and a “bee-hive” on the reverse, with the words John Thomas Waterhouse, Importer, around,

and Hale Maikai below the “bee hive”. This is about the size of a silver dollar, and was re-

deemed by Mr. Waterhouse in merchandise.

It is reported that Captain Willfong issued an oblong copper token, but I have never seen

one.

In 1871, Wailuku Plantation issued tokens, in copper, valued at 12y2 and VI (cents). There

are several types. The obverse has the value 12^ or VI, with W.P. above and small stars around.
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In 1879, Captain Thomas H. Hobron issued a copper token bearing the initials T.H.H.

and 12 i/2 on the obverse and R.R. 1879 on the reverse, the ground bearing ornaments and stars.

In 1880, Wailuku Plantation issued a copper token bearing the letters W.P. and date 1880

surrounded by nine stars on obverse and 1 RL in monogram on reverse. A die is in existence of

still another copper issue, but of the half-rial value, of this same date, with the letters W.P.
1880

surrounded by a wreath. The other side of the token showed its value i/
2 .

R

In 1882, Haiku Plantation issued a very pretty copper token bearing the word Haiku in

center, 1882 below, flanked by palm trees. The reverse has a star and the value “one rial” set on

ground of radiating rays.

In 1886, Grove Ranch Plantation issued a copper token bearing the letters G.R.P. and 1886

on the obverse, with ornaments and 12 i/
2 on the reverse with ornaments.

In 1891, The Kahului Railroad Co., Ltd., issued grass tokens of about the size of a 25-cent

piece, of the’ values of 10, 15, 20, 35, 75 cents, and possibly others. The obverse bears the words

The Kahului Railroad Co., Lmt’d — 1891 Kahului — Maui — Hawaiian Islands, and on the

reverse The Kahului Railroad Co. Good For 1 Cents. The street car tokens of a later period

are not included, as they were not used as small change. All the above tokens are believed to

have passed at currency in their localities and were redeemed by the issuers in merchandise, or

coin.

III. Proofs and Patterns

Proofs. At the time of issuance of the Kalakaua coins in 1883, proof sets of these coins in

silver and bronze were struck at the San Francisco mint. Each set contains the “Hapawalu” (i/
8

Dollar), although these “Hapawalus” were not issued as coins.

When King Kalakaua made his trip around the world in 1881, he was approached in Vienna,

Austria, by officials representing the French and Belgian mints, regarding a national coinage

for Hawaii. By order of Kalakaua, a pattern “5 keneta” piece was struck in nickel, bearing on the

obverse a portrait of Kalakaua to left with the title “King of Sandwich Islands ,
and the date

1881 The reverse bore a garter surmounted by the royal crown enclosing the figure 5 , with

the Hawaiian motto, “Ua Mau Ke Ea o Ka Aina i Ka Pono”. Owing to a mistake of the engra-

vers the word “Au” was substituted in place of “Ua”. It is reported that the King was so pleased

with the impression of his portrait on a coin, that he ordered several hundred pieces coined for

circulation, but the coins were not popular in Hawaii, and many were destroyed, while t e a -

ance were distributed as souvenirs among the king’s friends. These patterns may have circulated

for a short time as currency.

When Queen Liliuokalani ascended the throne in 1891, a pattern silver dollar was made m

England by Mr. R. Huth. The obverse bore a bust of Liliuokalani, with a Latin inscription

"Liliuocalania Dei Gratia”. The reverse shows a hemisphere containing the Hawaiian Islands

with the inscription "Hawaiarum Regina - 1891” in the exergue “Akahi Dala”. There were 50
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specimens of this pattern struck in pure silver. At the same time Mr. Huth had a $20.00 gold

pattern struck bearing the same obverse, the reverse showing within a wreath two crossed “pu-

loulou” staffs surmounted with the Hawaiian crown; below “20 Dala”. Four of these patterns

were struck in gold. They are rarities.

After the monarchy was overthrown on January 17, 1893, Mr. Huth produced a pattern dol-

lar. The obverse shows a bust of Princess Kaiulani to right surrounded by three dolphins, with

the inscription in Latin “Caiulania Liliuocalaniae Regina Sororis Filia”. The reverse shows a

hemisphere containing the Hawaiian Islands and the wording “Spes Publica. Oct XVI.

MDCCCXCIII”.

Some specimens have one dolphin under the bust, others have four around the lower part

of the bust. These patterns were struck in the following metals:

Gold (1), Silver (50), Copper (2), Iron (3), Tin (1).

Hawaiian Proofs, and Patterns are all rare. Hawaiian Token are scarce, while the author-

ized coins are common. The paper currency of the Kingdom and Republic of Hawaii is scarce.

NUMISMATIC LEGENDS— VI

The Afghan Who Loved His Brother

The following is probably our grimmest numismatic legend. We tell the tale as ’twas told to us

by one of the greatest of all numismatists, but adding that he only told what was told to him. No-

body vouches for the truth of the story. It needs no vouchers for its drama. And—at least as told

to us—it is connected with one famous coin.

The Director of the French cabinet was in London, when he heard that a huge multiple stater

of the ancient Bactrian King Eucratides was on the market in that city. Everyone assumed it must

be a forgery. The Director felt nobody would forge anything so extraordinary, that the piece must

be real. He hastened to make contact with the owner. It is prosaic to add that he did acquire

the piece, and that most experts have tended to agree with him that it is indubitably ancient,

for all that there may still be doubters. But that, as Kipling would say, is another story. The leg-

end concerns how the piece was found.

The French expert, satisfied that the huge gold coin was real, asked the owner how he got

it. The owner, a bearded gentleman from the Orient, explained with pleasure; “Four of us were

digging a well in Afghanistan, and we found this big coin.”

“Yes,” said the French expert, ‘now tell me about your comrades.”

“Well,” said the man who had the coin, “there were four of us, but at the present only my

brother and I are alive.”

The moral is one which readers of Chaucer's Pardoner’s Tale, and lovers of Wagner’s Rhein-

gold will expect. It is not really fortunate for some people to find buried treasure. M.
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DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN COINAGE AT THE UNITED STATES MINT

FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1946

Number of Pieces Struck at:

Philadelphia San Frandsco Denver

United States 1 Cent 991,655,000 198,100,000 315,690,000

5 Cents 161,116,000 13,560,000 45,292,200

10 Cents 255,250,000 27,900,000 61,043,500

25 Cents 53,436,000 4,204,000 9,072,800

50 Cents Regular 12,118,000 3,724,000 2,151,100

Booker T. Washington 1,000,546 50i',279 200,113

Iowa Centennial 100,057 none none

Columbia 5 Centavos (N) 13,423,000 3,330,000 none

Cuba 1 Centavo (Brass) 50,000,000 none none

5 Centavos (Brass) 40,000,000 none none

Ecuador 5 Centavos (N) 15,888,000 none none

Ethiopia 5 Cents (AE) 10 ,000,000 none none

Netherlands
East Indies 1 Cent (AE) 150,997,000 42,716,000 none

21/2 Cents (AE) 82,294,000 none none

Philippines 5 Centavos (C-N) none 28,320,000 none

10 Centavos (.750 AR) none none 6,384,000

20 Centavos (.750 AR) none none 7,400,000

50 Centavos (.750 AR) none 6,288,000 none

Saudi Arabia 14 Riyal (.9166 AR) 2 ,000,000 none none

1/2 Riyal (.9166 AR) 1 ,000,000 none none

1 Riyal (.9166 AR) 9,288,000 none none

Venezuela 5 Centimos (N) 12 ,000,000 none none

12 i
/2 Centimos (N) 11 ,200,000 none none

14 Bolivar (.835 AR) 8 ,000,000 none none

1/2 Bolivar (.835 AR) 4,000,000 none none

The compositions of the alloys used in this year’s coinage are similar to those used in 1945.

All of the bronze coins (AE) are .950 copper and .050 zinc; the brass pieces contain .700 copper

and .300 zinc; the nickel (N) are made of three fourths copper and one fourth nickel; and the

Philippine 5 Centavos contains 12 parts of nickel, 23 of zinc and 65 of copper. The copper alloyed

in the silver coins is the difference between the stated silver content and 1 .000 .

A. N. S. STAFF AUGMENTED

In September of 1948 the Library of the American Numismatic Society acquired the services

of Miss Barbara Peet as Assistant Librarian. A graduate of Syracuse and Columbia, Miss Peet

comes to the Society from the New York Public Library where she had gained much experience

in the General Reading Room.

E. W. M.
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IN MEMORY OF MY SON
By MONICA SUTHERLAND

(Foreword. The following article has slight connection with numismatics; the author is wife of our contributor, C. H. V.
Sutherland Esq., of the Coin Department of the Ashmolean Museum, at Oxford. We have learned that editors of the literary mag-
azines are not now printing articles of this kind. It struck us as a deeply moving human document. Recalling the precedent of the
editorial policy of Punch, the humorous magazine that decided exceptionally to print Hood’s Song of the Shirt, and the intensely
serious poem, In Flanders Field, by McCrea, we have decided to publish Mrs. Sutherland’s article. We do so, however, with the
assurance that inclusion of an article with only the most tenuous numismatic connections is a matter of exception to our usual
policies, and that we have no intention of making such exceptions frequently. The Staff.)

Surprise, as the event has shown, may still be achieved by Supreme Commanders, using their

wits and their men against the clever enemy. Yet in human relationships and conversation it is,

perhaps, less common. We have grown accustomed to everything: to horror and mystery, ex-

plosion and escape; to the daily wonders of science, and to the prodigious valour of fighting men.

Beauty has a surprise quality of its own, and this, happily, remains; but in these latter years we
accept miracles as commonplace and the sudden and fearful death of our best-beloved as a thing

which was only to be expected.

So when, in the empty bar of the inn where we were staying, we talked after closing time

with a modern miracle-worker, a psychiatrist who occpuies himself with the mind and souls of

wounded men, even he could not surprise me.

The bar table was wet where glasses had been taken up and set down all evening, the floor

seemed speckled with the stubbed out ends of cigarettes, and the light was bright and hard and

showed our faces in unrelenting clearness. The doctor told us of a cutting operation in the

brain which may release the soul from the torment of fixation. And I was not surprised, although

the thing was in truth a miracle; I listened calmly in that little room and accepted what he said

without comment. Then I fell to thinking of my own life; of past experience and present need of

mind and soul.

Years ago, when my son was playing rugger at his school (it was the game which above all

others filled him with delight) he was violently kicked and made unconscious. They said he had

concussion of the brain, and we, who knew little of such things, were very anxious. But when it

was over and he was well again, we found (and he also knew it himself) that he was changed. He
had been moody and hard to please in the difficult years as he grew up, and then suddenly, after

a football kick, he was released and became again what he had been as a child, happy, contented

and vigorous, ceasing to quarrel with us or with the world in general.

What an operation may do, what a rugger kick may do, might also, I reflected, be done to

me by my own act of writing. In any event I could try, for I knew that I needed release from the

fixity of thoughts that seemed too great and too sorrowful to be contained in my mind. My son

was lately dead; blown to pieces by German gunfire in the plane that he had loved; I had joined

the vast company of sorrowing women that is not the least of the legacies of war. The terror of

the explosion, of the fire, of the gradual realisation that he will be no more seen by my eyes—all

these injure the mind and soul, and I must seek a cure for the reserve that has fallen upon me.

Sometimes I think that the old idea of a period of mourning was a wise and helpful thing.

Hamlet told Horatio "Absent thee from felicity awhile”. So would there be opportunity to order

the mind and find in the peace of withdrawal and relaxation a new way of living. But in time of

war personal victory is considered to be won by going on with life as usual; working, playing,
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meeting friends, and paying no attention to suffered shock and wounded love which, neverthe-

less, need gentle healing. So I thought that I would write down some of the things that I remem-

bered, some of the thoughts that I had had about my son, so that afterwards I might be free again

to reform the pattern of my life, that lately has resolved itself round happy meetings, and the

companionship of letters.

Like so many of that great company, the dead sons of English women his master-bias . . .

lent to homefelt pleasures and to gentle scenes”. I can never see a foal in a field of long grass, nor

red roses on an arch, nor a good crop of onions in our garden without remembering my son, and

while the pain of loss must remain for ever, I feel glad that our Happy Warrior “shed round him

in the common strife or mild concerns of ordinary life, a constant influence, a peculiar grace”.

Perhaps, as he was like so many others what I write may find echo in other hearts that are sad,

and bring release there also.

The first of all the hard things that a woman has to bear in war is that her son is utterly and

irrevocably from her. She does not know where he is nor what he is doing; when she sees him he

cannot tell her of any of the things that really matter to him in his service life. For the first time

she cannot help or protect him in any way; she is powerless to do anything for him any more. I

think that what most women feel has been well expressed by a young American airman who

fought with the bombers of the Royal Air Force. “War”, he said, was pain and misery for too

many, and pain and death were never honour and glory ... the words honour and glory were

being debased again, the process of war was being honoured; was not worthy of the adjective hon-

our. The process of war was only a symbol of man s stupidity and blindness . . . why couldn t it

be explained in terms of what it truly was; and then explained as absolutely necessary only be-

cause men were too much animal to become truly men?

Before this war started it seemed to many women that, in spite of everything, in spite of all

portents and signs, war could never come. It seemed impossible that the men we all knew, and

our young sons, could kill and be killed by other young men. I often thought about it in the

summer days, and the fantastic quality of the thought, of the actual realisation of thousands of

men deliberately setting out to kill each other, seemed grotesque and rediculous. Yet it all hap-

pened, as everybody said it would, and as it will again if we cannot show people all over the

world that life is only worth living in happiness and love; and that human effort should be

directed to that end, and not to the acquisition of power and wealth. Women, I believe, under-

stand this, and it may be that if they can discipline themselves sufficiently, the solution lies with

them.

When my yellow-haired blue-eyed son was born in a house in the East End of London, the

doctor congratulated me, for he said that in the strain of city life the English are becoming a

darker nation; less radiant than they used to be. When the baby had grown to be a man, and

learned to live for long periods in the night sky over enemy country, he was still golden haired,

and those who knew him felt the same radiance that he had had as a child. He was friendly and

adventurous—never altering in either respect as he grew from child to man.

Accidents constantly happened to him; a ceiling of the old house fell on his cot when he was

in it- a fire set the curtains alight in the room where he was asleep; a great storm of hail bioke

in the windows of the bathroom as he was being bathed. Like all women, I was constantly fright-
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ened for him, but I early saw that it was no part of my business to put fear into his mind. And
he remained cheerful, and confident, and quite unshaken by his adventures. Almost I felt that

he had a charmed life—but not quite, for such things are not dependable.

This early part of his life could be called Fun Period No. 1. The second being when he was

a man, and delighted everyone in his squadron and in his home with his spirits and his laughter.

In between there were the mists of adolescence, but as a child and as a man he had a comic gift

which made us wonder if a clown had been born into our family. I am glad that when his father

died and he was five years old I was still able to laugh and play and carry on that period of fun.

The effort made then has helped me now, perhaps the more because both father and son died

violent deaths in accident and war. But just as it is an evil thing to put fear into the heart of a

child, so is it evil to lay adult pain and sorrow upon him. The temptation to use a child as a

prop for strength that is, perhaps, sorely tried, comes from the devil who loves to destroy human
happiness. 1 ' -.v V
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Now that a long time has passed, I can see that the troubles of his adolescence were caused

by two things; by the physical change common to all, and even more by the stirrings of great

schemes and half formulated desires and longings which he could not, and indeed did not try to
'»rn

express. He felt himself misunderstood and was grumpy and difficult, so that we got cross with

one another, and family happiness seemed to have vanished. Then came the rugger kick, and

concussion, and all was permanently changed. Soon came the beginning of fun period number

two, and I sometimes thought that if others could see the grown up people at play in our house

they would be amazed at such childness and laughter in those who at other times were so serious

and so circumspect. ,

During school holidays my son made friends in every garage, store and workshop in the

town. People were often aware of a boy hanging about, watching; but he did no harm, so they

did not send him away. He examined everything that was for sale in the shops and knew where

everything could be got, but he seldom bought, for he had little money. When the great moment

of my birthday came, he knew just what he would buy and where it could be found, and if it was

a bargain he was delighted, and later told me about it with pride.

He learned to skate on one of the ice rinks that were then the common fashion, but skill in

dancing and figures was not what he cared for. He waited impatiently for the moment when the

music changed for speed skating, and then his small and slender figure went tearing along under

the arms and round the legs of the stylish grown up performers just as the plane in which he

flew as a man wove in and out of enemy flak. At the end of the speed period his face was red,

his yellow hair a mass of untidiness, and his blue eyes sparkled with the excitement of the game.

Speed was the thing: that, and some new thing to be learned. He must try everything while he

was still young enough not to be tied. In his vacations he farmed — lived as a farm laborer, re-

lieved shelter marshalls in the London Blitz, and later drove a tank and a 60 foot truck. And all

the time he grew in wisdom and in purpose so that I trusted his judgment as much as my own

and could talk to him of anything that was in mind. When he was at home on leave in winter he

loved to sit by the fire as the afternoon grew darker and talk about everything; except of what he

did when he was not at home, of those long hours of secret work which he could not share with

me. But he told me about the books he read — the films I must see, and above all of his own

life as he meant to make it when he married and was free again. And so I felt that I knew the

man who had grown from the child of not so very long ago.
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When he first started flying he was disappointed; he found it hard to get used to noise; he

hated the cold of the open cockpit; the planes were slow. He wrote to me ridiculing the so-called

romance of flying, and saying how boring it all was. But gradually the spell worked, and when,

after much endeavor, he got himself attached to a Mosquito Squadron the change in him was

complete. Here at last was the plane; here was work to do; this was the real stuff. He was happy;

but he was still progressive. Air defence of the country was exciting for a time, but latterly not

nearly enough Germans were sent to the attack. Night intruding and train busting were much

better; a new technique to be learned, another job to master. But presently day intruding must

be tackled as well, and that was the end. The longing that had been an agony in that bright

summer of the Battle of France while he was still too young to be in it; the fear that he would

never be old enough to help; the deep and terrible anxiety which made us all cross with on an-

other and difficult to live with — all that had been changed for him into action in which he

could satisfy his keen and adventurous nature.

In his short life of twenty-two years he did almost everything he longed to do, and when he

died, he was at the height of happiness. He was young, but he knew he might never be much

older, and having long seeen the contentment of love in those with whom he lived, he wanted it

for himself while there was time. The girl was even younger than he, but they planned their life

together as though they were not caught up in war. They would have children; they would always

have fun together; he would work hard and be successful and she would help him to that success.

They would not have rows, nor bitter words, for they would grow together in love and under-

standing so that nothing could come between them.

All the time they knew and confessed to one another that it might end suddenly before

there was time to do what they had planned. But they were married and it was better than even

they had dreamed; it was unbelievable, he said, it was quite perfect. In three weeks it was over;

but he had loved before he died, and he judged himself to be the happiest man in the world.

In my sorrow I felt that his loss, like all the rest, was wasteful and wholly wrong, but I

was answered by a young man like himself who said: “I don’t know; we couldn’t have won the

war without the best. It is only because the quality of those who died was so high that we have

been saved from the Nazis”. And I understood that is was true; evil is too strong to be conquered

by anyone but the best; the evil itself is what is wasteful and wrong.

So let us praise the heroes who were our sons as Pericles praised the dead warriors of Athens.

They joyfully accepted risk and let their own wishes wait. Their lives were terminated at the sum-

mit of their fortune and of their happiness before the evil chances to which the life of man is

subject had time to touch them. They have the whole world for their tomb, and “for this offering

of their lives, made in common by them all, each of them individually receives that renown which

never grows old”. So shall we love them for ever.
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BRACTEATES
By THOMAS OLLIVE MABBOTT

In the Coin and Medal Bulletin recently appeared a query about the origin of the curious

coins known as bracteates. The answer there is brief and conventionally correct. But we have

long considered the problem as a somewhat complicated one, and are tempted to put our own
views in print.

We all know that a bracteate is a thin coin with a type in relief on one side, the reverse bear-

ing the same design incused and rversed; these coins are a characteristic of the German mints.

However, such issues are not confined to one time or place, and obviously a survey of issues akin

perhaps only in appearance, may be useful.

ANCIENT. • In a sense the bracteate is more ancient than coinage itself. In this issue, in

another article, we have pointed out the use in very ancient-times of thin pieces of precious

metal, beaten out over forms, as dress ornaments. These, we think are among the things that

inspired true coinage.

In the ancient world what may be called non-monetal bracteates were occasionally made.

Mr. Gans published in the columns of this magazine a synoptic article on the use of thin impres-

sions of regular coins as parts of metallic funerary wreath. Besides that, “obols of Charon” were

occasionally made by beating out gold impressions of regular gold and bronze coins. One pre-

sumes these were obols, and if the gold impressions were more valuable, the idea seems to have

been it was no harm to overpay the ferryman of the Styx. We have seen an impression of an

Athenian silver obol, we believe in the Metropolitan Museum; and a bronze coin of Thessal-

onica (Imperial period) and an impression of an obol of Sicyon in private hands.

BARBARIANS. Among the Northern Barbarians, we find bracteates of gold for use as jew-

elry, not necessarily funereal in character, but obviously not meant for monetary use. It is not

unnatural to suppose these things to have inspired the monetal bracteates, but the case for this

is not strong because considerable modification would be needed before a coin for real use could

be made as were these very thin impressions.

ITALY. In the earliest medieval period, certain peculiar coins appeared in Italy, which we

suspect may be the direct ancestors of the true monetal bracteate. They are the issues of the

Lombard King Perctarit. His coins include small silver pieces, cup-shaped (scyphate) which seem

to bear merely two monograms incused, which appear reversed on the outer side. A good many

of these coins of various minor varieties have been published in the C.N.I. There it was at last

made clear that a few of the coins show, on the outer side of the cup, a regular type, head and

inscription, which but rarely came out plainly, because of the crude method of striking.

Close examination of any one of these coins under a glass, will show faint traces of the “ob-

verse type” on the outside of the cup. Obviously the original purpose of the moneyers was a coin

with regular obverse and reverse. Most of the coins came out badly. But it seems the moneyers

did not think the pieces too bad to issue for circulation.

GERMANY

.

What seems to us significant is that the bracteate existed in fact long before

it appeared in Germany. And things resembling in fabric, though not in size, the issues of Perc-
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tarit, appeared in Germany. They are called “Halbbrakteaten” or Half-bracteates. At Wurms,

they are the usual thing. The name is bad, for double bracteates would be better. These large

flat pieces of Wurms always have an obverse and a reverse type, but almost without exception, only

one side shows a clear design. Obviously here too, the moneyers thought pieces not too well made,

would do. If such things, from Wurms and elsewhere came into the hands of strangers, the idea

of a one sided coins must have been impressed upon the recipients. A one-sided coin would do.

Did not mintmasters set out to make one-siders? Once the idea was present, a good job was done.

Many true bracteates are of great artistic merit. But remember, the true bracteate always shows a

single design—the coins of Wurms show sometimes one side, sometimes another, as the sole plain

type.

SWITZERLAND, SCANDINAVIA, POLAND. Issues of these countries are all “under the

influence of German issues, and need no special discussion.

IRELAND. The process suggested seems to have been gone through in Ireland, “outside

the Pale,” and rather probably independently. Recently Mr. Derek Allen has published a dis-

cussion of several varieties of a crude coinage, of which specimens are occasionally found in the

Emerald Isle. Both half-bracteates and true bracteates occur.

So far as collectors are concerned, specimens of Irish bracteates are excessively rare. There

are a fair number at Dublin, a few in the British Museum, and the writer of this article has found

three or four, privately owned in America. But these things look like bad specimens of more

regular coins, and must have tended to be rejected by collectors as imperfect, or inferior specimens.

What seems to have happened was this. The native rulers, actually, if not theoretically free

from English control, from about the 12th Century made silver pennies—imitations of the coins

of the Kings of Dublin, and of the Norman Kings of England. The pieces are extremely crude,

so crude that Mr. Allen has suggested that the moneyers struck them first on one, side then on

the other! I cannot agree with this. I think there was usually an attempt at two types, but that

only the reverse tended to come out clearly.

Yet I think that the badly made coins suggested “one-siders.” I think the excessively rare true

bracteates found in Ireland, bearing nothing but the reverse types of Norman English, or Dublin

Danish issues follow the half-bracteates; that these things are a crude imitation of more normal

two-sided coins.

Irish monks went to Germany. An influence through them is possible. But the idea of

independent development of the bracteate in Ireland must be met.

ORIENT. No attempt at completeness is is made. Some very tiny coins of Nepal seem to

have been made by the bracteate process in the 19th Century. In Persia, too, we find what we

may call “intentional blockages.” The Persian pieces, of which I have seen two specimens, seem

to be intentionally made brockages, made by putting a thin bit of silver over a regular coin

being struck. Such pieces are said, on what authority I know not, to have been intended for pre-

sents, perhaps from the Shah himself. Specimens are not common. Connection between them and

the bracteates if Europe is most unlikely. But we mention these strange pieces for the sake of com-

pleteness.
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THE SIAMESE ERAS
A decree promulgated late in 1940, called for the institution of the Gregorian Calendar in 1941. January 1st. of that
year thus became the first day of the year 2484. Prior to this year the Siamese New Year’s Day fell in March/April
depending upon the Era used. The present royal house of Siam, the Bangkok Dynasty, was founded June 13, 1782.

Ratanakosin Chula P’utt’a . Ratanakosin Chula P’utt’a

Era Sakarat Sakarat A.D. Era Sakarat Sakarat A.D.

1 1144 2325 1782/83 40 1183 2364 1821/22

2 1145 2326 1783/84 41 1184 2365 1822/23

3 1146 2327 1784/85 42 1185 2366 1823/24

4 1147 2328 1785/86 43 1186 2367 1824/25

5 1148 2329 1786/87 44 1187 2368 1825/26

6 1149 2330 1787/88 45 1188 2369 1826/27

7 1150 2331 1788/89 46 1189 2370 1827/28

8 1151 2332 1789/90 47 1190 2371 1828/29

9 1152 2333 1790/91 48 1191 2372 1829/30

10 1153 2334 1791/92 49 1192 2373 1830/31

11 1154 2335 1792/93 50 1193 2374 1831/32

12 1155 2336 1793/94 51 1194 2375 1832/33

13 1156 2337 1794/95 52 1195 2376 1833/34

14 1157 2338 1795/96 53 1196 2377 1834/35

15 1158 2339 1796/97 54 1197 2378 1835/36

16 1159 2340 1797/98 55 1198 2379 1836/37

17 1160 2341 1798/99 56 1199 2380 1837/38

18 1161 2342 1799/1800 57 1200 2381 1838/39

19 1162 2343 1800/01 58 1201 2382 1839/40

20 1163 2344 1801/02 59 1202 2383 1840/41

21 1164 2345 1802/03 60 1203 2384 1841/42

22 1165 2346 1803/04 61 1204 2385 1842/43

23 1166 2347 1804/05 62 1205 2386 1843/44

24 1167 2348 1805/06 63 1206 2387 1844/45

25 1168 2349 1806/07 64 1207 2388 1845/46

26 1169 2350 1807/08 65 1208 2389 1846/47

27 1170 2351 1808/09 66 1209 2390 1847/48

28 1171 2352 1809/10 67 1210 2391 1848/49

29 1172 2353 1810/11 68 1211 2392 1849/50

30 1173 2354 1811/12 69 1212 2393 1850/51

31 1174 2355 1812/13 70 1213 2394 1851/52

32 1175 2356 1813/14 71 1214 2395 1852/53

33 1176 2357 1814/15 72 1215 2396 1853/54

34 1177 2358 1815/16 73 1216 2397 1854/55

35 1178 2359 1816/17 74 1217 2398 1855/56

36 1179 2360 1817/18 75 1218 2399 1856/57

37 1180 2361 1818/19 76 1219 2400 1857/58

38 1181 2362 1819/20 77 1220 2401 1858/59

39 1182 2363 1820/21 78 1221 2402 1859/60
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Chula P’utt’a Ratanakosin Chula P’utt’a

Sakarat Sakarat A.D. Era Sakarat Sakarat A.D.

1222 2403 1860/61 129 1272 2453 1910/11
1223 2404 1861/62 130 1273 2454 1911/12
1224 2405 1862/63 131 1274 2455 1912/13
1225 2406 1863/64 132 1275 2456 1913/14
1226 2407 1864/65 133 1276 2457 1914/15
1227 2408 1865/66 134 1277 2458 1915/16
1228 2409 1866/67 135 1278 2459 1916/17
1229 2410 1867/68 136 1279 2460 1917/18
1230 2411 1868/69 137 1280 2461 1918/19
1231 2412 1869/70 138 1281 2462 1919/20
1232 2413 1870/71 139 1282 2463 1920/21
1233 2414 1871/72 140 1283 2464 1921/22
1234 2415 1872/73 141 1284 2465 1922/23
1235 2416 1873/74 142 1285 2466 1923/24
1236 2417 1874/75 143 1286 2467 1924/25
1237 2418 1875/76 144 1287 2468 1925/26
1238 2419 1876/77 145 1288 2469 1926/27
1239 2420 1877/78 146 1289 2470 1927/28
1240 2421 1878/79 147 1290 2471 1928/29
1241 2422 1879/80 148 1291 2472 1929/30
1242 2423 1880/81 149 1292 2473 1930/31
1243 2424 1881/82 150 1293 2474 1931/32
1244 2425 1882/83 151 1294 2475 1932/33
1245 2426 1883/84 152 1295 2476 1933/34
1246 2427 1884/85 153 1296 2477 1934/35
1247 2428 1885/86 154 1297 2478 1935/36
1248 2429 1886/87 155 1298 2479 1936/37
1249 2430 1887/88 156 1299 2480 1937/38
1250 2431 1888/89 157 1300 2481 1938/39
1251 2432 1889/90 158 1301 2482 1939/40
1252 2433 1890/91 159 1302 2483 1940
1253 2434 1891/92 First day of 2484 1941, 1/1
1254 2435 1892/93 2485 1942
1255 2436 1893/94 2486 1943
1256 2437 1894/95

*
i

2487 1944
1257 2438 1895/96 2488 1945
1258 2439 1896/97 2489 1946
1259 2440 1897/98 2490 1947
1260 2441 1898/99 2491 1948
1261 2442 1899/1900 2492 1949
1262 2443 1900/01 2493 1950
1263 2444 1901/02 2494 1951

1264 2445 1902/03 2495 1952

1265 2446 1903/04 2496 1953

1266 2447 1904/05 2497 1954

1267 2448 1905/06 2498 1955

1268 2449 1906/07 2499 1956

1269 2450 1907/08 2500 1957

1270 2451 1908/09

1271 2452 1909/10
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FIRST PAPER MONEY ISSUED IN OHIO
by J. N. SPIRO

Plate XXI

The three crude, type-set notes illustrated herewith are undoubtedly of the first series of

paper currency ever to be issued within the confines of the present State of Ohio.

The exact date is unknown, but it is definitely some time soon after May 3, 1790. It may be

puzzling at a glance that the text is entirely in French, but the reason for this will be clear,

when we look into the story of the Compagnie de Scioto, or Scioto Company.

Soon after the settlement of Marietta was commenced, an association was formed called the

Scioto Land Company. The history of that company is involved in some obscurity. Colonel Wil-

liam Duer of New York was an active member. It was founded in the East.

The association at first purchased land from the Ohio Company and appointed Joel Barlow

as agent in Europe to make sales for it. Barlow had been sent to England by the Ohio Company
for the same purpose. He distributed proposals in Paris in 1789, and sales were effected to com-

panies and individuals in France.

On February 19, 1790, two hundred and eighteen emigrants sailed from Le Havre to settle

on these lands. They arrived at Alexandria, Virginia on May 3rd, crossed over to the Ohio

River, and went down to Marietta, where about 50 of them settled. The remainder went to an-

other point below, opposite the mouth of the Great Kanawha, where they formed the settle-

ment called Gallipolis (City of the French).

The immigrants were to be furnished with supplies for a specified time, but the Company
did not keep its promises. They suffered much. They failed to get clear titles to their lands,

and the company was charged with swindling operations. The settlers, through the good offices

of Peter S. Duponceau of Philadelphia, obtained a grant from Congress of 25,000 acres, oppo-

site the Little Sandy. It was afterwards known as “The French Grant”. Each inhabitant had 217

acres.

The aims of the Scioto Company seem to have been simply land speculation, not founding

actual settlements. “It comprised”, says Dr. Cutter, “some of the first characters of America”. They

undoubtedly expected to purchase Public Securities at their greatly depreciated values, and with

them pay for the lands bought from the government; but the adoption of the Constitution caused

a sudden rise in these securities, and blasted the hopes of the Company. Colonel William Duer,

who signed the notes we illustrate, seems to have been the originator of the scheme, suffered the

unjust imputation of being a swindler, because the Company did not (for it could not) meet

its obligations.

William Duer was born in England in 1 747, the son of a planter of Antigua, West Indies.

He was educated at Eton, and while still under age entered the British Army as an ensign and

served with Clive in India. In 1768 he came to Antigua and engaged in the lumber trade. Gen-

eral Schuyler induced him to buy a large tract of land at Fort Miller, on the upper Hudson

River, where he erected saw-mills.
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He was appointed colonel in the militia, judge in the county courts, member of the New
York Provincial Congress and Member of the Committee of Safety. In 1777 he helped draft

New York’s first constitution and in the same year became a member of the Continental Con-

gress. Later he was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury under Hamilton. Colonel Duer married

Lord Stirling's daughter, Catherine, at Basking Ridge, New Jersey, in 1779. He was related to

the De Peysters, Livingstons and Schuylers, and occupied a brilliant place in the society of the

period.

Colonel Duer’s failure in 1792, produced the first financial panic, caused by speculation,

that New York had ever witnessed. The loss, estimated at over three million dollars, impover-

ished many in all classes. This misfortune ties in with the troubles of the Scioto Company, and

assigned the blame to the colonel for the company’s failure to make good its promises to the

French settlers.

Bibliography: Harper’s Encyclopaedia of U. S. History

Appleton’s U. S. Biographies

RARE OR INEDITED COINS OF ANCIENT INDIA

by THOMAS OLLIVE MABBOTT

Coins of Ancient India, except of the Greek Series, are not common in America, although

much studied in India, in England, and on the Continent. The pieces described below seem not

to be recorded in the very thorough catalogues of the British Museum, Andhras etc. by Rapson,

1908; Ancient India by Allan, 1936. They have one thing in common; they have been found in

the stocks, in some cases the “trash boxes’’, of American dealers, and are now in my own col-

lection.

I apologize for discusisng them, without training in Sanskrit, but they involve almost no

epigraphical problems; the few that have inscriptions are almost illegible, but enough remains

in each case to say the pieces are different from well known varieties.

ANDHRAS. Sri-Pulumavi.

1. Observe. Elephant, with raised trunk, to right, symbol beenath elephant (?) Reverse. Ujjain

symbol, each orb with a pellet in center.

Lead, 25 mm., round. Restruck (?) and of flat fabric.

Pieces of similar types, but of potin and smaller size, are recorded in BMC, Andhras, p. 21, nos. 90-92. On this coin no inscrip-

tion is legible. Pieces of similar types, but of small dumpy fabric are referred to at page 46 of the BMC.

Uncertain Ruler

2. Observe. Bow and arrow, around traces of six or seven aksaras.

Reverse. Blank, or wholly illegible.

Lead, 15 mm. round.

Style and symbol lead to attribution ot the Andhra dynasty. Further attribution is not possible until a better specimen turns up.

I believe another specimen is in the British Museum. This one was once owned by David Proskey.
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CITIES and TRIBES. MATHURA, Raj uvula.

3.

Observe. Lion to left, traces of legend.

Reverse. Hercules to left, inscr. probably as on BMC. 115, symbols in field as on BMC 101.

Lead, 13 mm. Round.

Similar to many pieces in BMC, Ancient India, page 187, of of “Class III” but these all show the lion to right. Bought in
Chicago.

UJJAYINI or ERAN

4.

Observe. Symbols in three rows: top, nandipada, Karttikaya (the war god) left, Ujjain symbol;

second row, uncertain symbol, rhinoceros right, sacred wheel; bottom, a fish to right.

Reverse. Ujjain symbol, small circles in the large ones.

Bronze, 21 mm. Square.

The design is arranged in square form, but struck on the flan in “diamond” position. The coin is from a single die, and the
designs in relief. Similar representations of the rhinoceros occuron a few punch marked coins, and on one coin in the BMC.
page 260, no. 121 with otherwise different symbols. (The coin was in the Proskey Collection.) It is said that on seals from
Mohenjodaro the Rhinoceros is shown with horn pointing forward. It is true that such animals are not likely to be domesticated,
and are often known to artists “from a dstance,” but on this piece, I suggest, a solution of an iconographic problem may be
found. Three projections are shown on the head, two turned backward, one forward. Is not the horn shown between the ears, and
is not the horn meant to go backward, as in a live rhinoceros 7 The nandipada is a bull’s hoofprint, conventionalized.

TAXILA (?)

5.

Observe. Tree in railing. Railing clear, tree less so, another symbol may be shown.

Reverse. Four punches: First a sun symbol; second, snake or river symbol, like English manu-

script W; third, in lower row, a punch resembling the letter “P”; last two crescents like

“) (”•

Bronze, 14x10 mm. Square.

Long regarded by me as an anima of a plated punch marked coin, this piece shows a series of symbols not known from Cun-
ningham or the BMC, and differs from the usual punchmarked pieces so much, I believe it should be regarded as of a different

class. Slight resemblances to some coins of Taxila permit an att ribution with reservations to that city. The coin is primitive in

technique and probably as early as 200 B.C. The description of this obviously rectangular piece as square is conventional in

studies of Indian coinage.

Uncertain. —va

—

6.

Observe. Recumbent lion to right; beneath, a wavy line, above, on its side, a tree in a pot;

in front of lion, a Brahmi inscription of four or five aksaras; one like a Greek delta prob-

ably equals the syllable “va.”

Reverse. Bushy tree in railing, and other symbols, probably a wheel and the Ujjain symbol.

Bronze, 16 mm. Square.

This is closely akin to a series of bronze coins, round and with a standing lion, BMC, page 283, nos. 30 ff.

In conclusion, I wish to record my gratitude to Messrs. Proskey, Stack, and Holzer who gave

me four of the coins described.
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THE USE OF COINS AS ORNAMENTS IN THE BALTIC STATES
by A. PLATBARDZDIS

Plate XXII

As far back as the 18th century it was never the custom of the Baltic peoples to use coins

for ornamental purposes. The sole exception were the inhabitants of the Pechory district —
the Setuks — and the dwellers of the Estonian islands. There is a large and interesting collec-

tion of slides in the State Historical Museum in Stockholm, Sweden, depicting the monetary

ornaments of the Swedish inhabitants of the above mentioned islands.

Various national oranments were worn with the national costumes and different types of

necklaces were worn around the neck. Every district in each country had its own national cos-

tume with appropriate jewelry. In everyday life modernized national or modern jewelry was

worn.

However, begining with the Soviet occupation in 1940 coins of the period of independence

of the three countries began to be convertd into jewelry. This custom was most popular in

Latvia, then in Estonia, and to a lesser extent in Lithuania.

In order to promote a patriotic spirit despite the alien occupation forces, rings were made

in Estonia to which were attached the country’s coat-of-arms sawed from its coins. In Latvia

brooches were made from 5, 2 and 1 lat pieces. Five lat pieces were most commonly used for this

purpose. This coin bears on its face the portrait of a Latvian girl in national costume, sym-

bolizing Latvia, and above it the inscription “Republic of Latvia”. Hence it is particularly

suited for conversion into jewelry. The construction of the brooches varied: with and without

mounting, with national ornamentation, curved outwardly, and sawn out in order to make the

portrait more prominent. Several well known jewelers of Latvia, such as Betins, Bercs, and

others made such brooches.

The symbolical significance of the portrait motive of the five lat piece later became ex-

tremly popular among the Latvian refugees as a patriotic ornament and sign of recognition.

Due to the shortage of coins for this purpose, copies of the girl’s head motive symbolizing

Latvia were also made. Thus in 1946 in Germany (in the American and British zones) brooches

were stamped in which the girl’s head was brought out in strong relief. The two and one lat

coins were worn after the coat-of-arms had been pierced out.

In Lithuania the 10 lit coins bearing the portrait of Vytautas were worn as brooches, and

the two and one lit coins as bracelets. Later during the German occupation, partly because of

patriotic feelings, partly because of a shortage of gold and silver, the following articles were

made from coins: brooches, bracelets, cuff links bearing the coat of arms, watch fobs, ornaments

on cigarette cases, paper knives, and sugar and dessert spoons.

Articles made from silver, bronze or aluminum-bronze coins were also gold and silver plated.

Articles of this kind were also very popular among the occupation forces, both Russian and Ger-

man, and were bought up in thousands and sent home to their relatives as souvenirs.

Recently this type of jewelry has been also carried by the Baltic refugees to Sweden, Den-

mark and other countries, where it occasionally appears. The largest amount is to be found in

Sweden, as the refugees there have adopted the habit of giving such articles as piesents and

souvenirs.
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BANK OF ENGLAND COUNTERSTAMPED DOLLARS
by HOWARD D. GIBBS

Plate XXIII

(In almost every large private collection there are coins which have either never been published, or have received notice
only in some obscure publication with limited circulation. The Gibbs Collection contains many such coins, and we have arranged
to bring our readers some account of these coins in each issue. — THE EDITORS)

Most collectors of foreign coins are familiar with the issues counterstamped with the head

of George III of England for circulation in England, but this series contains a number of varieties

not generally known.

In 1797 a number of coins, chiefly dollar or crown size, and principally of Spanish or Span-

ish-American mints, were counterstamped with the bust of George III in a small oval depression.

In 1804 this counterstamp was changed to a larger bust of the king in an octagon depression.

This practice was followed because there was a severe shortage of silver coins in the latter

part of the eighteenth century as the government had not coined any silver larger than the four

pence for some years. The government had in its possession large quantities of Spanish and

Spanish-American dollars which had been captured from Spanish vessels. To relieve the demand

for change it sanctioned an experiment in which the Goldsmiths’ Hall stamp used for marking

silver plate was stamped on the silver coins which were thus at hand. On March 6th, 1797, a

public notice was posted stating that the bank would supply silver dollars stamped with the

head of the king at the rate of four shillings six pence (4/6). Before the day of issue it was

discovered that the bullion value of most of these Spanish silver dollars was four shillings eight

pence (4/8). To prevent the issue from going into the melting pots for a two pence profit a new

notice was issued three days later, stating that the coins would be put in circulation at four

shillings nine pence (4/9).

The need of silver coins was so great that there was a great rush for this counterstamped

money, and 2,325,099 of these dollars were issued. Almost as soon as these dollars began to cir-

culate counterfeit stamps of the king’s head were made and the Spanish dollars were stamped

by private individuals. This necessitated the Bank of England calling in the dollars counter-

stamped with the head in an oval, and issuing a notice that they would no longer be current

after October 31st, 1797. Nevertheless, counterstamping with the indented oval stamp was quietly

resumed in January, 1803. As in the previous instance counterfeit stamps again made their ap-

pearance with a resulting change in 1804 of a stamp with a larger bust of the king facing right

within an indented eight-sided figure (actually this is an upright rectangle with the corners

clipped diagonally).

As previously noted most of the counterstamped coins were Spanish or Spanish-American

dollar size coins, but small silver coins as well were stamped with both types of the king’s head,

and two unique copper coins are also known.
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List of Known Counterstamped Coins

HEAD IN OVAL

Half One Two Four Eight Other
Real Real Real Real Real Coins

Mexican X X X X X
Bolivia X X
Peru

Chile X
X

Guatemala X X
Spain

Venice

X X
Tallero

United States Dollar

Half-Dollar

England Half Penny Tokens

HEAD IN OCTAGON

Mexico X X X X
Peru

Gautemala X
X

Spain

France

X
5 Francs

United States Dollar

There is one other type of these coins which, to the best of our knowledge, has never been

published. As collectors know, almost all the dollar size coins of Brazil prior to 1832 were stamped

over Spanish-American dollars or 8 Reals. We illustrate here specimens of the 960 Reis (1816).

This planchet was first struck as an 8 Real for Spanish-America; when it reached England it was

counterstamped with the head of George III in an oval; it returned to Brazil and was stamped

over the original coin and the counterstamp for local usage. Another specimen of the 960 Reis,

dated 1818, when John the Prince Regent became John VII, is also shown.

Heretofore unpublished, and believed to be unique, is the illustrated 8 Real of Lima, Peru

(1793), with counterstamped head of George III in an oval, and a later counterstamp of a V

crowned, for circulation in Prince Edward Island.

The copper half penny token of William Rusher, Banbury (n.d.) and the John of Gaunt

half penny (1794), both counterstamped with the head in oval, are unpublished and believed

to be unique.

Coins counterstamped with the head in an oval are comparatively more numerous than

those with the head in an octagon. The 4 Real pieces are scarce, the 2 Real are rare, and the 1

Real extremely rare. These two counterstamps on coins not of the Spanish-American colonial series

are all very rare.
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THE SAMVAT ERA

From 1758 to 2007 Samvat

or

1701 to 1951 A.D.

Samvat A.D. Samvat A.D. Samvat

1758 = 1701/2 1800 = 1743/4 1842 =
1759 == 1702/3 1801 = 1744/5 1843 =
1760 = 1703/4 1802 = 1745/6 1844 =
1761 = 1704/5 1803 = 1746/7 1845 =
1762 = 1705/6 1804 = 1747/8 1846 =
1763 = 1706/7 1805 = 1748/9 1847 =
1764 = 1707/8 1806 = 1749/50 1848 =
1765 = 1708/9 1807 = 1750/1 1849 =
1766 = 1709/10 1808 = 1751/2 1850 =
1767 = 1710/1 1809 = 1752/3 1851 =
1768 = 1711/2 1810 = 1753/4 1852 =
1769 = 1712/3 1811 = 1754/5 1853 =
1770 = 1713/4 1812 = 1755/6 1854 ==

1771 = 1714/5 1813 = 1756/7 1855 =
1772 = 1715/6 1814 = 1757/8 1856 =
1773 = 1716/7 1815 = 1758/9 1857 =
1774 = 1717/8 1816 = 1759/60 1858 =
1775 = 1718/9 1817 = 1760/1 1859 =
1776 = 1719/20 1818 = 1761/2 1860 =
1777 = 1720/1 1819 = 1762/3 1861 =
1778 = 1721/2 1820 = 1763/4 1862 =
1779 = 1722/3 1821 = 1764/5 1863 =
1780 = 1723/4 1822 = 1765/6 1864 =
1781 = 1724/5 1823 = 1766/7 1865 =
1782 = 1725/6 1824 = 1767/8 1866 =
1783 = 1726/7 1825 = 1768/9 1867 =
1784 = 1727/8 1826 = 1769/70 1868 =
1785 = 1728/9 1827 = 1770/1 1869 =
1786 = 1729/30 1828 = 1771/2 1870 =
1787 = 1730/1 1829 = 1772/3 1871 =
1788 — 1731/2 1830 = 1773/4 1872 =
1789 = 1732/3 1831 = 1774/5 1873 =
1790 = 1733/4 1832 = 1775/6 1874 =
1791 = 1734/5 1833 = 1776/7 1875 =
1792 = 1735/6 1834 = 1777/8 1876 =
1793 = 1736/7 1835 = 1778/9 1877 =
1794 = 1737/8 1836 = 1779/80 1878 =
1795 — 1738/9 1837 = 1780/1 1879 =
1796 = 1739/40 1838 = 1781/2 1880 =
1797 = 1740/1 1839 = 1782/3 1881 =
1798 = 1741/2 1840 = 1783/4 1882 =
1799 = 1742/3 1841 = 1784/5 1883 =

A.D.

1785/6
1786/7
1787/8
1788/9
1789/90
1790/1
1791/2
1792/3
1793/4
1794/5
1795/6
1796/7
1797/8
1798/9
1799/180o
1800/1
1801/2
1802/3
1803/4
1804/5
1805/6
1806/7
1807/8
1808/9
1809/10
1810/1

1811/2
1812/3
1813/4
1814/5
1815/6
1816/7
1817/8
1818/9
1819/20
1820/1
1821/2
1822/3
1823/4
1824/5
1825/6
1826/7
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Samvat A.D.

1884 = 1827/8
1885 = 1828/9
1886 = 1829/30
1887 = 1830/1
1888 = 1831/2
1889 = 1832/3
1890 == 1833/4
1891 = 1834/5
1892 = 1835/6
1893 = 1836/7
1894 = 1837/8
1895 = 1838/9
1896 = 1839/40
1897 = 1840/1
1898 = 1841/2
1899 = 1842/3
1900 = 1843/4
1901 = 1844/5
1902 = 1845/6
1903 = 1846/7
1904 = 1847/8
1905 = 1848/9
1906 = 1849/50
1907 = 1850/1
1908 = 1851/2
1909 = 1852/3
1910 = 1853/4
1911 — 1854/5
1912 = 1855/6
1913 = 1856/7
1914 = 1857/8
1915 = 1858/9
1916 = 1859/60
1917 = 1860/1
1918 = 1861/2
1919 = 1862/3
1920 = 1863/4
1921 = 1864/5
1922 = 1865/6
1923 = 1866/7
1924 = 1867/8
1925 = 1868/9

Samvat A.D.

1926 = 1869/70
1927 = 1870/1
1928 = 1871/2
1929 = 1872/3
1930 = 1873/4
1931 = 1874/5
1932 = 1875/6
1933 = 1876/7
1934 = 1877/8
1935 = 1878/9
1936 = 1879/80
1937 = 1880/1
1938 = 1881/2
1939 = 1882/3
1940 = 1883/4
1941 = 1884/5
1942 = 1885/6
1943 = 1886/7
1944 = 1887/8
1945 = 1888/9
1946 = 1889/90
1947 = 1890/1
1948 = 1891/2
1949 = 1892/3
1950 == 1893/4
1951 = 1894/5
1952 = 1895/6
1953 = 1896/7
1954 = 1897/8
1955 = 1898/9
1956 = 1899/1900
1957 = 1900/1
1958 = 1901/2
1959 = 1902/3
1960 = 1903/4
1961 = 1904/5
1962 = 1905/6
1963 = 1906/7
1964 = 1907/8
1965 = 1908/9

Samvat A.D.

1966 = 1909/10
1967 = 1910/1
1968 = 1911/2
1969 = 1912/3
1970 = 1913/4
1971 = 1914/5
1972 = 1915/6
1973 = 1916/7
1974 = 1917/8
1975 = 1918/9
1976 = 1919/20
1977 = 1920/1
1978 = 1921/2
1979 = 1922/3
1980 = 1923/4
1981 = 1924/5
1982 = 1925/6
1983 = 1926/7
1984 = 1927/8
1985 = 1928/9
1986 = 1929/30
1987 = 1930/1
1988 = 1931/2
1989 = 1932/3
1990 = 1933/4
1991 — 1934/5
1992 = 1935/6
1993 = 1936/7
1994 = 1937/8
1995 = 1938/9
1996 = 1939/40
1997 = 1940/1

1998 = 1941/2
1999 = 1942/3
2000 = 1943/4
2001 = 1944/5
2002 = 1945/6
2003 = 1946/7
2004 = 1947/8
2005 = 1948/9
2006 = 1949/50
2007 = 1950/1
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THE G. W. YARN CORP. TOKEN
by EUGENE MANISCHEWITZ

Plate XXIV

The writer first came in contact with this particular token in 1944. A friend had found it

on the floor of a cafeteria.

We visited the G. W. (for Good Worsted, of course) Yarn Corporation, and learned more

about the token in an interview with Mrs. Gertrude Rosen, a daughter of the proprietor.

The token, 34 mm. in diameter, bears on one side the inscription: G. W. YARN CORP./
380 GRAND ST./N. Y. CITY/—MAIL ORDERS—/PROMPT DELIVERY/RETURN OF 20

COINS/HOLDER GETS $1.00/IN MERCHANDISE/PHONE/GRAMERCY 5-4657. The re-

verse bears the inscription: TWENTY OF THESE/COINS/ENTITLES HOLDER/TO $1.00

IN/MERCHANDISE.

It is made of pure aluminum, a metal chosen for its cheapness and durability. Mr. Hyman
Weinberg, the proprietor, had these tokens made by J. L. Sommers, Metal Manufacturers. They

were first issued in 1939 for advertising purposes; some ten thousand were made for a sales

promotion campaign, and helped increase business to some extent.

These tokens were discontinued in 1944, due to a shortage of metals and price increases

which ruled out the token’s five percent discount offer. The G. W. Yarn Corp. moved across

Grand Street to Number 385 in January, 1946, and closed the history of the tokens.

A PERSIAN COIN OF THE “GALLOWS BIRDS’’ DYNASTY
By BEDRICH AUGST

Plate XXIV

Hulagu, grandson of the great Asiatic conqueror, Gengis Kahn, invaded the territory pre-

sently known as Iran and Iraq, and part of Asia Minor, in 1256 A.D. and for some years follow-

ing. He conquered this part of Asia with relatively little effort and established the foundations

of a new dynasty of Hulagu, or Ilkhan. Science and the fine arts flourished under this new dyn-

asty, which followed the pattern set by the earlier Persian rulers. As the Hulagu dynasty de-

clined in power the artistic achievements declined as well. The newly conquered territory was

parceled out in small provinces with local governors, who in turn had set up a series of minor

dynasties, with the diversion of power which such division implies. Scarcely a hundred years of

centralization sufficed to bring about the decline and fall of the Hulagu dynasty.

The Sarbedars of Khorasan were one of these minor dynasties, founded by an ex-tax col-

lector named Abd-er-Rezak, who came from a village called Bashtin. Abd-er-Rezak had led his

countryman in an uprising against the Mongolian troops in 1337, and conquered the town of

Sabzevar and the surrounding territory. After forty-four years the Sarbedars (“Gallows Birds”)

dynasty was overpowered by the ruthless Timur (Tamerlane) and his Tartars. In this brief per-

iod twelve rulers followed Abd-er-Rezak, nine of whom were assassinated.

Coins of the Sarbedar dynasty are rare and of unusual interest, inasmuch as they do not bear

the names of the rulers. It would seem that for political reasons these rulers wished to keep
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their names secret inside and outside their territory. The coins minted in the same style as those

of the Hulagu dynasty. During the apogee of the Hulagu dynasty the craftmanship of minting

coins stands well above that in Europe and the rest of the eastern world. The large, heavy coins

of the Hulagu dynasty pre-date the European thalers by some two centuries. Sarbedar coins are

similar in type, as the hitherto unpublished, specimen 1 from my collection illustrates.

The coin (silver, 52mm) is technically a nearly perfect specimen; calligraphically it is not

as beautiful as the Ilkhanid pieces after which it is patterned. The inscriptions, in Arabic, are

mostly quotations from the Koran, the obverse in Kufic script, the reverse in Naskhi.

Although the ruler’s name does not appear on the coin, the date 770 Hijrah (1368/9 A.D.)

establishes it as a piece of the last Sarbedar ruler, Ali Muaiyad, 1364-1381 A.D.

Both the obverse marginal legend, in which the Twelve Imans are named, as well as the con-

clusion of the declaration of faith, Ali, the friend of God, ruler of all the faithful — demon-

strates that Ali Muaiyad belonged to the Shiite sect of Islam, as had the entire Sarbedar dynasty

and the majority of Persians.

Translation

Obv. Area

,

within a tressure of six arches:

There is no god but God, Muhammad is the Apostle of God, Ali is the friend of God, prince

of the Faithful, — above and beneath — God bless him.

Between lines: King of the Truth, the Very Firm One, the True One, the Guardian, the

Trusty.

Margin: God bless Muhammad the Chosen, and Ali the Beloved, and Hasan the Pleasing,

and Husain the Martyr, and Ali the Ornament of the Servants of God, and Muhammad the Great,

and Ja’far the True, and Musa the Silent, and Ali the Pleasing, and Muhammad the Liberal, and
Ali the Director, and Hasan the Soldier, and Muhammad the Coming Proof of God.

Rev. Area, within a double tressure of seven arches:

Say, O God, Lord of the Kingdom ! Thou givest the kingdom to whomsoever Thou pleasest,

and strippest the kingdom from whomsoever Thou pleasest. Thou honourest whom Thou pleas-

est and abasest whom Thou pleasest; in Thy hand is good, as Thou are omnipotent.

(Kor. III.25)

Margin in segments between tressure and circle:

Striking of Sabzevar in the seventieth and seven hundredth year.

Margin between inner and outer circle:

Those who repent, those who worship, those who praise, those who fast, those who bow
down, those who adore, those who bid what is right and abstain from what is wrong, and those

who keep the bounds of God, glad tidings to those that believe.

(Kor. IX. 11 3)

1 Cf. Markov, Hermitage Inventory, St. Petersburg, 189G, p. 599, no. 4, for a comparable coin of the same date but lacking the

mint name. Eds.
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UNTRACED CURIOSITIES IN THE AMERICAN COLONIAL SERIES
by J. JAY FORD JR.

For the past several years, while actively engaged in numismatics, I have always been fasccin-

ated by the discovery, either in some old sale catalog or in one of the huge collections recently

offered on the market, of unlisted, or generally unknown colonial coins. Many of these appear
every so often, again to disappear when discovered by a specialist in the colonial series. Several

are only known by their descriptions in early sale catalogs, and have never been seen by the col-

lectors and dealers of today..

With the recently renewed interest in the colonial series, and the intense interest that the

advanced collector and the specialist in these historical coins displays, the author thought it

would be rather opportune to list and mention a very few of the odd and curious and perhaps
attempt to discuss what little is known about them.

No attempt can be made, without months of research and an extremely thorough knowl-
edge of early American coins, to write anything resembling a comprehensive article. There per-

haps is no on with a complete access to the larger collections, or the patience to find out where
many of these coins are today, and what definitely exists, what is false, the history behind each
piece, or such definite information as would end all controversy about certain pieces.

I would like to list a very few coins and would appreciate hearing from anyone who has a

vivid interest in the subject, and can contribute knowledge as to the whereabouts or story be-

hind various of the following. Such information would no doubt be highly valued by serious

collectors and would be a welcome addition to these pages.

Wyatt’s frauds of the “NE” and “Pine Tree” series, need no introduction here. Mr. Sidney
P. Noe in his excellent work on the New England and Willow Tree coinages, published as a

ANS mongraph in 1943, gives all of the available information on these so called coins and their

originator, most of which is logical deduction, as so little is known in print concerning them.
They comprise a series about which one is supposed to know, but many collectors and dealers

too are completely unfamiliar with them. The set of “Wyatt’s” fabrications consists of the

“NE” shilling and sixpence, and a “Pine Tree” shilling, sixpence, threepence, twopence, and last,

but not least, a penny, along with a “Good Samaritan” piece. They are more commonly found
in silver, but are known in copper. These imitation coins are usually found in very choice con-

dition, but sometimes the “NE” coins are found clipped and buffed, the latter in particular, to

give an illusion of wear and authenticity. Thomas Wyatt was obviously an amateur numismatist
with a leaning for enhancing his own collection by the exchange or sale of his frauds. It is

belieevd, by most authorities, that Wyatt obtained the designs for his coins, which in no way
closely resemble any original specimens, from a few genuine coins, but mainly from a litho-

graphed plate from Felt’s “An Historical Account of the Massachusetts Currency” which was
published in Boston in 1839. He operated in New York and Boston, and his fabrications made
their appearance in the middle fifties.

The notorious “Doctor Clay” sale, which was held in New York in 1871, and which was the

talk of early numismatists for many years, contained a large number of extremely questionable

colonial coins. The “NE” pieces were undoubtedly frauds as they were of incorrect weight.

Lot No. 75 was a pine tree shilling with an impression of the mongram “NE” on the lower half
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of the obverse. This very interesting coin was the cause of great debate when first presented for

sale, but as the “NE” punchmark is on the lower half of the obverse and is definitely not an

impression from the original punch we can be sure that this coin is nothing more than a

curiosity.

Mr. Strowbridge as the cataloguer of the Clay sale gave little information on Lot No. 119

which was catalogued as an Oak Tree sixpense dated 1650, in very good condition. Little or noth-

ing is known of the history or background of this piece. It was no doubt an altered date, and

nothing more.

There were several other coins of the New England silver series in the Clay sale, that are of

considerable interest. They are all undoubtedly frauds. There was a 1662, Oak Tree Penny,

which was catalogued as the best of the two known specimens of the coin. There was no authority

for the minting of “Penny” pieces, and we may assume that the cataloger, along with earlier in-

terested numismatists, was misled by various early works on coins including the aforementioned

“Felt’s”, and another volume, full of errors, published by a Martin Folkes in 1763, entitled

“Tables of English Silver and Gold Coins.” Both of the two specimens of the “Penny”, as men-

tioned by Strowbridge, were alterations of the twopence, as they were examined by Crosby.

There were also two so-called “NE” pennies in the same sale, which I believe is slightly over

doing what originally might of been a good thing. One was struck on a soft white metal coated

over with copper. The other was the “NE” and a “I” pinch, on an old copper French coin, which

faintly bore the date 1565 on the reverse.

So far as we know, both of the above and the Pine Tree shilling with the “NE” punch-

mark are both probably examples of careless handling of an imitation “NE” punch.

I have found two examples of Pine Tree Shillings struck over other coins. In the Gersten

collection there was a specimen struck over a well worn silver coin which bore a round shield or

arms, intersected by a cross. From the plate available of the coin it undoubtedly is an impression

of the Wyatt die. There is a story of an impression from a Pine Tree shilling die struck on a

George I British halfpenny, and references to it have been found in an old premium catalog.

It, as well as any other pine tree shillings struck in copper, are no doubt, as the first mentioned,

trial or intended impressions from the Wyatt pine tree shilling die, or should we say what Wyatt

intended to be a pine tree shilling die?

The London halfpenny token, which is normally found struck on a thick planchet, comes

on a very thin planchet, and is also known in brass. The former are not uncommon, but the

only example of the latter we have found is in the Clay collection, Lot #146. There is also an

example, in the same sale, of a coin with the legend, “Preserve London”, and not “God Preserve

London”. To this variety there is no other reference to be found.

Little or nothing is known of the official origin of the Virginia copper coinage of 1773, even

though a studious numismatist and student, one Charles T. Tatman, tried to prove the coins

were authorized by legislative and royal authority, by the publication of a pamphlet on the

subject, in 1894. Atkins, in his well known work, “The Coins and Tokens of the British Em-

pire”, published in 1889, states that according to a Rev. H. Christmas, a speciman exists in

bronze of the pattern for a silver shilling which is dated 1774, and which is a veiy raie and valu-

able coin. This piece in bronze we have never seen and can find no other reference to it.
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Crosby, as well as Atkins, mentions what are obvious trial pieces of the Maryland Shilling

and Sixpence, struck in bronze or copper. The aforementioned Doctor Clay collection contained

a specimen of the Shilling in copper which differed but slightly from the regular dies. The Brit-

ish Museum collection contains impressions of both the shilling and the sixpence in copper. We
have never heard of a groat in copper, nor do we know where Dr. Clay’s shilling in copper, sold

in 1871, is today.

Specimens of several varieties of the Mark Newby small fathing exist in silver. These are

not of the greatest rarity, but nevertheless are seldom seen today. We wonder if a specimen ex-

ists of the larger size coin in silver, commonly called the halfpenny, and if the small farthing is

actually known in gold as is claimed by several authorities.

The Kentucky cent, which is more correctly known as the “Triangle” or “Pyramid” token,

supposedly exists in silver with a plain edge. The Clay collection had both the engrailed edge va-

riety, which is very rare, and another with a lettered edge, “Payable at Bedworth, etc.”, instead

of the usual, “Payable in Lancaster London or Bristol”. These two coins we have never seen,

but a very few specimens exist of the engraved edge variety.

The Castorland token, originally struck in the period 1794-96, at the Paris mint, as a specu-

lative issue, is known in Gold, as a restrike. The coins examined, bore a reeded edge, were

struck on a comparatively thin flang using the new or “Restrike” dies. According to all avail-

able records only a very few pieces were in gold.

The often counterfeited and seldom authentic “Bar Cent”, is supposedly known in silver.

Lot #916, cataloged by the Chapman brothers, in the Bushnell sale, was sold as an original in

silver, and judging from the plate illustration, was an original, and not from the Bolen dies. Its

present whereabouts is not known.

The Pit penny was struck by a Mr. Smithers of Philadelphia, from the designs of Colonel Re-

vere of Boston, and was originally intended as a medalet, but later circulated as a Penny. A spe-

cimen in silver was in a collection of coins purchased by Mr. Parmelee of Boston, in 1876, called

the Seavey collection. There is also a farthing, bearing almost the same design, which was listed

as struck in brass in the Clay collection, with a milled edge. I believe this coin to be a rough,

contemporary copy of the more commonly found token. It is listed in C. Willys Betts, “American

Colonial History Illustrated by Contemporary Medals”, as #520. According to Willus Betts, the

Penny is also known in tin or white metal, but this we have never seen listed or other reference

made to.

A limited amount of research on the subject brings to light many trial pieces of the Washing-

ton coins, but many of these are discussed and listed in Crosby, and since publication of that mo-

mentous work, little or nothing has been discovered.

That the North Wales token is known in both copper and brass, with the former the rarer

coin is well known, but little can be found concerning this coin with a lettered edge. There was a

speciman in the Crosby collection with the edge reading, “Payable in Lancaster London or

Bristol”.

The 1791 Washington Cent with a small eagle reverese is supposedly known with the “Pay-

able at Macclesfield Liverpool and Congleton” edge. Crosby only mentions a trial piece struck
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on the obserse of a Macclesfield token, which was originally from the Doctor Clay collection,

Lot #992. Both the regular coin with the Macclesfield edge, and another speciman in brass were

sold in the Bushnell sale in 1882, Lots #1236 and #1237.

The reverse of the Liberty and Security halfpenny is found muled with the Irish halfpenny

reverse and is struck both in bronze and a white metal composition. The last named was sold

in the Clay collection, Lot #1005.

The 1783 Draped bust Cent, which was restruck about i860, by Lincoln, the famous London

Numismatist, was not only restruck in Silver and Bronze, with both plain and engrailed edges,

(the former much rarer than the latter), but in Gold with a plain edge. This coin was sold in the

sale of the Siedecki collection by Henry Chapman, April 1911. The Cataloger stated that only

two specimens were struck. The reverse die of this coin is also found muled with the obverse of

a token struck by W. J.
Taylor and bearing the date 1851, with a kangaroo facing right, and the

name Melbourne above. The reverse of the Washington draped bust cent as used in this muling

is the same as employed in the Lincoln restrikes and differs materially from the original dies.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS

In the last number of the Numismatic Review we published the following query from a noted

continental numismatist:

2. Because he found so many of them in the local collections. Grant infers that the aces of

Nimes are mostly found round that town. Is it not natural that local collectors should get from

anywhere coins related to their towns? As a matter of fact I know a collector who resided there

for years and only got two coins found locally. Would it be true that those aces were not struck

there but rather in Lyons or Vienne? There at least monneyers’ inscriptions have been found, none

in Nimes.

We have received the following communication concerning that query from Mr. J. G. Milne,

Department of Antiquities, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford:

“The second of the queries on p. 22 of the January Number of the Numismatic Review

raises an interesting point. It is certainly unsafe to assume that a coin in a collection has been

found locally, if no provenance is given. I was tantalised recently by a tray of coins in a country

museum, which would have probably given useful information for working out a trade route,

if the find spot had been noted: but they were only entered in the accessions catalogue as 13

coins, and, as the entry was in 1882, there is not much chance of getting further information.

I wish that it could be impressed on collectors that the interest of a coin can often be greatly in-

creased by recording all details of its history.

“But the question put, whether the coins with the name of Nemausus were not struck

there, but at some neighboring town, is another matter. In these days, as can be seen by turning

back the page on which the query is printed, a state may get its coins struck outside its borders:

and there was no reason in the ancient world why the same should not have been the case. His-

torians have objected to the record that Phidon of Argos struck coins at Aegina, on the ground

that Aegina was outside his dominion: but it was quite open to him to send an order across to

the most active mint in the neighbourhood for a supply of coins bearing his badge, and if we

only knew what his badge was we could probably identify his coins amongst the early issues of

Aeginetan fabric, which bear no letters, but only obverse types of the nature of badges.
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“I think that there is good reason to believe that in the Greek complex of small city states
many got their coins struck at certain important mints, in preference to setting up a workshop
for themselves. From an economic point of view, it would be the most sensible course to take:
and the Greeks were good business men.”

Query. I have seen mention made of Siamese tokens in sealing wax, that circulated when
tokens of other materials were used in Siam. Are specimens known, and what are they like.

A.C.

Answer. Publications of these extremely perishable pieces seem to be rare. The Editor has
seen one specimen, which is probably a sealing wax token. It is a rough little lump of black seal-
ing wax, not used as a seal (for it was never attached to anything), bearing an impression in re-

verse from a Siamese coin of the late 19th Century, about the size of a dime. Little save the ele-

phant type was clear. This piece was found in the collection of a gentleman who made a trip
around the world fifty or so years ago, and who had a few conventional porcelain tokens. We
have little doubt that pieces of this kind enjoyed a limited circulation. Scarcity in collections
must be due to the fact that few collectors sought them for preservation.

M.

Query. Judging from the photographs of Marshal Tito, I should say that Yugo-Slavia has
issued many new decorations and war medals. I shall indeed be most grateful for any listing of
these pieces for my specialty in this branch of numismatics is the Balkans.

C.L.P.

Answer. Through the courtesy of Inspector Charles W. Tozer, we append a list of the
honors bestowed by the Federated Peoples Republic of Yugoslavia in their order of precedence.

1

—

Order of the People’s Heroes Ribbon not known
2

—

Order of the National Hero Red with narrow white edges
^—Order of Freedom , Ribbon not known
4—Order of the Partisan Star — 1st Class Red
5 Order of National Liberation White, blue and white
6

—

Order of Fraternity and Unity — 1st Class Red center stripe on white with blue edges
7

—

Order of Meritorious Service to the People — 1st Class Red with blue center stripe
^—Order of the Partisan Star — 2nd Class Red with two broad yellow stripes
9—Order of Meritorious Service to the People 2nd Class Red with two blue stripes
10 Order of Fraternity and Unity — 2nd Class Red with two white stripes

Order o fthe Partisan Star — 3rd Class Red with four yellow stripes
12 Order of Meritorious Services to the People — 3rd Class Red with three blue stripes
13 Order of Valor Red with three narrow yellow stripes at each side.
14 Medal of Valor Blue with four white stripes
15 Medal for Meritorious Service „ Ribbon not known
Ifi Partisan Commemorative Medal 1941 Ribbon not known
17—Order of Labor — Awarded in three classes Ribbons not known

E.W.M.

NUMISMATIC LEGENDS— VII

The Hen-Pecked Collector

This is one of our briefest stories, and we hope it is not true. Remember that our “Numis-
matic Legends” make no claim to historicity, only that they are stories widely told.
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Once upon a time there was a gentleman who collected coins. He liked rare coins, and had

rather a talent for finding them. But his wife was not interested in his hobby, and merely tended

to regard it as a harmless weakness of her husband.

He rarely showed his collection, but at length made the acquaintance of a man whose tastes

resembled his own so much that he felt the collection should be exhibited. As they were about

to enter the door of his home, our lover of rarities made a brief remarks to his friend. “Now

remember, nothing in my collection costs me more than three dollars.”

Numismatistis may find the moral of this story for themselves.

AN UNUSUAL MINT TECHNIQUE AT KANDAHAR
By OLYBRIUS

Recently there came into the writer’s possession a small and not too well preserved Oriental

coin which nevertheless seems to merit special publication. It may be briefly described as follows:

Obverse:

A flower with fifteen or sixteen petals which spring from an inner circle in which

are several seeds or petals, at least nine. Design from a round die.

Reverse:

A sword with hilt to right, above and below which are almost illegible inscriptions

which may with confidence be restored as reading in Arabic zarb Kandahar (struck at Kandahar).

All in a round line border, surrounded by dots.

Bronze, rectangular, 24 x 18 mm.

The coin differs in design in only minor details from a specimen published from the Collec-

tion of Daniel F. Howorth by W. H. Valentine, Modern Copper Coins of the Muhammadan

States, no. 172: 18, which on a squared flan shows the sword in an opposite direction, and in a die

design with square borders.

Like that piece, our coin was issued during the period of Persian domination of Kandahar.

Coins of more or less related kinds bear dates near to A.H. 1100, which is around the end of the

17 th or early 18th Century of our era.

A minor variety of this kind is not unexpected, and of slight importance. But the fabric of

this piece is peculiar. The flan is made up of three layers of copper bent together lengthwise.

Apparently a very thin sheet of copper was sheared off into pieces of 18 x 72 mm, which were

then bent twice to roughly rectangular shape, then placed between regular dies and hammered

together. The writer, since the foregoing was composed, has seen two other coins of Kandahar,

made in the same fashion, which may have been a regular one at a few mints. But little has been

said of this method of coining, and it seems worthwhile to report it.
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THE ETHIOPIC ERA
From 1853 to 1964 E.E.

or

1860 to 1972 A.D.

(The Ethiopic New Year’s Day falls sometime in September)

E.E. A.D. E.E. A.D. E.E. A.D.
1853 = 1860/1 1891 = 1898/9 1929 = 1936/7
1854 = 1861/2 1892 = 1899/1900 •1930 == 1937/8
1855 = 1862/3 1893 = 1900/1 1931 = 1938/9
1856 = 1863/4 1894 = 1901/2 1932 == 1939/40
1857 = 1864/5 1895 = 1902/3 1933 = 1940/1

1858 = 1865/6 1896 = 1903/4 1934 = 1941/2
1859 ===== 1866/7 1897 = 1904/5 1935 = 1942/3
1860 = 1867/8 1898 = 1905/6 1936 = 1943/4
1861 = 1868/9 1899 = 1906/7 1937 = 1944/5
1862 = 1869/70 1900 = 1907/8 1938 = 1945/6
1863 = 1870/1 1901 — 1908/9 1939 = 1946/7
1864 = 1871/2 1902 = 1909/10 1940 = 1947/8
1865 = 1872/3 1903 = 1910/1 1941 == 1948/9

1866 = 1873/4 1904 = 1911/2 1942 = 1949/50

1867 ===== 1874/5 1905 = 1912/3 1943 = 1950/1

1868 = 1875/6 1906 ===== 1913/4 1944 = 1951/2
1869 = 1876/7 1907 = 1914/5 1945 = 1952/3

1870 = 1877/8 1908 = 1915/6 1946 == 1953/4

1871 = 1878/9 1909 = 1916/7 1947 = 1954/5

1872 = 1879/80 1910 = 1917/8 1948 = 1955/6
1873 = 1880/1 1911 == 1918/9 1949 = 1956/7
1874 = 1881/2 1912 = 1919/20 1950 = 1957/8

1875 = 1882/3 1913 = 1920/1 1951 = 1958/9

1876 = 1883/4 1914 = 1921/2 1952 = 1959/60

1877 = 1884/5 1915 ===== 1922/3 1953 = 1960/1

1878 = 1885/6 1916 = 1923/4 1954 = 1961/2
1879 = 1886/7 1917 == 1924/5 1955 = 1962/3

1880 = 1887/8 1918 = 1925/6 1956 = 1963/4

1881 = 1888/9 1919 = 1926/7 1957 == 1964/5

1882 = 1889/90 1920 == 1927/8 1958 = 1965/6

1883 = 1890/1 1921 == 1928/9 1959 = 1966/7

1884 — 1891/2 1922 = 1929/30 1960 = 1967/8

1885 = 1892/3 1923 = 1930/1 1961 == 1968/9

1886 = 1893/4 1924 = 1931/2 1962 = 1969/70

1887 = 1894/5 1925 = 1932/3 1963 = 1970/1

1888 = 1895/6 1926 = 1933/4 1964 ===== 1971/2

1889 — 1896/7 1927 — 1934/5

1890 = 1897/8 1928 = 1935/6
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BOOK REVIEW

A GODDESS TO A GOD. By John L. Balderston and Sybil Bolitho. New York, Macmillan

Co., 1948. 213 pages. Published at $3.00.

This is a sympathetic reconstruction of the romance of Cleopatra and Julius Caesar. Although

imaginative fiction, it is based on a more critical study of the ancient sources than most histor-

ical novels. Real understanding is shown of the Egyptian idea of the sacredness of the rulers of

Egypt, and especially the queen. Strictly speaking, the book is not numismatic, but Mr. Balder-

ston is a well known numimastist, and uses as a portrait of the heroine a cast of the silver drachm,

which shows her at the age of twenty-two. Hence we think collectors will feel a special interest

in the book.

M.

GUIDE TO THE GREEK, ROMAN, ENGLISH AND CHINESE COINS. Oxford, Ash-

molean Museum, 1948. 51 pages. Published at 2 s. 6 d.

This little pamphlet is the work of Dr. J.
G. Milne, Dr. C. H. V. Sutherland, and Mr. A.

Thompson of the coin room staff, under the editorship of Dr. D. B. Harden, Keeper of Antiquities.

The coins belonging to Oxford University, and those owned by several individual colleges have

now been gathered together in the Heberden Coin Room of the Ashmolean Museum.

Oxford has been receiving coins since 1552, and has of course a magnificent collection. The

purpose of the Guide is not to discuss all the coins preserved, but to call attention to several

series of the first importance. The English series is not unexpectedly fine, but it includes the

Crondall Hoard, where alone are found very many of the gold coins of the Seventh Century A.D.

The Chinese series includes several thousand coins, a recent gift of Captain R. Laird. The

Greek coins include a rich series from the Hellenic towns in what are now the Balkan States,

a special interest of Sir Thomas Evans. The Roman coins include many great rarities; issues of

the Civil Wars of 68 A.D. are worthy of special mention. There are nine plates, but one regrets

that the coin of the “shadowy Amandus” described as “not above suspicion” is not reproduced,

nor so many of the coins of the Civil War as one could wish. The pamphlet is, however, some-

thing that may be received with delight and approval by all who visit the Ashmolean, oi wish

they could do so.

M.

MONEY TALKS ABOUT THE BIBLE. By G. R. Halliday. Published by the Author. Los

Angeles, Calif. 1948. 28 pp. Illustrated. Paperbound. Published at $1.00.

This attractive booklet treats a difficult subject in a carefully planned manner and easy-to-

follow style. The information is drawn from a well-selected appended bibliography. A virtue

of the book is that it presents an argument based on the surviving evidence of the coins them-

selves rather than upon deductive theories. The numerous illustrations are largely photographs

of the actual coins rather than of casts. The result is a certain variation in tone, which may be

overlooked, however, in view of the excellent specimens used. There are a few controversial opin-

ions in the text, which are inevitable in dealing with the subject.
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As this phase of numismatics is becoming increasingly popular it is only regrettable that
the author did not include additional types and more detailed studies. It seems certain that as
the examination of this series continues, many surprises will surely await us in more extensive
studies.

K.

NUMISMATICA. Rivista Bimestrale di Numismatica — Medaglistica — Glittica — Sfragistica.

Anno XII N. 5-6. Settembre-Dicembre 1946. P. & P. Santmaria. Rome. Italy. 39 pp. Illus-

trated. Lira 450 annually.

It is with gratification that we greet again our Italian colleagues whose sound scholarship
and perceptive analysis make the effort of obtaining translations of their work so rewarding.
Numismatica presents illustrated articles on Types of Mars the Avenger on Roman Coins by
Franco Panvini-Rosati, The Problematical Sign of the Cross on the Pre-Constantinian Coinage
of Aquileia by Lodovico Laffranchi, The Horseman who Pursues the Pedestrian Enemy (Types
of Classical Coins) by Nicola Borrelli, and The Discovery of Romain Sesterci at Andezeno by
Professor Mario Cattaneo. There are an excellent bibliography, a chronicle of current numis-
matic items from Europe, Africa, the Americas, Asia and Australia, a brief and interesting illus-

trated article on a medallic rarity of Pope Clement VII, and a review of our own numismatic
review as well.

M. II. W.

SYLLOGE NUMMORUM GRAECORUM. Vol. IV, Part II. By E. S. G. Robinson. Oxford
Press, 1947. Published at $7.50.

This fascicle includes plates XV to XXIII, with accompanying text by Mr. Robinson, and
illustrates the coins in the Leake and general collections in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cam-
bridge University, England. The coins dealt with are from Sicily and Thrace.

The Sicilian series contains many coins of outstanding beauty and charm. It is interesting

to note that Number 1158 and 1159 (tetradrachms of Selinus) are from the same dies, but one
is plated and the other is not described as being so; another strong argument for the official char-

acter of plated coins in ancient times.

The Syracusan decadrachms include three by Kimon. It is curious to observe that fine as the

reproductions are, it is almost impossible to capture the full charm of these pieces in an illus-

tration. Photography does better for the work of his lesser colleague, Evaenetus.

The series from the Thracian districts is, of course, in sharp contrast to the aesthetically

important Sicilian coins; although many pieces of artistic value occur, especially at Ainos, the

series naturally includes a good many issues of the Imperial Period, and a few barbarous issues

of greater historic than artistic interest.

Little need be said in criticism of the text, which is as usual in the Sylloge extremely con-

cise, since all the coins are illustrated. But all who know Mr. Robinson’s meticulous thorough-

ness will admire the completeness with which he gives essential information.
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Since there is a theory that even the most enthusiastic reviewer should complain of some-
thing, we shall mention that the system of transliterating the coin inscriptions into modern Greek
lower case type seems to us to have much to be said in its favor, but if this is done, should any
capitals be used at all for the sake of consistency?

In conclusion we point out to our readers that the publication of which this fascicle forms
a part, is one of the greatest importance to all students of ancient art as well as numismatists.

T. O. M.

NECROLOGY

Mr. John M. Richardson of Stratford, Connecticut, passed away early in the morning of

June 9th, 1948, in his eighty-fifth year. He was an authority on Colonial coins and paper money,
and his article on previously undiscovered Varieties of Connecticut Cents, which appeared in
Number 9, Volume III of the Numismatic Review, will be remembered as an unexpected addi-
tion to our knowledge of a subject which had already been studied with great thoroughness.

Our correspondence with Mr. Richardson was exceedingly pleasant, and gave us the impres-
sion that he was not only an extremely careful and devoted student of numismatics, but also

a gentleman of great charm, whose passing will be mourned by his friends, both those who knew
him in person and many more who were acquainted with his eminent position as a numismatist.

SIR GEORGE HILL

As we go to press, we have received a copy of A Tribute to Sir George Hill on his Eightieth

Birthday, 1867-1947, privately printed at Oxford, 1948. It shows a portrait of the famous numis-

matist, and contains a dedication (in Latin) followed by the names of more than 250 scholars

who joined in paying tribute to one who had been of service to them in one way or another in

their own studies, directly, or through his writings. A list of the principal articles and books by
him follows, an amazing series of historical, archeological, and artistic studies. Not always was
his work purely or even remotely numismatic, yet all that he did (and the list of titles fills

twenty-four pages) was the work of one who was, primarily, a numismatist. At bottom, I think,

he loved great art most of all, and probably felt most at home when dealing with the coins of the

Greeks, and medals of the Italian Renaissance. But he wrote on the widest variety of topics, and
even, in 1916, on a counterstamped onza from the West Indies. The writer is familiar with most

of his works, and admits that, although he knows of nothing that is not admirable, he would
pick the British Museum Catalogue, Arabia, etc., as an outstanding handling of a most difficult

subject. Sir George died on October 18, 1948, but saw an advance copy of the Tribute two days

before his passing. The writer was long in occasional correspondence with him. He was the first

great scholar I ever wrote to, and despite his advanced age, a sense of personal grief is within me.

He was friendly, cheerful, kindly, and a scholar who inspired all who knew him. Director of the

British Museum, outstanding as a collector — for he gave his Museum the unique gold coin of

ancient Spain — I think of him as the learned man who wrote me kindly when I was fourteen,

and again kindly when our Numismatic Review began to appear. Ave atque Vale.

T. O. M.
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